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}KypHaji

CTenaH Ko3aK

MHXAHJIO MAKCHMOBHH
I ^OPMyBAHHa POMAHTHHHOl ^YMKH B yKPAffil

(£0 150-piliHJi KniBci.Koro yniBepcureTy

Ta ,,yKpaiHCBKHX HapO^HHX IliceHb” MaKCHMOBHHa) *

1

y i^bOMy poiji MHHac 150 poKiB Bifl yTBopeHHH Km'BCbKoro
yHiBepcHTeTy (1834), nepniHM peKTopoM HKoro 6yB MnxaHJio
MaKCHMOBHH (1804-73), Ta 150-piHHH BHxosy apyKOM Apyroi
30ipKH MaKCHMOBHHa YKpaiHCbKi Hapoxm nicm (1834).

ToBopHHH npo MnxaHJia MaKCHMOBHHa, TpeOa neprn 3a Bee

Bi^3HaHHTH, mo b po3BHTKy ryMamTapHHx HayK b Ynpami BiH

BijjirpaB nepmopaAHy pojiio. Ti^Ha no^HBy He jmme noro AOCJiiA-

HHi^bKa epy^HijiH, cyMjiiHHicTb i npan;e3AaTHicTb, a h pi3Ho6in-

HicTb noro HayKOBHx 3aijiKaBJieHb : (JjojncjibopHCTHKa, jiiTepary-

po3HaBCTBO, icTopia, eraorpa^ia, apxeojioria, apxeorpa(|)ia. MaK-
CHMOBHH 6yB, no CyTi, 3aCHOBHHKOM B yKpai'Hi SijIbHIOCTH Ha3Ba-
hhx flHcijHnjiiH. Bo,n;Hopa3 Tpe6a naM’HTaTH, mo Ha yKpai'HCbKOMy
fpyHTi M. MaKCHMOBHH 6yB oahhm 3 nepninx TeopeTHKiB i npaK-
THKiB HayKOBo-poMaHTHHHoi meojiorii. HJe b 1827 p. BiH BH^aB y
MocKBi 36ipHHK Manopociucbui nicm

,

3aBAHKH HKOMy Biapa3y
3,n;o6yB co6i JiiTepaTypHe m’a, hk b yKpai'Hi i b Pocii, TaK i b 3a-

pyOijKHHx cjioB HHCbKHx Kpamax, 30KpeMa b IIojibHJii. BncTa-

* y CTani aBTop KopncTyBaBCH 3-tomhhm BH/iaHHHM npapb yKpai'HCbKoro
BMeHoro: MHxaHjn> MaKCHMOBHM-b, „Co6paHHe cohhhchhh”, tt. 1,3 (Khib,
1876-80), a Taxonc floro 36ip,HHKaMH yKpa'mcbKHx niceHb 3 1827 i 1834 p. U,h-

TOBaHi AOCJli^>KeHHH MaKCHMOBHHa a TaKOHC ypHBKH fioro JIHCTyBaHHH, qaCTKOBO
onySjiiKOBaHoro b HtypHajii „KieBCKaa CTapHHa” (1904, N° 9), aBTop CTaTTi no-
Aae y BjiacHOMy nepeKJia^i na yKpai'HCbKy MOBy. DCTauH Bupe^aroBaHa pe-
Aanuieio 3a xapkiBCbKHM npaBonncoM.]
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hhti, Hara^aTH, mo ManopociucbKUMU uichrmu MaKCHMOBHna ko-

pncTyBaBCH O. IlymKiH npn HanncaHHi IIojiTaeu; HHMajio moth-
BiB nonepnHyB 3Bi,o;cH M. Torojib cboix Bezopie na xyropi

6iJin JluKaHbKU, CopozuHCbxozo RpMaptcy i Tapaca Eyjib6u; hh-

mh KopncTyBajmcH nojibCbKi noera „yKpaiHCLKOi uikojih” Ha nojii

3 B. 3ajiGCbKHM i K). CjiOBau;LKHM
;
BpeniTi npo hhx npHXHjibHO

Bia3HBajiHca Tani cjiaBicTH i nncbMeHHHKH, hk B. ilriu, II. IHa-
(|)apiK, A. Miu;KGBiH, He Kancynn Bme npo nepnmx peu;eH3eHTiB

Hie'i 36ipKH, a caMe O. CoSojiGBCbKoro, O. CoMOBa, C. IIIeBnpbo-

Ba Ta iH.

IlpoTe, Haft6ijibine Bpa>KeHHH cnpaBHjia 36ipKa MancHMOBHua
Ha npeflCTaBHHKiB Mojioaoi ynpamcLKoi iHTejiireHmi, ^jih hkhx
Manopociucbui nicm 6yjra npnKJiaflOM i cTHMyjioM ao npaiji Ha
HHBi pi^Hoi KyjiBTypH. HanpHKjia^, M. KocroMapoB y cboih Aero-
6iozpa0n 3ra,n;yBaB, m,o Manopociucbui nicm TaK ftoro 3axomuiH
Ta 36yflHjm yaBy, mo nepe3 hkhhcb Micnijb bIh 3HaB HanaM’nTb
yBect 36ipHHK MaKCHMOBHua. Ilm bgjihkhm bhjihbom 36ipKH

I. Cpe3HeBCBKHH nonaB BH^aBaTH cjiaBH03BicHy 3anopo3bK,y era-

puny; noHBHjioca HHMajio yKpai'HCbKHx jiiTepaTypHHx ajibMaHa-

xiB, b TOMy HHCJii ft Pycajina JJnicrpoea. Im’h MaKCHMOBnaa CTa-

jio fljia TO^iniHboi yKpai'HCbKoi' iHTejiireHu;ii, 30KpeMa MOJioaoi,

nyjio'i Ha hobI jiiTepaTypHO-KyjibTypHi noBiBH, CBoro po^y npano-
poM, ni,o; hkhm bohh nonajm rpynyBaTHca ft nouHHajm BjiacHy

npaijio.

mo hc ,,36y,n;HcyBajio ynBy”, iHTpnryBajio i cnoHyKyBajio 30
npan;i mojioahx yKpai'HCbKHx iHTejiireHTiB Bi,n; Mockbh i XapKOBa
flo JTbBOBa, Bi^HH i Eyaanenrry? 3BHnaftHO, nepni 3a Bee Hecno-

KiftHHft #yx HOBoi aoSh, ,,6po^HHHft no EBponi npnBH,n; poMaHTH3-
My”, nj;o caMe bjiobhb MaKCHMOBHH i mo 3Haftnuio CBift bhhb y
BH^aHift hhm 36ipi^i Majiopociucbnux nicenb, 30KpeMa y ftoro ne-

pe^MOBi

:

HacTaB, 3aaeTbca toh nac, kojih ni3'HaioTb cnpaB>KHio urny Hapop-

hocth; noHHHae B>Ke 3/UHCHioBaracH 6a>naHHH — xaft TBOpHTbca noe3ia

cnpaBHCHH pycbKa. Kpaipi Harni noera B>Ke b ocnoBy Ta 3pa30K cboix tbo-

piB KJia^yTb TBopn He muinx njieMeH, uinuie 6epyTb, hr 3aci6 flo HaflnoB-

Hiuioro po3BHTKy, caMo6yraboi noe3i‘i, mo 3po^HJiacb Ha pipHOMy rpyHTi,

jinuie 6yjia pobto 3arjiyiuyBaHa qy>K03eMHHMH nepeca^myBaHHHMH, ne-

pe3 snri TijibKH 3pmKa noaeKy^H npo6HBajiHCH.

3 uboro norjiapy na BejiHKy yBary 3acjiyroByK)Tb naM’HTKH, b hkhx

noBHime bhbbhji3cb 6 Hapo/micra; pe e nicm, pe 3BynHTb pyma, 36yp>Ky-

BaHa nonyTTHM, i K33KH, pe BUumepKajiioeTbCH Hapopna $aHTa3iH. B hhx

nacTo 6aMHM0 MiTo^oriio, noBip’a, 3BHHai h Hepipno pocTeMeHHi nopii,

mo b iHiHHx naM’HTKax we poxoBajiHca . . . Oco6jihbo BpocKOHajnoeTbCH
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MOBa qepe3 AocjiiAH 3ajiHiuKiB mhhybiiihhh,. jxe BOHa 6jiH>Kqa /to CBoro

KopeHH, a BOA'HOMac qacTiiua 6y,aoBoio i /jymqa chjioio . . .

3 TaKHMH ^.yMKaMH a 3BepHyB yBary Ha ui peqi b Ynpami i Ha nep-

uiHH pa3 BHflaio Ao6ipKy niceHb Uboro Kpaio, cnomBaioqHCb, mo bohh 6y-

^yTb uinaBi i b SaraTbOx Bia.HomeHHax KopncHi /urn Hamoro nncbMeH-

CTBa—MaioBH uijiKOBHTy neBHicTb, mo boihh noci/iaioTb 6e3cyMHiBHy Bap-

TicTb i Mi>K nicHHMH cjiOB’HHCbKHx njieMeH 3aHM3K)Tb ojiHe 3 nepuiHX

Micub.

IIpouiHTOBaHi pa^KH g BejieMOBHHM cBi^HeHHBM, mo nepeA-
MOBa He Mama bhkjiiohho xapaKTepy cJjoaaaBopHCTHaHoro aoMeH-
Tapa ao 3i6paHHx niceHB, a h 6yjia nepniHM poMaHTHaHHM aire-

paTypHHM MaHi(J)ecTOM Ta cBoepiftHOio AeaaapaAieio poMaHTHa-
hoi iAeoaorii b yapami. TyT noMiTHi xapaKTepHi aTpn6yTH po-

MaHTHHHoro MHCJieHHa : anojioria HapoAHOCTH— icTopnaHoro mh-
Hyjioro HapoAy, fioro TBopaocra, mobh, OT>ae, thx ochobhhx mo-
MeHTiB, aai niAKpecjiioiOTb Han;ioHajibHy caMoSyTHicTB HapoAy i

b hkhx poMaHTHKH BSaaaan AHcepejio ftoro AyxoBHoro npoSyA-
HceHHa i KyjiBTypHoro BiApoAaceHHH, a BiATaa Hau;ioHajiLHO-aBTO-

HOMiaHoro yTBepAaceHHH. y TOAiniHin cuTyaijii yapaiHAiB Hara-

AyBaHHa, a thm naae cnpoSa BiACToioBaHHH mobh, icTopii’, TpaAH-
u;ii h KyjiBTypn HapoAy — Ae 6yjia BOAHoaac 6opoTb6a 3a HaAio-
HajibHy caMoSyraicTb i piBHonpaBHicTb yKpai'HCBKoro HapoAy ce-

peA AepacaBHHx HapoAis.

MaKCHMOBHneBi MycHJia i\jih6oko 3anaM’HTaTHca Bi3ia Mafi-

SyTHBOl yKpaiHH, HKOK) 11 XOTiB 6aaHTH HOrO AyXOBHHH BHHTeJIB

H. TepAep: „yapai'Ha cTaHe kojihcl hoboio EaaaAoio. IIpeKpacHe
niACOHHH Aiei' KpaiHH, noriAHa BAaaa HapoAy, noro My3HHHHH
xhct, naoAioaa 3eMjia — kojihcb o6yAHTBCH. 13 Majinx njieMeH,

hkhmh kojihcb 6yan rpeKH, noBCTaHe BejiHKa ayaBTypHa HaAia”.
IliA BnanBOM ABoro TeopeniKa poMaHTHHHo'i icTopiococfni Ta 3 iH-

cnipaAii (^oaaaBopHCTHHHHx npaAt 3. ^oaeHrAi-XoAaKOBCBKoro,
K. BpoA3iHCLKoro i M. IlepTeaGBa, MaacHMOBHa myaaB y MHHy-
jiOMy yKpai'HH, b 11 repoiHHiH icTopii Ta SaraTift ayaBTypmH Tpa-

AHAii, iao 11 36eperaa ycHa caoBecHicTB i aiTepaTypm naM’aTKH,
Aacepea peAeHepapi Hapoay, noro HaAioHaaBHo'i cbIaomocth.

KiaBKa poaiB nicaa BHxoAy Majiopociucbnux niceHb

,

Maacn-
mobhh, roBopaan npo ToroaacHy ocBiTy h Hayay b Pocii, BiA3Ha-
hhb: ,,Mh aioSHMo Harne MHHyae, 60 boho 6yao i Aaao HaM 6yTTa
Harne; mh aioSHMo npHapameHe HaAiaMH i cnoraAaMH Harne cy-
aacHe, 60 b HBOMy 36epiraGTBca Hama MafiSyTHicTB; mh aioSHMO
same MaftSyTHG, 60 boho noBrnme noapam;aTH i niAHHTH Hame
cyaacHe”. U,e peaeHHH noacHioG A^epeaa TBopaoro Hecnoaoio
MaacHMOBHaa, noro 3aAiKaBaeHHH BHBaeHHHM Bcix ayaBTypHHX

5
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BHTBopiB Hapo^y- Ou;e 6e3HacTaHHe nparHeHHH bhbgcth noMi>K

jno^eft i^eio yKpai'HCBKoi Hapo,n;HOCTH b ycix ii ayxoBHHx BHHBax
cnpaBHjio, mo aBTop 3BepTaBCH He jrame 30 (jjojiKJibopy ft erao-

rpa(J)ii, ajie ft 30 icTopii Ta apxeojiorii, M0B03HaBCTBa ft jiiTepa-

TypH, 3aBAHKH HOMy BiH CTBB 3a BJiyHHHM BHCJIOBOM M. ,Zlpa-

roMaHOBa— ,,u;ijiHM ynemiM icTopHKO-(|»ijiojioriHHHM 3aKjia;n;oM”.

lie thm BaroMime, mo tbkhx 3aKjia,n;iB yKpai'HCbKHX TOfli He
6yjio, a Tarn jiio^h hk MaKCHMOBHH, a BCJiift 3a hhm O. Boshh-
CBKnft, M. KocTOMapoB, IT. Kyjiirn Ta ijijia KoropTa TajiaHTiB 3

T. IIIeBHeHKOM Ha HOJli MyCHJIH iftjIHM CBOIM nOABHJKHHIJbKHM
JKHTTHM, KOniTKOK) npaijeiO BiflCTOIOBaTH CBOK) HailiiOHaJIBHy aB-

TeHTHHHicTb nepe3 BejiHKoio apMieio aKa^eMiHHHx npo^ecopiB,
HKi BiflMOBJIHJIH 1M npaBa Ha iCHyBaHHH. y TaKOMy KOHTeKCTi
npaKTHHHa ^injiBHicTB MaKCHMOBHna b 3;n;iftcHeHHi ochobhhx
nocTyjiHTiB poMaHTH3My HaSnpae ocoSjihboi Barn. HaTOMicTb ftoro

TeopeTHHHi nojioxceHHH CBmnaTb npo HeaSmiKy npoHHKJiHBicTb i

epymmiio

:

Hy>Ki ayMKH i MipKyBaHHH jiHuie Toni xopncHi, kojih bohh cjiy>KaTb

fljiH po3BHTKy BJiaoHHx iHauiHX. I mh Tenep B>Ke noqHHaeMo ycBinoMJiio-

BaTH HeoSxiitHicTb BJiaoHoro i nepeKOHyBaTnca, mo caMi B>xe b cajiax

Hapoa>KyBaTH cboi >KHBi nyMKH i MipxyBaHHa, aid i 6y^yib njia Hac cyrre-

Bi i 3ByqHO npHKJia,n,Hiiiii AyMOK qy>xoro Hapony. ToMy, axmo HaM i Te-

nep He MeHin nonepe^Hboro noTpi6«a EBpona (60 >khtth 3aB>x,aH BHMarae

3B’H3Ky i3 30BHimHiM CBiTOM), TO B>Ke He flJia KepiBHHUTBa, He flJIH HaCJli-

AyBaHHH (J)OpM ii, ajie TlJIbKH CBOIMH AOCBUIOM i 3HaBHaMH, AJia BJiaCHHX

'Hauinx MipxyBaHb i bhchobkIb; He AJia toto, mo6 cjiiayBaTH in b Harnnx

niax, ajie mo6 cjiuxyBaTH po3yMOM ii ocBiTy.

Ileft naTpioTHHHO-HayKOBHft iivrnepaTHB, c(|)opMyjibOBaHHft

MaKCHMOBHneM Ha nonaTKy 1830-hx poniB m,e b MockbI, nonH-
HaiOHH 3 1834 p. BiH nonaB peajii3yBaTH Bxce hk npo^ecop Khib-

CBKoro yHiBepcHTeTy. IIopyH 3 BHflaHHHMH HacTynHnx 36ipoK yK-

paiHCBKHx niceHb, icTopHHHHMH, MOB03HaBHHMH Ta apxeorpa^iH-
HHMH AOCJli^aMH, BiH 3aftHHBCH rpyHTOBHO CjlOGOM O TlOJlKy IZO-

peeiM, npoftOBHcyiOHH i TBopno po3BHBaiOHH KOHijenijiio ynpaiH-
cbKoi" Hapo^HocTH ft HaiftoHajibHOCTH, 3anonaTKOBaHy nepe^MO-
bok) no MajiopocmcbKUx niceHb 1827 p.

lie oco6jihbo noMirao b ftoro noflajibnmx ^ocjiiAHceHHax.

Ajie 3aKH 6yae npo hhx MOBa, ro^HTbca Hara^am, mo b 3B’a3Ky

3 yTBopeHHHM KniBCbKoro yHiBepcHTeTy (1834) MaKCHMOBnaa
noKJiHKaHO Ha ftoro nepmoro peKTopa. 3 nepei3AOM yneHoro ^o
KneBa HaSpajia ^e^ajii 6ijibmoro po3Maxy ftoro (Jiojikjibophcthh-

Ho-BHAaBHnna Ta aocjii^HHijbKa ^injibHicTb. CaMe 1834 pony, ko-

jih MaKCHMOBHH CTaB peKTopoM i npoiJiecopoM Km'BCbKoro ym-

6
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BepcHTeTy, bhhhiob y MocKBi ^pyrnfi ftoro 30ipHHK yhcpamcbui
naponui nicni, 3 hothhm ^o^aTKOM MejioAiH 25-h niceHb, rapMO-

Hi30BaHHX Bi^OMHM Ha TOH HaC pOCiliCbKHM K0MnO3HT0pOM
O. Ajih6’gbhm.

£[k i b nonepe^HtoMy 36ipHHKy, 3BepTac Ha ce6e yBary aB-

TopcLKa nepe^MOBa, b mein MaKCHMOBHH nncaB npo ynpamcbiu
nicHi hk npo cBiAKiB icTopii Hapoay, nopiBHioioHH i’x 3 Ha^rpoS-

HHMH naM’HTKaMH repOlHHOl MHHyBHIHHH. JJeKOTpi Hapo^n,

3ayBa>KHB AOCJiiAHHK — b necTb BanuiHBHx no^ift BHAaioTb npo-

naM’aTHi Me,n;ajii, 3 hkhx icTopnKH po3raayiOTb MHHyjie. HaTO-
MicTb noai'i hchtth ynpamctKoro Hapo^y bIaGhjihch b repoiHHHX
nicHHx i TOMy ,,bohh MoncyTb CKJiacTH HaHBipHiniHH i Hannepe-
KOHjiHBiniHH jiiTonnc ajih HOBoro noSyTonncpH Majiopociii”.

Bary aaHoro 36ipHHKa, ao HKoro BBrnnuiH Hafi^ijibrn npnK-
Merai icTopHHHi nicHi naciB „K03au;bKoi cjiaBH”, a Tanonc cyTb Ta

3HaHeHHH aBTopcbKoi nporpaMHO-poMaHTHHHoi nepe^MOBH Han-

Kpame bjiobhb Mnnojia Torojib. y CTaTri „IIpo MajiopocmcbKi
nicm”, HanncaHm 3 npnBOAy ijboro 30ipHHKa, aBTop Tapaca
Eyjib6u, HeHane neperynyioHHCb 3 ochobhhmh ^yMKaMH MaKCH-
MOBHneBOi nepeAMOBH, nncaB:

Li,e HaponHa icTopia, >KHBa, acxpaBa, cnoBHeHa 6apB, npaBnH, icTopia,

ana po3KpHBae Bee >KHTTa napony. flxmo floro >KHTTa 6yjio niajibHe, pi3-

HOMaHiTHe, CBaBiabHe, cnoBHeHe BCboro noeTHH'Horo, i bih, npH Bcin Bce-

SiaHOCTi hopo, ne 3no6yB bhihoi UHBiJibauii, to Becb 3anaji, Bee CHJibHe

MOJioneae 6yTTa fioro BHjiHBaeTbca b HaponHHX nicHax. Bohh — Hanrpo6-

hhh naM’aTHHK MHHyaoro, 6ijibm Hhx Hanrpo6HHii naM’aTHHK: xaMiHb 3

KpaCHOMOB'HHM peJIb6tJ)OM, 3 iCTOpHHHHM 'HailHCOM HilH,0 IIpOTH UbOPO

>khboto jiiTonncy, axHH roBopHTb, cniBae npo MHHyjie. B nbOMy bthho-

uieHHi nicHi /yia Majiopocii — Bee: i noe3ia, i icTopia, i 6aTbKiBCbKa mo-

rnjia. Xto He 3po3yMiB ix tjihSoko, toh Hiaoro He 3HaTHMe npo KOJinuiHin

no6yT piei KBiTyaoi aacra'HH Pocii. Ictophk me noBH'HeH b hhx uiyxaTH

naHHx npo aeHb i mhcjio 6htbh a6o noxjianHoro noacHeHHa Micna, nocTe-

MeHHo'i pejiaui'i; b nbOMy Bi/tHomeHHi ne6araTO nicenb nonoMO>xyTb HOMy.

Aae kojih Bin 3axoae ni3HaTH cnpaB>KHitt no6yT, CTHxix), xapaxTep, Bci

HIOaHCH i BiATiHKH HOayTTiB, XBHJIKDBaHb, CTpa>x,naHb, panomiB onncyBa-

'Horo Hapony, kojih 3axoae 36amyTH nyx MHHyjioro Bixy, 3arajibHHft xa-

paxTep BCboro pijioro i oxpeMo kokhoto aacTKOBoro, TO^i BiH 6yAe 3ano-

BOJieHHH noB'HicTio; icxopia napo^y po3xpnBaeTbca nepen hhm b acHifl

Bejinai.

nicHi Majiopociftcbxi MoacyTb uijixoM H33BaTHca icTopnaHHMH, TOMy

mo bohh He BinpHBaiOTbca Hi na MHTb Bin hchtth i 3aB>xnH BinnoBinaK)Tb

ToniuiHbOMy MOMeHTOBi i ToniuiHbOMy CTaHOBi nonyrriB. Bcronn npoiiMae

ix, cxpi3b nnxae b hhx opa uiHpoxa BOJia xo3au,bxoro >KHTTa.
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3 HaBe^eHoro ypnBKy BHaHo ao6pe, mo TorojieBe poMaHTHH-
He 3axonjieHHH yKpaiHCbKHMH nicHaMH fiae b napi 3 lx icTopnuHO-

MiTOjioriuHHM TpaKTyBaHHBM. Moama 3aoraayBaTnca, mo TaKe

po3yMiHHH ynpaiHCLKoro repoi'HHoro enocy ,,niAKa3ajm” rorojie-

Bi, Mi>K iHUIHM, aBTOpCBKi nepe^MOBH ao 060X 36ipHHKiB Ta n caM
MaKCHMOBHH, 3 hkhm TorojiB MaB apy^KHi BiaHocmra. DJe Hane-

peaoaHi BnaaHHH Yupamcbnux napoffHux nicenb Torojib b jihctI

ao MaKCHMOBHna nncaB: „Hk 6h a 6aacaB 6yTH Tenep 3 BaMH i

neperjumyTH lx [nicHi] pa30M, nepea MepexTJiHBOio cbIhkoio no-

Miac CTiHaMH, 3acTaBjieHHMH KHHaacaMH i npnnopomeHHMH nopo-

xom . . . Moa paaicTt, acHTTH mog ! Hk a Bac jiioSjik) ! Bci jiiTonncn,

b bkhx a Tenep nonaioca, HeHaae MepTBi b nopiBHaimi 3 oh;hmh

a3BiHKHMH h hchbhmh jiiTomicaMH ! . . . Bh co6i yaBHTH He MOace-

xe, an nicHi aonoMaraiOTb MeHi b icTopii”.

nicaa BHxoay Yupaincbnux napoRHUx nicenb aBTopHTeT
MancHMOBHaa an 36npaaa, aocjiiaHHKa i KOMeHTaTopa ocTaTOHHO
yrpyHTyBaBca, a BiH caM Ha6yB Beamed nonyaapHOCTH, b nepmy
aepry b cjioB’aHCbKHX Kpamax. IIpo n;e CBiaanTb, mdk iHniHM, u;h-

TOBaHa BHm,e cTaTTa Toroaa, a TaKoac oSmnpHa pen;eH3ia-CTaTTa

npoBiaHoro TeoperaKa i npaKTHKa nojibCbKoro poMaHTH3My Mh-
xafijia rpaSoBCbKoro. Hk i rorojib, aBTop JliTepaxypu u npurunu,

ae 6yjia BMinjeHa 3raaaHa peijeH3ia Ha yupdincbtd uaponni nicm,
cnnpaiOHHCb, Miac Ihhihm, Ha nepeaMOBy MaKCHMOBHaa, TpaKTye
yKpaiHCbKHH repoiaHHH enoc an HaftaocKOHajiimHH BHTBip ayxa
Hapoay, mo BHflnHCKye noeTHHHicTio i pa30M 3 thm Biaa3epna-
Jiioe cycniabHy i nojiiTHHHy noro icTopiio. Ocb KiHu;eBi a63au,H

neprnoi aacTHHH n;iei cTaTTi-pen;eH3ii, any a-nn BjiyaHOCTH Ta ne-

peaaai Bcix i'i HioaHciB noaaio b opHtmajii:

W miejscach, gdzie zgasto zycie dawnej Kozaczyzny, zyje dotqd swieza i zywa

jego pami?c w tych nasladowanych spiewach. Spiewy te, tak wazne dla historii

tego kraju, sq niemniej zajmujqce, jako jedna z najzdrowszych latorosli wielkiego

szczepu poezji gminnych. Od niejakiego czasu poznano si? nareszeie na ich

wartosci i zaczfto je zbierac . . .

Dopiero z wyjsciem tego szacownego zbioru [Maksymowicza] mozna mo-

wic, iz znamy poezj? ukrainskq. Dotqd rozprawiano o niej wi?cej ze styszenia,

nizeli wedtug gruntownej znajomosci. Wszyscy wiedzieli, ze na Ukrainie sq dawne

dumy, dawne historyezne spiewy o Niczaju, Doroszenku; ze na prawym brzegu

Dniepru sq lirnicy, na lewym bandurzysci, lecz wiadomosci te byly gtuche i raezej

domyslalismy si? nizeli znali doktadnie, co za skarby posiadamy, albo raezej co za

skarby codzien tracimy, ze smierciq starcow, ze zmianq obyczajow wiesniaezego lu-

du, z utratq przez niego pami?ci swojego uptynionego bytu. Mozna si? byto oba-

wiac, azeby z przejsciem lat, ta zamozna poezja nie zamienita si? u tegoz samego

ludu w takqz btahq pamiqtk?, jakq byta dotqd nasza o niej wiadomosc . . .

8
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Dlatego wyznac trzeba, ze dopiero dzieto P. Maksymowicza nadaje form?

i ciato temu, cosmy pierwej we mgle i niejasnym zmierzchu widzieli. Przytq-

czywszy ten zbior poezji ukrainskiej do zbioru galicyjskiego, do piesni czeskich i

serbskich, do r?kopisow krolodworskich, do piesni Igora, mozna powiedziec, ze

jest juz z czego uczyc si? ducha przyrodniej Sfowianszczyzny. Jezeli nie wszystko

jest zrobione, przynajmniej zrobiono juz wiele.

Tana BHcoKa opiHKa Hapo^Horo enocy ynpampiB i, 30KpeMa,
36ipHHKa MaKCHMOBH^a,— aBHm;e Biapa^He i cnivmTOMaTHHHe. Lie

thm BajKJiHBime, mo n,i anojioreTHHHi pn^KH HajiejKaTt nijibHOMy

npe^cTaBHHKOBi t. 3b. yKpaiHctKOi niKOJiH b nojiLCBKin jiiTepa-

Typi. 3peniToio, 3 npopnTOBaHoro bh^ho, mo b KOMneTeHTHOCTi
KpHTHKa He cjiifl cyMHiBaTHca (npo noro noMHjiKOBi TBep^-

HceHHH He roBopio, 60 He npo pe imeTbca) . LIk KpnTHKOBi h Teo-

peTHKOBi poMaHTHSMy, TpaSoBCLKOMy 6yjm 6jiH3bKi TaKom po-

MaHTHHHi nOCTyJIHTH MaKCHMOBHHa. TOMy rOBOpHHH npo K03a-

i^lkhh enoc, aBTop CTaTTi „0 piesniach ukrairiskich” o^hh 3 nep-

hihx y nojibCBKiH KpuTHiji HaMaraBca caMe 3pyniHTH naHaxmmy
aTMOcc|)epy „mcHoniHHa” AeaKHx npe^cTaBHHKiB ynpamcLKoi'
H3KOJIH, BKa3yiOHH OftHOHaCHO, 111,0 B SijIbUIOCTi yKpaiHCbKHX re-

poi'HHHx niceHb Ta ayM npoSnBaeTbca icTopnuHa npaB^a i Bmjiy-
HKDG BOJiejHOSHHH flyX K03aHHHHH.

3BepTae TaKorn Ha ce6e yBary h 3aKiHneHHH pHTOBaHoi’ CTaTTi

TpaGoBCbRoro, ae BiH nopiBHioG 3(5ipHHK MaKCHMOBHna 3 aHajio-

riHHHMH 36ipHHKaMH HeCbKHMH i cepScbKHMH Ta CjioeoM o UOJlhCy

IzoyeeiM, niaKpecjnoiOHH, mo jmrne b hhx Moama bjiobhth

,,cnpaBJKHin ayx CjiOB’aHumHn”. 3 pboro bh^ho, mo Tpa6oB-
cbKHH cjii^nyBaB 3a npaimivra MaKCHMOBHna 3 noro HanHOBiniHMH
po3BiaKaMH, HanpHKjiaa, npo Cjioeo o nojuty IzcypeeiM, b hkhx
yKpamcbKHH yneHHH bhhbhb ce6e hk TeopeTHK i npaKTHK t. 3b.

KyjibTypHo-MiTOJioriHHHX aocjiiapKeHb. Ueaiti MipKyBaHHH MaK-
CHMOBHna He BTpaTHjin aKTyajibHOCTH h no Ham ^OHb. Tan, Ha-
npnKJiaa, BKasyionn Ha neBHy cnopiaHemcTb noeTHUHoi' cnaanm-
hh MHHyjioro pi3HHx HapoaiB, MaKCHMOBHH nncaB:

y Bcix njieMeH iHjioeBponeHCbKoro KOJiiHa jie>KHTb b ocHOBi o^hh 3a-

rajibHHH 3anac BipyBaHb i cjiiB, hkhh 3ro,noM y KoacHoro njieMeHH, p03-

BHHyBiuHCH no-CBoeMy Ta CBoepi/mo y kchkhopo, BnoptruKyBaBCH. Harnift

pycbKift MiTOJiori'i i pycbKift tjtijiojiorii HaH6jiH>Kqa Hama pi^Ha cjiob’hh-

ui,HHa, niBfleHHa i 3axi^Ha, oco6jihbo Te, bk TaM BipyBajiH i roBopajia; 6e3

UbOTO nopiBHBJlbHOTO BHBHCHHH He MO>KyTb bohh h 6yTH rpyHTOBHHMH

HaynaMH; a ajib 6iJibuioi noBHOTH i MipHOCTH CBoei He mokha >k tm He

3piBHHTHCB 3 BipyBaHHBMH i MOB3MH iHuiHX iHfloeBponeiicbKHx njieMeH i

He nepeBipHTH ce6e ihhmh.
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E>Ka3yiOHH Ha BaroMimi acneKTH TeopeTHHHHx 4>opMyjiio-

BaHb MaKCHMOBHHa, MOJKHa SoaaH npH6jIH3HO yHBHTH co6i, HKHM
epy^HTOM 6yB ii;eH yneHHH i jray pojiio BiairpajiH noro kphthhho-
HayKOBi KOHijeimii b po3BHTKy yKpamcbKoi poMaHTHHHoi’ iaeojio-

rii, hk y flijiHHiji kphthkh h jiiTepaTypo3HaBCTBa, TaK i b noe3ii

Ta b xyzjoHCHm TBopnocTi B3arajii. Tpe6a BoaHonac naM’nTaTH, mo
oOroBopem aoTenep eTHorpa$iHHO-c|)ijiojioriHHi npaiji MaKCHMO-
BHua cTaHOBHjiH HI.OHHO nouaTKOBHH eTan b Soro HayKOBifi ai-

HJibHOCTi i 6yjiH HeHane niaroTOBKoio ao mnpoKo 3aayMaHHx ao-

cjiianteHL, npHCBHneHHx yKpamcbKiH MOBi, icTopi'i, apxeojiorii fi

KyjibTypi B3arajii, noHHHaiOHH Bia meaeBpy CTapopycbKo'i ao6n—
Cjioea o nonny IzopeeiM — i Ha cynacHOiviy aBTopoBi CTaHi ynpa-
lHCbKoro nncbMeHCTBa b rajiHHHHi cKiHHHBnm.

3 neBHiCTIO MOJKHa CTBepaHTH, mo SBepHeHHH MaKCHMOBH-qa
ao Cnoea o nojitty IzopeeiM Majio aJifl po3BHTKy yKpamcbKoi
HayKOBO-poMaHTHHHo'i iaeojiorii' He MeHine 3HaHeHHH, huk BHaaH-
hh 30ipHHKiB yKpamcbKHx niceHb 1827 i 1834 pp. lie, no cyTi,

HacTynHHH eTan b po3BHTKy h yTBepanceHm poMaHTHHHoi iaeojio-

rii b Ynpami, 3anonaTKOBaHHH nepeaMOBOio ao 36ipHHKa 3 1827 p.

OcnijibKH aaHa nepeaMOBa g, neprn 3a Bee, nepniHM yKpai'HCbKHM
pOMaHTHHHHM JliTepaTypHHM MaHi(|DeCTOM, a apyKOBaHi B 36ipHH-

Ky nicHi Ta ayMH — noeTHHHOio ijnocTpapieio TeopeTHHHHx no-

jiomeHb ii aBTopa, octIjibkh po3BiaKa npo Cnoeo o nojwy Izope-

eiM e TeopeTHHHHM i npaKTHHHHM yTBepaJKeHHHM Ha yKpai'H-

cbKOMy rpyHTi ochob HayKOBO-poMaHTHHHoi kphthkh h iaeojiorii

b aijiOMy, HKi b nepeaMOBi moimo 3aKijibHyBajiHcn. IIpoTe, caMa
3 3au;iKaBjieHHH nicHHMH i repoi'HHHM enocoM BHpocTaG MaKCH-
MOBHHiB iHTepeC ao pOMaHTHHHOl iaei HapOaHOCTH, ao 3’acyBaH-

hh ii 3HaneHHH b yKpamcbKiH icTopi'i, b MHHyjioMy, HapeniTi ao
BianiyKaHHH HaHBiaaaJieHiuiHx ii a>Kepeji, b hkhx yHBjieHHH npo
HapoaHicTb 6yjio 6 HaHHCKpaBime.

3riaHO 3 TaKHM pOMaHTHHHHM iMnepaTHBOM MaKCHMOBHH
3BepTaGTbcn ao KyjibTypn Khibckkoi PycH, ao yKpamcbKoro ce-

peaHbOBinHH, HKe B3arajii CTaHOBHjio aijiicmrii, a BiaTaK npHHaa-
jihbhh a-n^ poMaHTHKiB (^partvieHT KyjibTypn, mo aa^aB BejiHHe3Hi

MOHCJIHBOCTi iCTOpHHHO-nopiBHHJIbHHX aOCJlia>KeHb HaHOCHOBHi-
HIHX BHHBiB HapoaHOrO ayxa, BKJIIOHHO 3 HOrO repOlHHHM MHHy-
jihm i MiTaMH. ,,Hkih;o nopiBHHTH cTapopycbKy cjiOBecHicTb — Bia-

3HanaB MaKCHMOBHH — 3 cynacHHM in cTaHOM cjioBecHOCTH y 3a-

xiaHHx Hapoain, to, 3BHnaHH0, Hi oaHH 3 hhx He aocnrae nepe-

Barn Haa hhmh; npHHaiiMHi HaM HeBiaoMO mnoro b XI i XII ct.

3axiaHoeBponeHCbKHMH MOBaMH, mo nepeBepmyBajio 6 Jlironu-

cauHR HecTopa, Cnoeo Knpnjia TypoBCbKoro i Tlicmo o nonny
Izopn”.
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IIpOIJHTOBaHHH ypHBOK G BejieMOBHHM CBiAHeHHHM naiAHO 3a-

CTOCOBaHOrO MaKCHMOBHHeM pOMaHTHHHOrO npHHUiHny iCTOpHH-

Horo ^ocjii^JKeHHH : hhm Aa«ni 3araH6aioBaTHCH b icTopHHHo-Kyab-

TypHe MHHyjie HapoAy, thm caMoSyTHimi i BHAHimi Kpame icTOT-

Hi ftoro npHKMeTH h HaijioHaabHa cj3i3ioHOMia
;
a6o: hhm anecb

HBHipe cycnijiBHoro jkhtth Armine, thm boho 6ijitm HapioHaab-
ho caMoSyTHG i BpaacaiOHe cbogio cnoKOHBiHHicTio. CaMe u;hm, hk
BiAOMO, JKHBHTbCH HapOA BOHO 36yA^KyG HOrO iCTOpiOTBOpny

eHepriio. He BnnaAKOBo, oTace, b iAeojiorii poMaHTHKiB npo6aeMH
u;i Haaeacaan ao npoBiAHHX, 6ijibme — CTaHOBHjiH ii' HApo.

ToMy-TO pi3KHH i KaTeropHHHHH npoTecT BHKJiHKajia b Man-
CHMOBHna HopMaHCbKa Teopia noxoAaceHHa Pycn, any nepeHHajiH

BiA HiMepLKoro icTopHKa ABfycTa IHaepepa onpeMi pociftcbKi

AocaiAHHKH, b TOMy HHCJii jiiAep naHcaaBicTiB Mnxaiiao noroAiH.
CnpocTOByiOHH noraaAH ocTaHHboro, MaKCHMOBHH nncaB:

Bh Ha3HBaeie UJjieuepa SaTbKOM 'Harno'i icTopHUHoi kphthkh, ajie ue

6yB ujih He'i jihxhh bIthhm, bH hkoto Hapo/iHBCH i Ham icTopHHHHH CKen-

THUH3M. Hk CaMOBbJIbHO i HeOXaHHO Bi'H nOB'OAHBCfl 3 HeCTOpOBHM JliT'OnH-

com? Bee, mo 3H3xo,hhb BiH y Hecxopa HesriuHHM 3i cboimh bji3chhmh

norjia^aMH npo Pycb, Ha3HBaB HicemxHHMH BCTaBKaMH, uypHHMH nepepod-

KaMH i H3BMHCHHMH niupo6KaMH ni3HiiiiHx nepenHcyBauiB Ta npoaoBwy-

Baum; a mo 3HaxouHB y hhx xoTO>KHe 3i cboimh nonm,aaMH — Te 3ajiy-

naB y uaHHfi tckct Heciopa; Ta h caMoro Hamoro JirronHCua Bin oSBHHy-

BanyBaB y BHra/max i uywe hchhcto uhbhbch Ha floro BipyBaHHH. Hkhft

>Ke ue B3ipeub kphthkh? I mo >k 03HauaioTb eHTy3iHCTHUHi rinep6ojiiMHi

noxBajiu HecxopOBi Biu Ulaepepa? niu bhtjihuom Heciopa BiH bhxb3jihb

Jiume ce6e! A b CBoeMy lUBeucbKOMy BueHHi npo Pycb — BiH 6yB Han-

3aB3HTimHH i OUH06mHHH CHCTeMaTHK.

BiACTOIOIOHH aBTeHTHHHiCTb KhIBCBKOI PyCH, MaKCHMOBHH 3
He MeHHioio yBaroio BiAHOCHBca ao naM’aTOK CTapopycbKoi’ Kyjib-
TypH, 3 HKHMH OKpeMi iCTOpHKH IIOBOAHaHCa m,OHaHMeHHie AHB-
ho, BiAAaioHH ix a6o Ha noTaay npHXHjibHHKaM „HiMeu;bKoi Bne-
hocth, any nocaAHjra Ha nonecHHH cTia”, a6o iHTepnpeTyiOHH ix
3Haho 3i cboimh naHCjiaBicTHHHHMH cneKyaau;iaMH hh Teopieio
„0(J)iAiHH01 HapOAHOCTH”.

Tpe6a naM’aTaTH, mo u;i AHCKycii TopKaanca He anine icTopii
h aiTepaTypn, aae h mobh, nepm 3a Bee yKpai'HCbKoi, aKifi BiA-
MOBaaaoca npaBa 6yra aiTepaTypHOio moboio HapoAy, Ha3HBaio-
hh ii Ai^aeKTOM a6o „ahbhok> MimaHHHOio pociHCbKoi i noab-
cbKoi”. BiAnoBiAaiOHH Ha 3aKHAH noaeMicTiB MaKCHMOBHH BiA3Ha-
hhb:
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HapoA'Ha niBfleHHopocincbKa MOBa BTiaeHa HaftSuibuioio eAHicTio yT-

BopeHHa i CKJia^y b cbo'ix MicpeBHx BiAMiHHOCTAX, Tan, mo b Hifl MO>KHa

po3pi3HHTH, Ta h to He Ay>xe pi3K0, ABa Hapinaa: cxiAHe — yKpamcbKe

a6o MaAOpociHCbKe, i 3axiA'He — raAHUbKe a6o nepBOHopycbKe. U,a npHK-

Meia eAHOCTH niBAeHHopociHCbKoi mobh e 3anopyKOK) i'i AaBHboro yTBO-

peHHH, HKe ciaaocH, 6e3 cyMHiBy, He ni3Hime ApeBHboro nepioAy, a He b

cepeAHi nacH, hk raAaAH Aemri, MapHO bhboahhh niBAeHHopociHCbKy MOBy

BiA 3MiuiaHHH pOCiflCbKO'i i HOAbCbMOl.

y CBoi'x uncjieHHHx npapax MaacHMOBHa po3BHHyB cboio ri-

noTe3y i nepeKOHjiHBO ,o;oBiB, ipo Ha „Maaopociiicbae Hapiaaa Tpe-

6a aHBHTHca aa Ha onpeMy MOBy, ana Bi,n;pi3HaeTbca Bi,n; Beanao-
pocincbKoi', a thm Siabine Bi^ noabCbao'i”. HaTOMicTb thm, aai h
Ha,n;aai ii 3HeBaacaan i 3a,n;aa BaacHoi BHro^H a6o MaTepiajibHo'i

KopncTH an cayac6oBoi aap’epn 3aKJiHKajm noKHHyTH pio MOBy,
MaKCHMOBHa y 3’i,n;aHB0My nacaBiai nncaB:

BepH, 6epn cnopiui Ha3aA

Tbos AeAane caobo,

Koah noBamHBCb HaM cxasaTb:

3a6yAbTe piAHy MOBy!

I Hamo 3AyMaB ce6e 3BaTb

Th HauiHM ApyroM, 6paroM?

Fotob ecH 3a rporni CTaTb

Th HamHM cynocTaxoM.

nfenaH, opaTope, ce6e!

Tboh 6pex'HH BeAHKa:

Oa Hei h npaBAa y Te6e

CTaHOBHTbCH KaAixa.

^HTaioaH u;i pa^KH He MomHa He npH3HaTH MaacHMOBnay
aiTepaTypHoro xncTy i rpoMa^aHCbaoro ni^xo^y flo piei cnpaBH.
IIpoTe, an yaemrii bIh cbogio epy^npieio, Bce6iaHicTio 3an;iaaB-

aeHb i KoniTKoio npapbOBHTicTio Sy^HTb i hhhI no^HB icTopnaa
aiTepaTypn.

2

XapaKTepH3yioaH Mnxaftaa MaacHMOBHaa aa TeopeTHaa i

npaaTnaa yapamcbaoi poMaHTnaHo'i i^eoaorii, a Baa3yBaB i Ha
Te, m,o aBTop 36ipmiaiB yapamcbanx Hapo^HHx niceHb MaB Ta-

aoac flyace po3BHHyTe apHTHHHe ayrra, 3aBAaan aoMy bIh Hea6n-
aa Bi33HaaHBca b yapa'mcbam Haypi apHTHaoa) .opaepea i bh-

CBiTaeHHaM oapeMnx momchtIb yapamcbaoro nncbMeHCTBa, icTO-

pil h ayabTypn Baaraai.
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IIIyKaioHH yKpaiHCbKoro icTopnKO-KyjibTypHoro ponoBony,
MaKCHMOBHH 3BepHyBca Hamiepnie — ak yace 3ranyBajiocb —
HO KHaacoi no6n, a neprnoK) jiiTepaTypHoio naM’aTKOio, onpaijbo-

BaHHHM HKoi BiH 3anHaBca, 6yjio Cnoeo o nojuty IzopeeiM.

Cjlin BiH3HaHHTH, LU;0 BHCe HO MaKCHMOBHHa HaBKOJIO Hboro
TBopy HaKonHHHjiocH HHMajio Henopo3yMiHb, neprn 3a Bee, Bin-

HOCHO Horo OpHriHaJlbHOCTK H HaBHOCTH. I Ije 3a TaKHH KOpOT-
khh aac Bin MOMeHTy HanpyKyBaHHH neprnoi bIctkh npo fioro

BinHaHneHHa, to6to Bin 1797 ho 1835 pony, kojth MaKCHMOBHa
noaaB iHTeHCHBHo hum 3aHMaTHCH. 3BHHafiHO, yKpamcbKHH yae-

hhh 6yB no6pe o6i3HaHHH 3 noTenepiniHbOK) icTopieio npaijb Han
CnoeoM, npo mo CBiflaaTb noro KOMeHTapi ho nocTaBJieHnx yace

HocjiiHHHKaMn nnTaHb i nojieMiKa 3 hhmh.
Ilepiny BicTKy npo Cnoeo HanpyKyBaB, an n;e 6yjio 3ranaH0,

1797 p. b raM6yp3bKin ra3eTi Spectateur du nord rpac|) O. Mycin-
IlymKiH, akhh 3HanmoB nen TBip. 3po3yMijio, mo rpa<|>, 6ynyan
me Toni o6ep-npoKypopoM t. 3b. CBaTimoro cnHony, xotIb TaKHM
hhhom npnBepHyTH ho Cnoea yBary Baemix, 30KpeMa 3axinHix
Kpain. Graaoca Te, noro, MaSyTb, aBTop He nepenSaaaB, a caMe
A. Hlneijep, ho aKoro MaKcnMOBna cTaBHBca 3 Hexirao, a anoro
BBaacaan Han6ijibiHHM aBTopnTeTOM y nnTaHHax HaBHboi Pycn,
Binmcca ho Cnoea 3 cyMHiBOM. lie, 3naeTbca, npnMycnjio HaBiTb
MyciHa-ITyniKiHa BinpeKTnca Bin o6oB’a3KiB o6ep-npoKypopa
CBaTimoro cnHony i nepeixaTn ho Mockbh. TyT BiH pa30M 3 Ma-
JIHHOBCbKHM, HHpeKTOpOM apxiBy MiHiCTepCTBa 3aKOpHOHHHX
cnpaB Pocii, BnnaB 1800 p. Cnoeo o nonny IzopeeiM nin 3arojiOB-

kom HcTopuzecKan necnb.

Ila ny6jiiKau;ia BHKJiHKajia 3pa3y pan cyMHiBiB i noaeMiny
mono noxonaceHHa Cnoea Ta noro npaBflHBoc-ra ft aBTopcTBa.

Aflace, naM’aTanMo, mo HanpyKOBaHO Hen TBip Ha nincTaBi hochtb
3HHmeHoro pyKonncHoro cnncay. He hhbho, mo noaeMiaa HaBKO-
jio Cnoea 3arocTpnjiacb — an 3ranye MaKCHMOBna — nicjia

1812 p., to6to nicjia noaceaci Mockbh, nin aac aaoi 3ropiB i Hen
ghhhhh cnncoK n;boro TBopy. ToMy He BHnanKOBO, mo caMe b n;eH

aac nocTaBaeHe Mockobcbkhm TOBapncTBOM jiio6HTejiiB pocin-
CbKoi caoBecHocTH mrraHHa ,,aKoio mobok) 6yjio HanncaHe” Cno-
eo MaKCHMOBHH BBaacae 3ani3HeHHM — 3ropiB cnncoK i He MoacHa
6yne nepeBipHTH. He hhbho, mo y 3B’a3Ky 3 hhm bhhhkjih nino-
3piHHa npo ni3Hime noxonaceHHa Cnoea, npo noro cJ)ajibcn(|)iKa-

niio Tomo.
nepniHM 3 TaKHM TBepnaceHHHM BHCTynnB — Ha mo 3BepHyB

oco6anBy yBary MaKCHMOBna — rpa(|) PyMamjeB, aKnft BBaacaB
ce6e 3a HayKOBoro MepeHaTa i b oco6i MyciHa-nyniKiHa 6aanB
CBoro Bopora. CaMe Toni noaBHJiocb pan c|)ajibCH(|>iKaTiB Cnoea
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Ha nepraMeHi. Ajie 3axncHHKH ijie'i naM’HTKH He niAAaBajincH.

3ra^ajiH HaBiTb npo iHiuy Koniio Cnoea, mo 6yjia 3po6jieHa ajih

AapHiji KaTepHHH. Eijibine Toro, MyciH-IIymKiH, BianoBiaaiOHH

Ha jihct KajiafiAOBina, TBep^HB, mo pyKonnc 6yB imcaHHH Ha
rjia^KOMy nanepi. HaTOMicTb MajiHHOBCbKHH, hk 3HaBen;i> nncbMa,
CTBep^JKyBaB, mo u;e ,,niBycTaB, mo nepexo^HB y cKoponnc XV
Biny”. iHHii aocjiIahhkh, HanpHKJia^, KapaM3iH, BKa3yBajiH Ha
noAiSmcTb Cnoea 3 rajimjbKHMH jiiTonncaMH XII—-XIII ct. a6o,

hk yKpameijb Thmkobcbkhh, npo(|»ecop MocKOBCbKoro ymBepcn-
TeTy, 3BepTajm yBary Ha cthhIcthuhI no^iSHOCTi Cnoea 3 imnoio
naM’HTKOK) 3aflOHW,UHOK). OflHOflyMm H nOCJliAOBHHKH PyMHH-
u;eBa, KaneHOBCbKHH i Ctpogb, TBepAHjin, mo Cnoeo 6yjio Haim-
caHe He b XII ct., a b XVI—XVII ct., a6o 6yjio niapo6jieHe b

XVIII CT.

Bmciu ocTaHHiM, a BOAHonac BianoBi^b Ha nocTaBjieHe Moc-
KOBCbKHM TOBapHCTBOM nHTaHHH CnpoSyBaB flaTH Ha HOMy Ha-

rojiomye MaKCHMOBHH — KajiaimoBin, cTBepAHcyionn, m. iH., mo
MOBa Cnoea Tana hc, hk i mninx CTapopycbKHx naM’HTOK, a6o
„o6pa3 BbipanceHHH necHH h caMbie cjiOBa HeH3BecTHbie bcjihko-

pyccaM h Tenepb ynoTpeSjineMbie y MajiopoccHHH noKasbreaioT,

HTO COHHHHTeJIb npHHa^JieJKHT K HbIHeHIHeH Majiopoccmi”.
IHHii aocjiIahhkh Toro nacy npmmcyBajiH Cnoey noAi6mcTb

AO cKaH,o;iHaBCbKoro repoiHHoro enocy a6o BBancajiH ni^poSKOio
Ha B3ipeu;b OcciHHa. Ajie AyMKa TomniHboro cKaH^iHaBicTa CeH-
KOBCbKoro 6yjia He Ha KopncTb npnxHjibHHKiB mei Teopii. B3ara-
jii, CeHKOBCbKHH TpaKTyBaB Cnoeo He hk aBTeHTHHHy naM’HTKy,
a hk „(|>a6pHKaT KapnaTopyca”, npo mo, Ha noro AyMKy, CBi^naTb
b Hifi 3axiAHi yKpa'iHi3MH. 3pemTOio, onpeMi aocjiIahhkh, Ha-

npHKJiaa, KaneHOBCbKHH, roBopHjm HaBiTb npo nojibCbKy CTnxiio

b naM’HTiji. Kojih ao ijhx po3XOA>KeHb AOAaMO me HH3Ky iHnmx,
xona 6 Te, mo Cnoeo o nonny IzopeeiM AeHKi aocjiIahhkh, Hanp.,

BgjiIkob, BBancajin 3a HapoAHy nicHio, to Jinme TOAi ycBiAOMHMO
co6i 3HaneHHH, Bary i aKTyajibHicTb flocjimmmbKoi poSoTH MaK-
CHMOBHHa Ha^ miM TBOpOM.

3peniToio, BHce 3’ncyBaHHH jiiTepaTypn npe^MeTy Ta CTaHy
flocjimHceHb Ha,n; CnoeoM BHMarajio bIa MaKCHMOBHna, npo mo
6yjia MOBa Bnme, HeaSnHKOi HanHTaHOCTH, HayKOBoi' BiABarn i

TaKTy, thm nane, mo HaBKOjio ijhx nnTaHb HaKonHHHjiocn HHMa-
jio Henopo3yMiHb, cnipHHx TBep^HceHb i rinoTe3. 3’HcyBaBmH lx

BceSinHO, MaKCHMOBHH ijuikom jioriHHO npnxoAHTb ao BnpimeH-
hh KapAHHajibHnx npoSjieM, 3B’H3aHHx 3i CnoeoM — noro AaB-
HOCTH H OpnriHajIbHOCTH. TOAHTbCH npHHariAHO CKa3aTH, mo AHX
nnTaHb TopKHyBCH MaKCHMOBHH SyAyuH me b MockbI, a caMe b

peijeH3ii y naconnci Monea (1833, Ms 23-24) Ha nepeKJiaA Cnoea

,
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3po6jieHHH noeTOM A. BejibTMaHOM. Hepe3 KijitKa poKiB y Be-

jiHKin npaiji IlecHb o nojihcy Hzopeee, mo ApyKyBajiaca Ha cto-

piHKax Mypnana MUHUCTepcrea napoffnozo npoceemenun b 1836-

37 pp., MaKCHMOBHH HaBOftHTb I^ijiy HH3Ky «OKa3iB HJ.OAO AOCTe-

MeHHOCTH H aaBHOCTH CJ106CL.

XapaKTepH3yiOHH Cjioeo hk TBip, m;o Aae npaBanBHH norjma

„Ha Pycb, Ha i'l nopaaoK penen, Ha pi3Hi noaii i oco6h”, MaKCH-

MOBHH ocoSjthbo Harojiomye Ha (|>aKTi, mo boho „36eperjio Biao-

MOCTi npo cjiaBHoro Bimoro EonHa”. lie TOMy, mo b!h BBajKaB,

mo 6yjin npeaTeni Cjioea. BKa3yiOHH Ha noxoaH Ha Ilapropoa,

Ha Cxia, Ha onoBiaaHHH npo SaraTy iHaiio, i npo n;apH MaKeaoH-
CBKOrO, MaKCHMOBHH TBep^HTb, mO BOHH 6yjlH HaCTijIBKH Bi^OMi,

mo ajih „nHceMHoi noe3ii [bohh] 3acjiOHHjin co6ok> aaBHio Khib-

CbKy Pycb 3 i'l SnTBaMH, 3 i'l bhthshmh i repoaMH”. Jlo peni, Ka-

jian^OBiH TaKOHC BBancaB, mo „noeTHHHa MOBa IropeBo'i nicHi

He HOBOHapo^HteHa, mo BOHa Majia nonaTOK mo ao cbogi nonBH”.

Ajie MaKCHMOBHH iae mo AajiLine: BiH BBancac, mo bch none-

peann ,,noeTHHHa TBopnicTb 3HaHinjia cbog 3aBepmeHHH y cjiaB-

H03BicHin nicHi o nojiny IropeBiM”.

lie Ay^Ke HMOBipHO. AflHCe Bi^OMO, mo BHXBajIHTH KHH3H,

floro repoinm noaBHrn — ,,cniBaTH HOMy cjiaBy” — Hajieaca.no 30
TOAiniHboro 3BHHaio, hkhh nepeiraHjiH 3roaoM K03an;bKi jiiTOimc-

u;i, i mo 3HaHinjio cbog BHHBJiemra b icTopHHHHx nicHHx i ayMax. y
AbOMy KOHTeKCTi jiernie 3po3yMiTH, HOMy BHXBajiaiOTbCH, Hanp.,

KHH3b TxopHK (1199 p.), Hamuio rajTHi^bKHH (1251 p.), Bafi^a,

HopomeHKO, XMejibHHi^bKHH i t. n. JXjih. MaKCHMOBHna BnjiHB

Cjioea hh BHpa3Hi napajiejii3MH 30 Hboro b TBopax cepeaHix Bi-

KiB He BHKJIHKaiOTb 3^HByBaHHH. HK npHKJiaA flOCJliflHHK BKa3yG
Ha Cna3ame npo no6oiw,e JjMUTpin JXoHCbKozo Ta aoaaTOK ao
AnocTOJia 3 1307 p., ae 3raayGTbca, mo BiHHa Mnxanjia i K)pin

3a HOBropoflCbKHH npecTOJi onncyeTbCH cjiOBaMH IHcni Izopn,

to6to Cjioea. lie cBianHTb npo Te, mo aoh jnmapcbKHH TBip Tpan-

jihb 30 pyn ^yxoBHHx oci6, a HaaTO, mo Cnoeo e tbopom aBTeH-

thhhhm, aaBHiM, a He niapoSKoio HOBiniHx naciB. Hjih niaTBepa-
HteHHH cbogi Te3H aocjiiaHHK HaBoaHTb iHini icTopHHHi aaHi, HKi

cniBnaaaioTb 3 noainMH, BiaoOpaxceHHMH b Cnoei.

KpiM Toro, MaKCHMOBHH He noroa>KyGTbCH 3 rinoTesaMH, mo
Cnoeo — u;e nicHH a6o jiiTonnc. Hain aBTop — xoh y TepMiHOJiorii

caM He ay>Ke nocjiiaoBHHH — nepecBianeHHH, mo n;e khhhchhh
TBip. IliaTBepaacyG n;e, Ha ayMKy MaKCHMOBHna, 3MicT TBopy, a

HaaTO fioro KOMno3Hii;iH. BjiacHe 3 KOMno3Hn,iHHHX MipKyBaHb BiH

noaiJiHG Cnoeo Ha 14 nacTHH : 3acniB, aBaHaaAHTb niceHb i 3a-

KiHHeHHH. Cjlia Bia3HaHHTH, mO aeHKi iCTOpHKH JliTepaTypH CTa-

BHJIHCH KpHTHHHO aO AbOrO noaijiy, TBepaHHH, mO MaKCHMOBHH
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xone Hazara Cnoey hjihhobocth i rapMOHifiHocTH, hkhx y HbOMy
HeMae. 3BHnaHHO, bohh Syjin nepecBiAnem mo Cnoeo e b Kpan-
HBOMy pa3i jirnne nicHeio. HaTOMicTb MaKCHMOBnu TpaKTyBaB
Horo hk khhhchhh TBip, hk cyTO icTopHHHy noeivry, HKa xapaKTe-
pH3yGTLCB naTpiOTH3MOM Ta HHCJieHHHMH maHpOBHMH npHKMeTa-
mh: „Cjiogo hbjihg co6oio 6e3nepepBHHH pnA hchbhx o6pa3iB, y
hkhx cKpi3b BHCTynao Irop hh to caM, hk aiiohhh nepcoHajK, hh
to hk o6’gkt i npHHHHa ^ii; Beet TBip Bi^SHauacTBCH He jinme

noeTHHHOK) p03n0BiaHiCTK), a H iCTOpHHHOK) aOCTeMeHHiCTK)”.

BjiacHe «yMKa npo icTopnnHy npaBAHBicTb 3o6paHcemix y
Cjiogi noAift — n;e BaroMHH AOKa3 MaKCHMOBHna npoTH noro Hay-
KOBHX OnOHeHTiB. JlOCJli^HHKH pi3HHX HaciB He0,n;H0pa30B0 BKa-

3yiOTb, mo npo ToronacHi noAii b AaBHift PyC i uHTan aoBi^ycTtcH
3i Cnoea b Mannce xpoHOJioriuHOMy nopn^Ky. OneBHAHo, 3BepHe-

ho yBary h Ha neBHy xaoTHHHicTt i BHna^KOBicTb OKpeMnx icTO-

Phhhhx noApoSnim, BKa3yioHH, hk npnKjiaA, nacTHHy 6 i 11. CaMe
u;i Asi nacTHHH MaKCHMOBHH TpaKTye hk Bi^cTyn b icTopnHHe
MHHyjie. Ho Toro jk, ni^Kpecjnoc aocjhahhk, ije Bi^cTyn cBi^o-

mhh, 3ri,n;HHH 3 HaMipaMH anoHiMHoro aBTopa, hkhh xotIb 3ra-

^aTH nonepe^Hix KHH3iB
:
„nonaTH cboio noBicTb BiA CTaporo Bo-

jiOAHMHpa 30 HHHiniHboro Iropn”.

HyMacTbcn, mo u;i icTopHHHi BiacTynn y He^aBHG MHHyjie

BianoBi,n;aioTb HcaHpoBHM oco6jihbocthm noeTHHHoi noBicTH —
TaK npH6jiH3HO OKpecjiHB Cjiogo MaKCHMOBHH. Ta HanocHOBHinie,

mo u;i icTopHHHi Bi,n;cTynH, hk BJiynHo nmxomiB yneHHH, 3riAHi

,,3 AyxoM, 30KpeMa, aaHoro TBopy, hk HaraflyBaHHH npo MHHyjiy
CHjiy, ocoSjihbo kojih MaTHMeTbcn Ha yBa3i Tenepimm HemacTH,
BHKJIHKaHi KHHHCHMH cBapKaMH i MijKycoSmjHMH Ta nOJIOBeH,bKH-

mh HaSiraMH”.

3 cynacHoi nepcneKTHBH iji BiACTynn Monma TpaKTyBaTH hk
xyAOHCHifi 3aci6 ajih mo Sijibinoro niAKpecjieHHH TparinHoi ch-

Tyan;ii — 6htbh Iropn 3 hojiobli;hmh, hk ncHxojioriHHO-eMou;mHHH
ejieMeHT 36yAJKeHHH HHTaijbKoi yBarn, AyxoBHoro niASaAtopeH-
hh. lie thm Sijibuie HMOBipHO, kojih 6paTH ao yBarn, mo aBTop,

SyAynn Apy^KHHHHKOM, 6paB 6e3nocepeAHbo ynacTb b onncyBa-
hhx noAiax, Ha mo BiH caM oSepenmo b TeKCTi HaTHKaG. lie yT-

BepAHcyG MaKCHMOBHna b AyMpi, mo Cnoeo — u;e icTopHHHa noe-

Ma, HcanpoBi npnKMeTH hkoi noMiTHi BHpa3Ho b „yKpai'HCbKHX

iCTOpHHHHX niCHHX i AyMaX, 6JIH3BKHX 3a CBOIM XapaKTepOM i

OAHopiAHicTio ao niem o nonhey IzoyeeiM”. ToMy BiH cxhjibhhh

po3rjiHAaTH Aen TBip cKopime b 3B’H3Ky 3 yKpai'HCbKHM enocoM,

3 enocoM cjiob’hhcbkhx HapoAiB Ta iHiiiHMH jiiTepaTypHHMH
naM’HTKaMH Toro nacy, „HbK 3a HKHMHHeSyAt o6’gkthbhhmh
KpHTepiHMH khhhckh, B3opoBaHoi Ha 3apy6i>KHHx 3pa3Kax”.
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y apyrifi nacTHHi aHajii30BaH0i posBiaKH MaKCHMOBHH
3BepTac yBary Ha iaeHHHH 3MicT TBopy. Bia3HaHaiOHH, mo Cnoeo
cnoBHeHe ayxoM jik>6obh ao pyctKo'f 3eMjii, ao 11 KHH3iB i BomiB
(npo mo cBianaTb, Hanp., oiihch noaBHriB BceBOJioaa) 3 oaHoro

Sony, Ta HeHaBicTio ao bopohchx nojiOBeu,LKHX nojiHHHj; 3 apyroro,

flocjriflHHK KOHCTaTyo
:

,,3a 3eMjno pyctKy, 3a 11 cjiaBy — ocb

ocHOBHa flyMKa, ocHOBHa npy>KHHa ^ii Cnoea”. Kepyionncb OTa-

KHMH IimpHMH i rjIHSOKHMH naTpiOTHHHHMH nOHyTTHMH, aHOHiM-

hhh aBTop, ni^KpecjiioG MaKCHMOBHH, 3 oco6jihbhm CyMOM 3raAyG

npo po3api6HemcTb pyctKHx 3eMejib, cnpHHHHeHy He3roaaMH i

KOJiOTHenaMH KHH3iB ,,HeaocTOHHHX nonepeaHboI cjiaBH”. TijibKH

B G^HOCTi aBTOp 6aHHTb MOHCJIHBiCTb BmpO^HCeHHH ^aBHbOl MO-

ryraocTH, b iM’n pici iae'i 3aKJiHKac pycbKnx KHH3iB ao 3rypT0-

BaHocTH i SpaTaHHH. CaMe u;hm cjiia hohchhth cepH03HicTb Ta

aeany naTeranmcTb TOHy mobh, 3rapMOHi30BaHoi‘ 6e3aoraHHO 3

UjijIHM 3MiCT0M Ta ayxoM TBOpy.

3po3yMijia pin, ih,o noMirai h aeHKi HenocjiiaoBHOCTi. IleBHy

AHcrapMOHiio bhochtb, Hanp., hotkh necnMi3My, oco6jihbo npn
Haroai icTopHHHHx encKypciB, mo HaraayioTb npo cjiaBy i npec-

thjk pycbKoi aepncaBH, to6to b MOMeHTax 3iTKHeHHH repoiHHoro
MHHyjioro 3 cyMHOio i TparinHoio aincmcTio. Hk 3aBncaH cnocTe-

pencjiHBHH, MaKCHMOBHH 3po6HB 3 imoro npHBoay ocb Tane 3ayBa-

>KeHHH : ,,IJe caMe mh cnocTepiraeMO b ocTaHHbOMy nepioai yK-

paiHCbKo'i noe3ii; noai6m ay^KH npo cboio [MHHyjiy] cjiaBy 11

Tanonc xBHjnoBajiH”. IJh napajiejia Cnoea h ynpamcbnoro icTO-

pnHHoro enocy ocTaHHboro nepioay — to6to, Bnce, Ma6yTb, nicjia

3pyHHyBaHHn Cini i reTbMamimHH, kojih TpareaiHHHH toh, noea-
HyioHHCb 3 6e3HacTaHHHM HaraayBaHHHM npo MHHyjiy cjiaBy,

CTaB aoMiHyioHHM mothbom icTopHHHHx niceHb i ayM — 6yjia BH-

pa3HHM nojiiTHHHHM HaTHKOM Ha CTaHOBHiim b ynpami i Majia

HeaSnaKe aKTyajibHe 3ByHaHHH.
TaKHX nOpiBHHHb i 3iCTaBJieHb MaKCHMOBHH HaBOaHTb 6a-

raTO, ajie He Bci bohh MaiOTb xapaKTep HaTHKiB. Ihkojih n;e icTO-

pioco(|)iHHe cnocTepeHceHHH a6o icTopHHHa MopajiicTHKa. y nia-

po3aiJii „EHTBa i CMepTb”, npn xapaKTepncTHm KapTHH nojia

6htbh, nne o6epHyjiocb y BejiHHe3HHH ijBHHTap, yneHHH 3ayBa-
ncye: ,,Ilojie hchtth CTajio nojieM rjiyMy; ocb Tana, 3aaeTbcn, 3a-

aynieBHa, ayMKa niBaeHHo-pycbKoro cniBim TOBapHmyc HOMy npn
3o6panceHHi 6htbh, npoBeaeHoi Ha 3eMjii cboih”.

npoTe aocjiiaHHKa HaH6ijibme npHBa6jnoiOTb jiiTepaTypm napa-
jiejii Mine CnoeoM o nontcy IzopeeiM Ta yKpaiHCbKHM repoiHHHM
enocoM. JtoHHHi He BTpanaioTb cbIhcocth Ta eMOijiHHoi HacHarn
eniTeTH Cnoea

,
nni sycTpinaiOTbcn b HapoaHin TBopnocTi i BBifirn-

jih ao noBCHKnacHoro 4)OHay: ch3hh opeji, hophhh BopoH, chhg
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Mope, CTy^eHa poca, nopHa 3eMjin. 3ynmunoHHCb Ha^ 3aco6aMH
aBTopcbKoro 3o6pameHHa nopa3KH Iropn, MaKCHMOBnn HaBO^HTb

ocb Tany TeKCTyajibHy sSixcmcTb:

HbpHa 3eMjiH noab KonbiTbi

KocTbMH 6biJia nocbHHa

a KpoBiio nojibHHa

(Cjioeo

)

AHajioriHHy MeTa(|)opy AOCJimHHK Bi^HafimoB b ynpamcbitift Ha-

po,n;Hm nicHi

:

HopHa 3eMJia 3aopaHa,

I KyjiHMH 3aciflHa,

BijiHM TiaoM 3BOJioqeHa

I KpoBiro cnojiomeHa.

iHray npHKMeTHy .zjeTajib Bm3HaHaB MaKCHMOBHH, xapaKTepn-
3yiOHH noxopoHHHH o6pjm y Cjioei: „3aTHXjra rojiocn, 3HHKJia

pa^icTb
;
cypMH cypMjiHTb — ocb noxopoHHi 3ByKH bo BinHyio na-

m’htb khb3h, HKHMH noe3in yKpai'HCbKa Hara,n;ye 3aBHC,n;H npo
CMepTb K03aKiB cboix”.

JJpyry nacTHHy po3Bi,n;KH MaKCHMOBnn 3aKmnyG MipnyBaH-
hhmh npo ,,njiaH HpocjiaBHn” i npo caMoro aBTopa. ,,IIjian Hpo-
cjiaBHHM — ije nn He HannpnKpacHima nacTHHa Cjiogcl, b mein
bog^hho cnjieTeHi nonyBaHHH jiio^hhu i npnpo^n HaSpajin oco6-

jihboi MopajibHoi' chjih i npo3BynajiH 3 HeSyBajioio noeTHHHOio
Kpacoio Ta naTpioTHHHHM niaHeceHHHM. IJeft (^pafMeHT SaraTO b

noMy Hara^ye i Hacjii^ye Hapo^Hi rojiociHHH. IJe, 3«aGTbCH, npn-

Bejio aocjiiaHHKa js,o ayMKH, mo ’’rijian ilpocjiaBHH — ije TeMa,

mo pi3HOMaHiTHO HacniByGTbCH B CnOBHeHHX JII060BH HUHOHHX
nicHHx ynpamn”.

HpocjiaBHa, ^pyjKHHa Iropa, 3BepTaGTbCH 30 chji npupo^n,

mo6 noMorjin ,,b ,o;

:
jiax i'i khh3h”. BoHa onjianyc aojiio CBoro no-

jiOBiKa, ftoro xopo6pnx boihIb, ajie BO^Honac i'i’ MOJiHTBeHHnft ro-

jioc Mymmc, HanoBHiocTbcn rpoMaanHCbKHMH MOTHBaMH i, He-

Hane Bna^aionn b toh i naTpioTHHHHft naTOC aBTopa, BOHa 3Bep-

TacTbca ^o Bcix 3 3aKjiHK0M, mo6 CTajin 3a Iropa, 3a pycbKy 3eM-

JIK). He^apMO JK MaKCHMOBHH Bm3HaHHB, mO „IIjiaH HpOCJiaBHH”
xapaKTepH3yGTbcn He6yBajioio xyflOJKHicTio, a b apxiTeKTOHin;i

ijijioro TBopy 3anMac ocoSjiHBe Micme. I n;e BHce nuTaHHH xyflom-
Hboi MancTepHOCTH ft o6pa3Hoi TKaHHHH Cjioea.

Tpe6a Bmpa3y Bia3HannTH, mo b nopiBHHHHi 3 oSroBopeHH-
mh ^OTenep ^BOMa nonepe^HiMH po3,n;ijiaMH MaKCHMOBHneBoi CTy-

flii, TpeTH nacTHHa, „06pa3Ha cncTeMa i MOBa”, BHKJinKaG neBHi

3acTepejKeHHH, neprn 3a Bee TOMy, mo ijh aHajii3a ^ajieKo HenoB-

Ha. Abtop 3ynnHHBca TyT jimne Ha ;n;eHKHx c^opivrax MHCTenbKoi
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MancTepHOCTH ft o6pa3Hoi‘ TKaHHHH Cnoea, a caMe: CHMBoami,

ynoaiSHeHHHx, noBTopeHHax i MOBi. Hk i b nonepezmix aacTHHax,

MaKCHMOBHH, nopiBHiofoan TencT Cnoea, ftoro o6pa3Hy cncreMy,

Hafipa^nie 3BepTaeTbca 30 ynpamctKoro niceHHoro ft MOBHoro

MaTepiajiy, pmrne 30 pociftcbKoro. IJe Ma6yTb TOMy, mo, hk bh-

aaBeim i KOMeHTaTop yKpamcbKHX niceHb, BiH 3HaB ix Ryan Kpa-

me, Mir 6e3 Tpy^HomiB 3HaftTH TyT TencTyajibHy napajiejiio an

o6pa3Hy 36i>KHicTb. Xoaa 6, npHMipoM, oijh aaeropia, any HaBO-

3htb AOCJii^HHK yace Ha noaaTKy ijboro po3,o;iay:

Zipyroro £ihh BejibMH pano

KpOBaBbiH 30PH CBirb noBinaiorb.

MopHbia Ty^H ct> Mopa Hflyib,

XOTHTb npbIKpbITH qeTbipH COJIHUbI . . .

HaTOMicTb y nicHi, any miTye MaKCHMOBHa, MOBHTbca:

l3-3a ropn xMapa BHCTynae, —
BHCTynae, BHxo/UKae . . .

JXo Harpnaa rpoMOM BHrpeMJiae,

Ha ynpaiHCbny 3Cmuikd SjiHCKaBKOio, 6jiHCKae . . .

Bm3Haaem flocamHHKOM pncn cxohcocth He BHKaHKaioTb 3a-

nepeaeHHa. Moama HaBiTb aoSaaHTH b ijHTOBaHHx ypHBKax pHT-

MiaHe cniBna,o;aHHa. PHTMiaHO-iHTOHaijiftHy nofliSmcTb BHOcaTb
ancaeHHi aaiTepaijii, to6to noBTopeHHa OAHaKOBHx npnroaocHHX
Ta acoHaHCH — noBTopeHHa o^HaKOBHx roaocHHX, aKi, pa30M 3

CHMeTpnaHicTio KOHCTpyKiftft-caoBOcnoayaeHb, e opram3aTopaMH
He amne o6pa3HO-pHTMiaHOi chctcmh, a ft meftHoro ayxy Ta noe-

THaHoi HacTpoGHOCTH TBopy. A^ate b Cnoei cnocTepiraeMO Te ca-

Me HBHIH,e, mo ft B ayMaX, CMHCaOBufi pHTM, HKHft 3MiHK)GTbCH

b 3aae}KH0CTi Bm xapaKTepy TaKoro an iHmoro Micim TBopy,

ftoro ceHcy, TeMH an .zjyMKH. 3po3yMiao, ii;h CMHcaoBa pHTMia-
HicTb onpeMHx aacTHH ni.anopa^KOBaHa KOMno3Hu;iftHift cTpyKTy-
pi Hjiaoro TBopy, aae Tpe6a TaKoac naM’aTaTH, mo TyT KOMno3H-
u;ia TBopy i cniBBmHOHieHHH ftoro aacTHH MaioTb Tanoac CBift

pHTM.

y 6e3nocepe3HbOMy 3B’a3Ky 3 onHcaHHM aBHmeM cam po3-

raa^aTH cBoepmm noBTopeHHa b Cnoei, ani BOAHoaac g xapaK-
TepHi fljia icTopHaHHx niceHb Ta ayM. IJi TaBToaoriam 3bopoth,

HanpHKaa,!];, ,,BHCTynae, BHXoacae”, ,,rpoMOM BHrpeMaae”, bhko-
HyiOTb opaTopcbKo-naTeTHaHy (^ymmiio, mo b caoBecHO-My3Ha-
hhx TBopax, a TaKHMH g ayMH i, 3po3yMiao, Cnoeo, g HeBm’eM-
hok) aacTHHoio ixHboi noeraKH, 30KpeMa pHTMiKH. IIpaBAa, Man-
CHMOBHa He 3yMiB uiboro HaaeacHO noacHHTH, aae BiH iHTyiTHB-

ho Bi^ayBaB, mo aBHme ou;hx noBTopeHb He BHnaHBae 3 SmHOCTH
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aBTopcBKoi 4>aHTa3ii, mo ije, Ha fioro AyMKy, „yjno6jieHi h bh6 -

paHi cniBu;eM cjjapOH a-hb MajiioBaHHH cboix KapTHH”.

On;e CBi^oMe ,,cjioBec jKHBoraicaHHH” bIahochtbch tbkojk ao
CHMBOJiiKH Cnoea o nonay IzopeeiM. TyT, 3AaeTbCH, MaKCHMO-
BHueBa epyAimin BHHBHjiacn 3 yciGio noBHOTOio h rjmOHHOio. Hk
3HaBeu;b ynpaiHCLKoro niceHHoro (JiojiKJibopy i npHpoA03HaBeu;b>

AocjiIahhk Bi,n;3HaHaG, mo CHMBOJiiKa nTaxiB i 3BipiB y Cjioei Mac
ijijiKOM Hapo^HO-noeTHHHHH xapaKTep. HanpHKJiaA, cokIji y Cno-
ei g chmbojiom xopo6pocTH, TOMy Irop, a TaKOJK Bccbojioa 3o6pa-

ncem TyT hk cokojih: ,,ce 60 ABa coKOJia cjiiTecTa . . HaTO-
MicTb jie6iAb — u,e chmboji nicHi i 3Byny B3arajii. IIIyKaiouH

BiAnoBiAHHKa b ynpamcbROMy (^ojiKJibopi, Mhkchmobhh BiA3Ha-

nae, mo Ha u;i chmbojih npHKJiaAiB HaATO SaraTO, b3hth xona 6

nicHio npo KoHOBHemca:

He HceH cokui Ha nojiHHi no Ta6opy ryjme,

He 6iJiaa Jie6i,n,b cniBae . .

.

303yjIH B yKpa'lHCbKHX niCHHX G CHMBOJIOM CHpiTCTBa Ta po-

AHHHoro CMyTKy. HanpnKJiaA, b nicHi „YMep nyMaK”:

HacnnajiH nyMaHeubKy BHCOKy Mornjiy

Hoca^HJin Ha Mornjiy nepBOHy KajiHHy

npnjieTijia 303yjieHbKa, aa Pi cnasajia: Ky-ny

no^an, cniHy! no^afl, opjie! xon npaByio pyny!

HaTOMicTb, y Cjioei caMe ilpocjiaBHa, cyMyionn h onjiaKyioHH

Iropn, ynoAiSHeHa ao 303yjii-3er3Hii;i. KpiM Toro, 303yjiH g TaKOJK

BimyHKOK). COJIOBeHKO CBOIM TbOXKaHHHM-H];e6eTaHHHM BHCniByG
CJiaBy 3BHTHHCHHX nOJIKiB. IIpOTHJieHCHe 3HaueHHH MaiOTb BOpOH i

copoKa. BopoH y Cnoei g chmbojiom cMepra: pa30M 3 copoKOio

oS’i'AaioTb TpyniB. A b K03aubKm nicHi cniBacTbca:

TijibKH >k BopoH, BopoH nproieTHTb no Te6e

JXa h cane Ha Te6e i noKJiioe Te6e . . .

lie jiHine opneMi npHKJiaAm hkhx Mbkchmobhu HaBOAHTb
3HanH0 Sijibnie. Ajie h ijboro BHCTauHTb, mo6 nepecBiAHHTHCb, mo
HapoAHO-noeTHHHa CHMBOJiiKa b yKpa'lHCbKHX nicmix Tana hc, —
BiA3HanaG aBTop, — hk i b Cnoei o nonxy IzopeeiM.

BaroMHM mrraHHHM, hkhm 3aHHHBca MaKCHMOBHH y Aanin
uacTHHi cbogi npaiji g npoOjieMa mobh Cnoea. 3po3yMijio, TyT
fioro MipKyBaHHH MaiOTb BjiacTHBO niAcyMKOBHH xapaKTep, 60 jk

— hk MOJKHa 6yjio nepecBiAHHTHCb — y nonepeAHix nacTHHax
AOCJiiAJKeHHH aBTop Ay^ce nacTO 3BepTaB yBary Ha mobhhh ac-

neKT Cnoea. Xlo Toro jk, po3AyMH MaKCHMOBHna bIahocho mobh
Cnoea He mbjih npHHariAHoro hh (JiparMeHTapHoro xapaKTepy.
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Bohh BHnjiHBajin 3 ninpniHx jiimr'BicTHHHHx 3apiKaBjieHb i pocjiip-

HceHt yneHoro Ta 6yjm KOHcjDpoHTOBam 3 icTopHHHHM po3bhtkom

cynacHHx mob, npo mo cBipnHTb noro npapa IcTopin ffaenboi

pycbKdi cjioeecnocTU.

Hk npnxnjiBHHK jimrBicTHHHO-nopiBHHJiLHoro Me-ropy, Man-
CHMOBHH 6yB IiepeKOHaHHH, IB.0 CXi^HbOCJIOB’aHCBKi MOBH 3a3Ha-

jih neBHoro BiuiHBy iHonjieMiHHHx mob, 6o hc pboro BHMarajio ca-

Me jkhtth, noTpeSa HCHTTGBoro cnijiKyBaHHH Hanmx npepKiB.

BopHonac — 3a3HanaG pocjiipHHK — xpe6a naM’axaxn, ipo

CJTOBa ui 'He MOrJIH CB06K) KijIbKiCTK) 3MiHHTH MHCTOTy nJieMiHHOl CTH-

xii Hauio'i poaoBoi mobh, npoie bohh MorjiH BnjiHBaTH Ha 3MiHy l'i ayxy i

3po6hth 3H3HHHH nepeBopoT b i"i yTBopeHHi. Taxa 3Mina i nepeSyaoBa b

MOBi Bia6yBaeTbCH nepeBa>KHO maHXOM ocBineHOCTH, 3a aonoMorox) mobh

6iabme h BHme c^opMOBanoi', ao Toro >k Bia Hapoay, hkhh BBoanTb

cnpaB>KHio 3MiHy ayxy i >khtth b HxoMyHe6yab iHiuoMy HapoaoBi CBoex)

MiuHoio i TpHBKOio aieio Ha roaoBHi ueiHTpn floro >khtth. A BTiM OTaxi

BHpimaabHi nepeBopoTH 6yBaioTb anme y BiaoMi h piaxicm enoxn >xhtth

Hapoay. B >xHTTi >x cxianix caoB’aH ao noaaTxy npaaaBHboro nepioay He

6yao, 3aaeTbca, Taxoro 3araabHoro i BHpimaabHoro BHyipiuiiHboro nepe-

BopoTy. >Khtth lXHe a6o 6yao He3MiHHe y 3araabHiM xoai CBoro ycnaa-

xoBaHono poaoBoro Haa6aHHH, a6o >x po3BHBaaoca caMocrifiHO, 3a Baac-

'HHMH 33XOH3MH, 6e3 HaaMipHOro HPHHM3HHH My>XHX CTHXift, He3Ba>XaK)qH

HaBiTb Ha 30B'HiuJHi nOBiBH, CnpH4HHeHi H3THCX0M iHOnaeMiHHHXiB. ToMy-

to Hama MOBa Menme Bia rnuinx cjiOB’fl'HCbXHX Biaiflmaa Bia CBoro xopiH-

Horo nepmoo6pa3y.

me opHy BaroMy jimrBicxHHHy npoSjieMy nopyniHB MaKCH-
MOBHH, paiOHH BOpHOpa3 Bi^nOBi^b HHCJieHHHM cboim onoHeHTaM
3 KajiaftpoBineM i nofopiHHM Ha nojii, a caMe po3pi3HeHHH mobh
cTapopycbKoi Bip cxapocjiOB’aHCbKoi, ipo i'x nacxo bohh yxoxonc-

HioBajiH i Ha pin ochobI poSnjiH onpeMi noMHJiKOBi bhchobkh ipo-

po pociHCbKoi a6o yKpaiHCbKo'i mob. ynemrii 3 HaTHCKOM nipicpec-

jiiog, mo He cjrip „3MimyBaTH noHHxxn npo nnceMHe 3acxocyBaH-
HH pepKOBHOl MOBH Ha Pyci 3 nOHHTTHM npo HapOftHy pyebKy mo-
By. Tpe6a 30BciM BipKHHyxn c|)ijiojioriHHy pyMKy npo xoxojKHicxb

pycbKo'i mobh 3 pepKOBHOio, npo BHHHKHeHHH 3 Hei HapopHoro po-

cincbKoro Hapinna, i npo ii nepmoo6pa3HicTb pjia Bcix cjiob’hh-

cbkhx mob”. A xpoxH pajii, KpHTHKyiOHH Teopiio npo noxop>KeH-
hh pycbKo'i mobh Bip pepKOBHOl, MaKCHMOBHH KOHcxaxyG

: ,
ma-

nia HapopHa MOBa 3i cboimh ochobhhmh npnKMeTaMH 6yjia, 3bh-

naHHO, paHinie, me po Toro, huh pepKOBHa MOBa b iraceMHOMy
BHrjinpi cTajia BipoMa Ha Pyci. Oxace, BBancaxn ocTaHHio penpe-
3eHTaHTOM nepBicHoi cjiob’hhiphhh — HecnpaBepjiHBO. Ilepniicxb

y pbOMy BipHOineHHi HajieHCHXbca 6ijibine pycbKifi MOBi, 3 yBarn
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xoaa 6 Ha i'i noBHorojiocca. Y cjiob’hhcbkIm nojii ijepKOBHa MOBa
6yjia o^Hioio 3 mojioahihx cecTep”.

Bia3HaHaioHH onpeMi npnKMeTHi oco6jihboct1 o6ox mob i

BKa3yiOHH Ha cnopiAHemcTb ijepKOBHoi mobh 3 6ojirapcbKOio i

cepScbKOK), MaKCHMOBHH Ha niACTaBi rpaMaTHHHoi 6yAOBH, cjDOHe-

THHHOl CHCTOMH Ta CJIOBHHKOBOrO CKJiaAy AOXOAHTb BHCHOBKy, Hj;0

iM’fl pycbKo'i mobh noBHH.HO HaSyBara 3HaneHHH hk iM’a poAOBe, axe

Hajie>KHTb dijibKH MOBi Bcie'i niB/ieHHoi PycH, mo h MOBi niBiHiqHOi Py-

ch; caMe b TaKOMy 3arajib'HOMy 3HaHeH«i pycbKy MOBy mokhb 6 H33B3TH

CXUHbOCJIOB’HHCbKOIO. TpH BHAH itfei' MOBH, flKi HaJieHCaTb ao TpbOX BHAiB

pycbKoro HapoAy, HaciijibKH Mim C06010 pi3Hi, mo ix MO>KHa BBamara He

hk tph Hapimm, JiHuie ai< rpn pi3Hi OAHopiAHi mobh, HapiBHi 3 iHLUHMH 3a-

XiAHbOCAOB’HHCbKHMH MOBAMH, HaBiTb 3 6i'AbLUHM npaBOM, Him MOBH

noAbCbKa, cep6cbKa, necbKa i CAOBaubKa, 60 ui ocTaHHi noAiSmmi Mim

co6ok), Him niBAeHHopycbKa [to6to ynpamcbRa — C. K.] 3 bcahko-

pycbKoio i HaBiTb 6iAopycbKOio.

IlpeACTaBJieHi TyT Tpoxn ninpine M0B03HaBai MipnyBaHHa
MaKCHMOBHua CBiAnaTB, 6e3cyMHiBH0, npo ihhpokhh HayKOBHH
Kpyro3ip aBTopa, npo pojno i 3HaaeHHa BeAeHoi hhm HayKOBOi
nojieMiKH HaBKOJio Cnoea o nonxy lzopeeiM, 30KpeMa mobh, hk
ijboro TBopy, Tan i iHmnx naM’aTOK CTapopycbKoro nHCBMeHCTBa i

KyjibTypn B3arajii. ITphgmho BiA3HaaHTH, mo Ha n;i npHKMeTH
3raAaHHx npaijb MaKCHMOBnaa BKa3yBajia h cyaacHa KpHTHKa,
npo mo cbIahhtb xoaa 6 nySaiKaijia Ha cropiHKax acypHany
CoepejneHHUK

,

Ae, nopaA 3 bhcokoio oiuhkoio nioHepcbKoi Hay-
koboi aIhjibhocth AocjiiAHHKa, ocoSjiHBy yBary 3BepHeHO Ha Te,

m,o ,,b noro cJiijiojioriaHOMy AocjiiAaceHHi g caMo6yTHicTt, cbog-

piAHicTb i A0Ka3n, aid CBmaaTb npo yBaacHe i TpnBajie BHBaeHHa
hhm npeAMeTa. TIjibkh Tani npaiji npocyBaioTb Hayny ao ii oc-

TaTOHHoi AOBepmeHOCTH”.
Tana bhcokb oijiHKa pocmcbKoi nporpecHBHoi kphthkh He

Syjia BiAOKpeMjieHHM HBHmeM. I to b cnTyai^ii, kojih MaKCH-
mobhh Aenni AHCKyciftm Te3H i MipayBaHHa (JiopMyjiioBaB HaATO
KaTeropHHHO, xoaa 6 on;e: ,,hi, Bace hIxto He cyMHiBaGTbca b to-

My, ih,o BOHa [toSto MOBa Cnoea — C. K.] g nocAHaHHH khhjkhoi

AepKOBHOCJIOB’HHCbKOl MOBH, 3a i'i aC BJiaCHOIO AaBHbOK) (|)OpMOIO,

i HapoAHoi' niBAeHHopocmcbKoi mobh [ceSTO ynpamcbRoi' —
C. K.]

,
hkok> Km'BCbKa Pycb roBopnjia cnoKOHBiKy i ana aohhhI

nepeSyBac b MajiopocmcbKOMy roBopi”. ^h, npHMipoM, cTBepA-

acyioan, mo MOBa Cnoea e paAine 6jiH3bKa ao achboi, HapoAHoi
mobh, noB’a3aHoi 3 icTopicio, MiTOJioricio h noe3icio, HacaMnepeA,
yKpai'HCbKOK), ana ,,noTiM 3Byaajia i 3ByaHTb aohhhI b AyMax
6aHAypHCTiBM .
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3BicH0, mo onoHeHTH rany KaaeHOBCbKoro BHryicyBajiH:

HefiMOBipHO, m,o6 Cjiogo o nojihcy IzopeeiM 3’hbhjioch To^i, kojih

b EBponi m;e nncajrn jiaTHHCbKoio moboio i He 6yjio 3HaMeHHTo'i

KOMe^ii XtaHTe i caMoro IleTpapKH. Il^e SijibimiM ijHHiKOM y mn
nojieMiu;i bhhbhbch bI^omhh nySaiimcT M. KaTKOB, hkhh 3 ycicio

Bi^BepTicTio TBep^HB: ,,KaauTb mo xoaeTe, ajie Cjiogo o nonny
IzopeeiM man He MoacHa npHHHHTH 3a cnpaBamc i BiporiAHe flJKe-

pejio”. HaTOMicTb BejiiKOB, inyKaioaH KOMnpoMicHoro BHxoAy,

cxHJiHGTbCH ao AyMKH, mo Cjiogo — n;e naM’aTKa AaBHbopycbKoi
ycHoi" TBopnocTH, ana Morjia 6yra 3anncaHa jrame Aecb b XVI ct.

HaiiSijibin pirnyay BiAnoBiAb a^b MaKCHMOBHH KaTKOBy, cbog-

My peu;eH3eHTOBi 3 acypHajiy OrezecTeeunbie 3anucK,u. Po3yMiio-

HH CnpHMOBaHiCTL KpHTHKH KaTKOBa, yKpaiHCbKHH yaeHHH AOKa-
3yc HOMy u;ijiKOBHTe HeBirjiacTBO He jmrne b nncbMeHCTBi Khib-

cbkoi Pycn, a h b jiiTepaTypi npeAMeTy. IJ^e thm SijibniHH copoM,

mo, HanpHKJiaA, npo Knpnjia TypoBCbKoro HeoSepeacHOMy Kpn-
THKOBi MomyTb cKa3aTH 6ijibme cTyAeHTH KniBCbKoro ymBepcH-
TeTy, aid npocjiyxajin noro (to6to MancHMOBHaa) Kypc jieKijiH.

IliAcyMOByioHH cboio nojieMiKy 3 KaTKOBHM, MaKCHMOBHa y ao-

chtb rocTpoMy TOHi paAHTb HOMy ocb mo : He cjiiA Sparaca 3a Kpn-
THKy, He 3HaiOHH hk caiA MaTepiaay, 60 noAiSm ao u,hx HicemT-
HHu;i 3HecaaBaiOK)Tb Jinme caMoro KpHTHKa.

IIoaeMiKy 3 iHHiHMH cboimh onoHeHTaMH MaKCHMOBHa BeAe
6ijibin cnoKiiiHo. Easyioancb Ha naM’aTKax AaBHbopycbKoro imcb-

MeHCTBa, aBTop BceSiaHO aoboahtb, mo MOBa Cjiogci cbogio jieKCH-

KO-rpaMaTHHHOIO SyAOBOK) HiHHM iCTOTHHM He pi3HHTbCa BiA MO-
bh HecTopa, MoHOMaxa an KniBCbKoro a6o rajmijbKo-BOJiHH-

cbKoro jiiTonncy. Moace TijibKH Cjiogo Mae Sijibin cBiTCbKHH xa-

paKTep, HeMae b HbOMy 6i6aiHHO-acHTiHCbKHx eaeMeHTiB. IJe jih-

rne CBiAHHTb npo Te, mo aBTop TBopy 6yB cBiTCbKoio jiioahhoio.

ZlocjiiAHHK po3yMic, mo ijepKOBHocjiOB’HHCbKa MOBa (a6o

KHHacHO-caoB’aHCbKa) BacHBajiacb me TOAi i khhjkhhmh, i AyxoB-
hhmh ocoSaMH, npoTe AJifl CBiTCbKHX oci6 BOHa Morjia BHAaTHca
,,3acTapijioio”, thm naae, mo 6ijibm npHHaAHOio 3AaBaaacb HOMy
HapoAHo-pycbKa MOBa, ana AeA^Jii A^Bajia npo ce6e Min;HO 3Ha-
th. y Tamil CHTyamii, — KOHCTaTyc MaKCHMOBHa, — aHOHiMHHH
aBTop Mir KopncTyBaTHca ,,Aemo po3KHHyTOio, xoa He c^opMOBa-
hok>, niBAeHHopycbKOio moboio”, any BiH caM MancTepHO o6po-
6hb i yAOCKOHajiHB. IIpo HaaBHicTb y toh aac khh>khocjiob’hh-
CbKOl MOBH CBiAHHTb BeJieMOBHO npOAOBHCyG AOCaiAHHK caM
aHOHiMHHH aBTop Cjioea

,
hkhh me Ha noaaTKy TBopy BH3Hae, mo

Mae HaMip ocniBaTH noxoAH CBoro repoa ,,CTapbiMH cjiOBecbi”, b

Ayci CBoro HaTXHeHHHKa BoaHa. IJe HaBOAHTb MaKCHMOBHaa Ha
AyMKy, mo nopya 3 moboio BoaHa icHyBajia i po3BHBajiacb HOBa
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MOBa, a caMe niB^eHHO-pycLKa, any bIh cxhjibhhh jioKajii3yBa-

th b niBHiuHm aacram HepmriBiAHHH. 3BiACH BHiuiHBae i HacTyn-

hhh bhchobok: aBTop Cjioea noxo^HB, jihSohb, TaKoac 3BiACH, 60

3Hae ,qy>Ke Ao6pe Bci noApoSHAi nojiOBeABKnx noxoAiB. IJe ac boa-

Honac, — niAcyMOBye cboi MipicyBaHHH MaKCHMOBHH, — Moace

6yra niATBepAJKeHHHM 3AoraAy npo 6e3nocepeAHio yaacra aBTopa
b 3MajitOBaHHX noAinx.

y KOHTecTi noAaHHx BHiu;e AOCJiiAHHABKHx nomyniB i rino-

Te3 MaKCHMOBHaa, caM TBip i noaeMiKa, mo HaBKOJio Htoro po3-

ropHyjiaca, bhxoahtb no3a Mead aicaAeMiHHOi npoSaeMH. Tan
3peniToio po3yMiB u;e h caM yKpamcbKHH yaeHHH, hkhh 3 acaroio

He Tan Bace ft AOCJiiAHHKa, mo rpoMaAHHHHa 3 oco6jihbok> chjioio

HarojiomyBaB

:

Cjiobo o nojiKy IropeBiM — ue aoporouiHHa naM’HTKa pycbKo'i noe3ii

kihuh XII ct. B icTopi'i Haiuoro nacbMeHCTBa Tpe6a oco6jihby yBary 3Bep-

TaTH Ha mo naM’HTKy, 60, KpiM 3arajibHoi' JiiiepaTypHOi BamjiHBOCTH, any

BO'Ha P03aijine HapiBHi 3 iHUJHMH HaiHHMH CTapOaaBHiMH TBOpaMH, BOHa

Ba>KJiHBa hk e^HHa, m,o aiHiHJia ao Hac, nuceMHa naM’HTKa caMopoSnoi

CTapopycbKoi noe3ii, mo Bn6.JiHCKye HCKpaBOio noeTHHHOio Kpacoio, i pa-

30M 3 thm cnoBHeHa icTopHHHoi npaBan. IJ,e nepmoo6pa3 caMo6yTHboi

eniHHoi pycbKo'i noe3ii i 3a ayxoM i 3a (fcopMOio.

3

3 u;hx MipKyBaHb MHxaftjio MaKCHMOBHH npHCTynHB ao ne-

peKJiaAy Cjioea o nontcy IzopeeiM. Jlmue kojih yaeHnft y3HBca 3a

u;io npau;K), bIh MaB yace TpHAABTHpiamift aocbIa AOCJiiAHHABKo'i

po6ora, HH3Ky ranSomix npau;b i3 nHCBMeHcraa Khibcbkoi Pycn,

BHAaB aorapn (|)oaKabopHo-eTHorpa(|DiHHi 36ipHHKH, toiao. Ilep-

ma ftoro cnpo6a nepeicjiaAy Cnoea — Ae BOAHopa3 nepmuft ne-

penaaA ABoro TeKCTy b HaAAHinpaHCBicift Ynpami — 6yaa Ha-

ApyKOBaHa 1857 pony. Hepes ABa poKH, OTace, 1859 pony, Apyre,
BrnipaBjieHe BHAaHHa Atoro nepeicjiaAy 6yjio HaApyKOBaHe b

nepmift KHHacAi BHAaBaHoro MaKCHMOBHaeM ajibMaHaxy ynpdi-

neV/b y MocKBi. KpiM ABoro, ftoMy HaaeacHTb 3po6jieHHft onpeMO
nepenaaA njiaay itpocjiaBHH, Aemo BiAMiHHHft BiA TeKCTiB BHAaHB
3 1857 i 1859 p. Ileft nepemiaA AOKOHaB aBTop 1869 pony, ajie

BiH bhhihob y cbIt moftHO 1882 pony Ha CTopiHKax acypHaay
Pyccnan crapuna.

Hk yace mobhjiocb, ao nepeKJiaAaABKoi po6ora MaKCHMOBHH
6yB Ao6pe niAroTOBaeHHft me nonepeAHiMH cboimh AocjiiAaceHHH-

mh. CaMe TOAi BiH yace 3raAyBaB, mo He jimne cjiob’hhh, a ft iHrni

HapoAH MaiOTb nepeKaaAH Cnoea, nopa 60 ft Mara yicpaiHAHM (3
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ijboro bh^ho, m;o MancHMOBHH He 3HaB npo nepeKJia^H Cnoea
3axmHLoyKpa'iHCbKHX noeTiB).

ripHCTynaioHH 30 nepeKJia^y Cnoea, MaKCHMOBHH nomjiHB
fioro cneprny Ha Tpn nacTHHH i ^ma^maTb CMHCJioBo-TeMaTHHHHX
posaijiiB, .zjaioHH KOHCHOMy BmnoBmHy Ha3By. 3ri,n;HO 3 poMaH-
thhhoio KOHijenijiGio noe3ii, aBTop BHpimnB nepenjiacTH Cnoeo
mobok) i cKJia,n;oM cnopmHeHHx 3 hhm — Ha noMy MaKCHMOBHH
ocoSjihbo HarojiomyBaB — yKpamcLKHX niceHb. ite He Morjio He
no3HaHHTHCH Ha nepeKJia^i Cnoea, ocoSjihbo kojih b3hth j\o yBa-

rn, lu;o ijeft TeKCT nHcaHHH y minift KOHBeHu;ii ft He 3aBJK^H aaBCH
,,HarHyTH” i „BMicTHTH” b paMKH iHrnoi noeTHKH. nepeKjia,n;aH

aoSnpac pi3Hi MeTpHHHi c|)opMH, mo iHKOJin He BmnoBmaiOTb pht-

Mii^i Cnoea 3 o^Horo Sony Ta CKJiamoBi Hapo^HHx niceHb 3 Apy-
roro. A^Hce hc pHTMina MaKCHMOBHneBoro nepenjia^y 6a3yeTbcn,

tojiobhhm hhhom, Ha KOJiOMHftm. He Kap^HHajibHa aBTopcbKa
noxH^Ka, 60 ac KOJioMHftKOBHft po3Mip He BmnoBmae noBamHOMy,
mom cyBopoMy, jiaKornnHOMy ft ypHBnacTOMy CTHjieBi Cnoea.
Bi3bMiMO, xona 6, ocb Tany cTpocjDy:

Mh He ao6pe 6yjio 6 dparm

HaM npo Iropn BifiHy

3acniBaTb >Kajii6Hy nicHio

Hk cniBajm b CTapHHy

!

TyT HIBH^KHft, 6jIH3bKHft HaBiTb ao TaHUilOBaJIbHOrO, p03Mip
He nepe^ae eninHoro cthjiio ft Bcici cBOGpmHoi pec^jieKciftHOcra Ta
HacTpoGBOCTH, mo hhmh HanoBHemfft aBTop Cnoea. LJe 6e3noMHJi-
kobo BiftnyB MaKCHM PnjibCbKHft, Hnft nepeKJiaa TpaKTyGTbcn TyT
HK 3pa3KOBHft. Ocb fioro Bi^nOBmHHK £0 I^HTOBaHOl CTpO(|)H:

Hh He ro>Ke 6yjio 6 HaM 6paTTH,

Po3nonaTH aaBHiMH cjiOBaMH

CKop6Hy noBicTb npo IropiB noxia,

Iropn CBnTocjiaBHna?

A 3anaTH HaM oiyio niciHK)

Ho CboroaeHHHX SyBajibmwHax,

He no HaMHOJiy BonnoBiM . . .

MaKCHMOBHH He 3yMiB ijboro BmnyTH, i caM 3acniB 3po6jieHnft
hhm 8- i 7-CKjia^OBHM xopeGM He nepe^ac BHyTpiniHboi rapMOHil
TBopy, fioro noeTHHHoi KpacH, cMHCJiOBoro HaBaHTajKeHHH Ta na-
TeTHHHoro TOHy mobh. IlpHCTOcyBaHHH Cnoea ao Hapo^HOi nicHi
no36aBHjio nepenjiaA MaKCHMOBHna moftHo cxapaKTepH30BaHHX
HKOCTeft.

3BHnaftHO, 3 jiiTepaTypHoro Sony ijeft nepeKJia,n; flocHTb cthc-
jinft. BiH Mae npaBHjibHHft phtm i pHMyBaHHa; y HbOMy BCboro
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970 paflKiB, nepeBa^KHO kojiomhhkobhx, OTHce 7—8 cKna^iB y
paftKy. IlpoTe 3HanH0 cjiaOniHH nepeKJiaa MaKCHMOBHna mo;n;o

OyaoBn Biprna i cthjiio. y npo^OBJKeHHi BHni;ei^HTOBaHoi CTpoc|)H

nHTaGMO

:

A nonaTHCH Tift nicHi

Ho cboroAHiuiHiM ^ijiaM

He no yMHCJiaM bhcokhm

Bohh Toft nonHHaB.

Hiny^H npaB,n;H ,n;iTH, Bepcn^iKaTop 3 MaKCHMOBHna cjiaOKHH;

BiftHyBaoTtcH, HacaMnepefl, yOoricTb phtmIkh. Ajie h cthjib niKy-

THjibrao, TpanjiaoTLca HHMajio pycn3MiB, cjiOB’HHi3Mi.B, HanpnK-
jiaA, ,,no ropaM i no ^ojiaM”, a Tanonc HencHHx peneHb:

A hk peni roAis AaBHnx

ripo He3rofln cnoMnnaB . .

.

HaBiTb no^ajitme 3arjra6jiiOBaHHH b TeKCT He ;n;acTb hchocth
po3yMiHHH i He po3Bie cyMHiBy. TpanjmioTbCH iHO^i h u;ijiKOM He-

^ojia^Hi o6pa3H. 3BepmMOCH, ^jih nopiBHHHHH, ro nepenjia^y
PnjibCbKoro

:

Bohh-6o Ham Bimnft,

Hk XOTiB KOMy memo tbophth,

Po3TiKaBCH mhcjik) no AepeBy,

CipHM B'OBKOM no 3eMJli,

€h3hm opjiom noniA xMapaMH.

HaTOMicTb y MaKCHMOBHna aHajiorinHe ivricije 3BynHTb ocb hk :

Bonn Bimnft 6yjio cxone

KoMy nicrno 3acniBaTb,

3apa3 AyMKOio no ApeBy

FIonnHae BiH AiTaTb.

Oije „jiiTaHHH ^yMKoio no flpeBy” — n;e He jinme o6pa3Ha He^o-

jia^HicTb, a h npHMo-TaKH cMixoBHHHa He^openHicTb. XtyMaGTbCH,

mo nepeKJia^ ijboro Handijibrn sara^KOBoro MicijH b TeKCTi Cjio-

ea HaHSijibHi Baajio nepe^aB OjieKcin KoBajieHKo:

LU,e KOAHCb to Bohh Bimnft

nicHOTBopenb naciB AaBHnx,

KHH3iB CBHTOCAaBa

I OAera flpocAaBa.

ByBaAo roBopnTb:

„Be3 haw th>kko roAOBi

BI 6e3 roAOBH nAenaM rope” —
OTax 6e3 Iropa

I PycbKift 3eMAi.
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KoBajieHKOBe nparaeHHH ao CMHCJiOBO-o6pa3Ho'i hItkocth Aa-

jio TyT SajKaHHH Hacjii^oK. He BTpaTHJia Ha ijbOMy h xapaKTepHa

Ajih Cjioea jiaKOHiHHicTB i CTpyHKicTB. Ajie BKasyionn Ha KoBa-

jieHKOBi 3Ao6yTKH He 3HanHTL, mo nepeKJiaa MaKCHMOBnna HiKy-

AHHimn. AaJKe nonpn 3raAam xh6h, BiH Mae h cboi npHHa^H. no-

AeKyAH noro o6pa3H h npufioMH sSy^xcyioTb noAHB, xona 6, Ha-

npnKJiaH, oim CTpo(f)a:

MopHa pijuiH KonHTaMH

Byjia i3opaHa,

A 3aciflHa KicTKaMH,

Kpob’io noJiHBa-Ha;

Ypo^HJia >k BOHa Pyci

Tyry h ropiOBaHiHH.

EanHMO, dj,o TyT Hacjii,n;KH KaHJibCLKoi 6htbh nepe^aB MaKCH-
mobhh He3BHnaHHO noeTHHHO h (|)ijioco(J)CbKH y3arajibHeHO

;
06 -

pa3Hin njiacTHHHOCTi AOTpnMye Kpony MOBHa CBixcicTb i niT-

KieTb. }fCaCKO MyCHTb BHrJTHSaTH 3eMJIH 3pHTa, CnJIIOHApOBaHa

KiHCbKHMH KonnTaMH, me cTpauiHime po3Tep3am Ha Hin jiioACbKi

Tijia, 3MimaHi 3 KiHCbKHMH, mo jie>KaTb y KajiKOKax KpoBH. IJeH

o6pa3 TpanjiHGTbCH nacTO b icTopnnHHx nicHHx, ajie napa<J)pa30-

BaHHH MaHCTepHO MaKCHMOBHHeM BiH 6yAHTb HHTapbKy CBiaO-

MicTb i yaBy. Opyayionn hhmh BnpaBHO, aBTop He nparae Hano-

nHneHHH KapTHH xcaxy i npHKmn,eBi phakh, npncB’HHem Kaajib-

cbKm 6htb 1, 3BynaTb ynce ncajiiSHO, MejiaHxojiinHO

:

}KajiKyioHH, b HHdiM nojii

TpaBa noBajiHUiacb

I AepeBa a>K Ha 3eMJiio

3 TyrH noxHJiHJiHCb.

TpaKTyiOHH Tani Micim hk ncnxiHHHH nepenoHHHOK, nepe-

KJia^an nparae AeAajii CKpimmi naTpioTHHHi nonyTTH nnTana,

„npOMOBJIHK>HH” AO HbOrO TyHCJIHBHMH, 3aAymeBHHMH CJIOBaMH:

y>Ke Harny caaBHy CHJiy

IlycTHHH noKpHJia

A60:

I BHruiecKajia BOHa kphjijihm

Hk uie6i,m<a 6iJia.

3arn6ejib Pycn MaKCHMOBHH nopiBHioe TyT 3i CMepTejibHHM Tpe-

noTOM Sijioro, HeBHHHoro jieSeAH. 3po3yMijio, mo BHCHBaHHH
3Api6Hijioi cJ)opMH — jieSiAKa, — 3yMOBjieHe bhjihbom HapoAHO-
noeTHHHOi CHMBOjiiKH, mo Ha Hin 6a3yBaBCH aBTop y CBOGMy ne-

peKJiaAi. Ocb A-na npnKJiaAy me AenijibKa phakIb:
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Bobkh dpi no apyrax

Tp03H BH>KHAaK)Tb;

OpjIH KJieKOTOM Ha KOCTi

3BipiB 33KJIHKaK)Tb.

]Jk) KapraHy rpi3Ho‘i Houi nepeA Shtboio nij^cnjiioe no^ajiLina

CTpoc^a, b HKin eniTeTH h nopiBHHHHH HeHane B3HTi npHMO 3 Ha-

poAHO-niceHHoro enocy:

AHi To6i B'OpOH MOpHHft

riOJIOBHH'H n030pHHH

T3a noraHnft cipnM bobkom

Bi>KHTb, nocnimae . .

.

Ha3BaHi y ijhx cTpo(£>ax xHttcaKH g chmbojiom jiiotocth, Kpo-

BOHca^HocTH h 3Jia. ToMy 3po3yMijio, noMy caMe ijhmh eniTeTaMH
xapaKTepn3yG aBTop BoporiB.

Hynce nacTo 3raAam KapraHH ncaxy niACHjnoiOTb tbkojk —
hk n;e noMiTHO b poMaHraHHift noe3i'i — chjih npnpoAH, mo ctbo-

pioioTL TacMHHny a6o rpi3Hy cnieHepiio:

A oa Mopa nopHi xMapn

IiiyTb, BHXOJKaiOTb,

Ha qoTnpn HCHi cohuh

Bohh HaflBHraiOTb.

A IX CHHi SjIHCKaBHLU

ZlpH>KaTb i 6jIHCKaiOTb.

He MOHCHa Mara cyMHiBy, mo n;i „uorapH HCHi coHim” — n;e hoth-

pn pycLKi KHB3i, aid He3a6apoM Maiora 6yra po36nTi bopojkhmh
CHJiaMH. Hi aBTopcbKi nepe^uyTTH 3aTonjieHi b Hapo^Hy chmbojh-
Ky. OcnijiLKH coKiji e chmbojiom hibhakocth h chjih, TOMy ijhmh

pncaMH aBTop HaflijiHB caMe CBHToejiaBa:

BiH 3a mnneK) weHeTbca

Bhcoko h cepuHTo

I rai3fla CBoro HiKOMy

He iiacTb y b o6nfly.

OCTaHHi flBi CTpO(|)H BHCJIOBJIIOIOTB, OTJKe, Ha^ilO Ha BpHTy-
BaHHH Bia 3arn6ejii. 3aKjiHKaioHH PiopHKa i HaBHAa, ih,o6 cninra-

jih Ha 3axHCT PycH, aBTop 3BepTaGTbca 30 niAHeceHoro, cnoBHe-
Horo naTocoM TOHy, b HKOMy BiAnyBaeTbca HeHaue TpiioM^ajib-

Ho-nepeMOJKHi 3ByKH

:

Hh He Bauii >k to jrpy>KHHH

A ax Typn 3apeBJiH . .

.

flx 3a nTaxoM hchhh coKiji
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HeceTecb bh 6hctpo

Bo ecTb y Bac KpHJia

^KypHaJi

3,n;aGTbca, iu,o u;eH toh 3yMOBjieHHH bxchthmh TyT CHMBOJia-

mh Ta enixeTaMH. PycbKi nojiKH cnjitm mob TypH Ta niBH^Ki i

6o€3aaTHi mob cokojih. L(e HeHane ni,a;6a,n;bopioG aBTopa, hkhh
nmcnJiioG 3aKJiHKH ao 6010:

I 3a IropeBi paHH,

3a mopo hcbojiio!

Ha OKpeMy oijiHKy 3acjiyroByc nepeKJiaA njiaay .HpocjiaBHH.

3BepTac Ha ce6e yBary (J)aKT, mo MaKCHMOBHa cTporo flojjepjKy-

GTLCH CTp0(|)iHH01 (|)OpMH, HKOK) XapaKTepH3yGTbCa TeKCT Cjl06Cl,

Horo CHMBOJliKH, 06pa3H01 CBOGpi^HOCTH, T0Hj;0. npOTe BHKOpH-
CTaHHa nepenjia^aneM 4-pa,ijKOBoro KynjieTy BnjiHHyjio Ha Hafl-

MipHy po3TarHeHicTb nepeKJia,n;y. TpanjiaiOTbca jieKcnam Ta
CTHJibOBi HeoKOBHpHOCTi, HanpnKJia,n;

:

HyTHo rojioc flpocjiaBHH

Hk 303yjibKa Ha 3opi.

^yMaGTbca, mo u;k> necTJiHBy 303yjibKy Kpanje 6 3aMimrra 303y-

Jieio, mo 6yjio 6 npHTaMaHHime peKBiGMHOMy xapaKTepoBi njiaay
ilpocjiaBHH. y nepenjia^i PnjibCbKoro njiaa-TyadHHa KHararn 36e-

pirac noBary cnTyau;ii:

^IpOCJiaBHH-KHHrHHi HyTH rojioc.

Hk xa HafiKa->Kajii6HHHfl,

CTorHe boha BpaHui-paHo:

„riojieqy, — Ka>Ke, — 303yjieio no XlyHaio,

YMony 6o6poBHH pyxaB

y Kasuii-pimn

06mHK) KHH3eBi KpnBaBi paHH

Ha Tiai floro Ay>KOMy!”

A aajii H^yTb 3BepHeHHa HpocjiaBHH 30 „BiTpy-BiTpHjia”,

„^Hinpa-CjiaByTH”, „CoHim npHCBiTJioro”, aid me Sijibine nm-
KpecjnoiOTb po3nyKy h Tpare^iHHHH xapaKTep CHTyan;ii KHarmri.
I TyT MaKCHMOBHaeBi CTajrn b npHrom yKpai'HCbKi rojiociHHa,

3aB,aaKH aoMy BiH flocarac b u;iH aacram TeKCTy BejiHKoi mhjio-

3ByaHOCTH, rapMOHii ain repoa 3 HCHTTaM npapo^n:

Ot BenipHi 3opi 3racjin;

Irop cnnTb, Hi, BiH He cnHTb.

FlOJie MHCJIHMH BiH MipHTb

Ae Zloneub 3a ,H,oh 6i>KHTb.
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IJi pnflKH bboahtb HHTaaa b TaeMHHay BTeay, aTMOC(|)epy Irope-

Boro ,,CKpaaaHHa 30 caaayHa” Ta ftoro no-6aftpomBCbBH e^eKT-
HOl 13AH Ha KOHi, mo ,,MHHTBCH CKijIBKH ayxy”. niCJIH PHX pH^-
KiB eMOijiHHoro HanpyaceHHa, MaacHMOBHa 3aBepmye nepeaaap;

CTpOCjpOIO-rHMHOM I

flcHe coiHue b He6i cae

Irop b pycbKi Kpai’!

riaTpioTH3M, noeTHHHa npHHa^micTb i xy^oacHa Kpaca Cnoea
o noway IzoyeeiM TaK npHaapyBaan MaacHMOBHaa, mo, KpiM
rpyHTOBHHx ^ocamaceHb ijiei naM’aTBH, bIh 3 jiioSobio Bm^aBCH
i'i’ nepeaaa,n;oBi, bhochhh b ayabTypHnft o6ir yapaiHijiB o6pa3Hy
MOBy, Mejio^iHHy yapamcbay cniByaicTb i jiHn;apcbKHH ayx Bipma
Bimoro BoHHa, mo cneprny BmaymoBaB b yapaiHCbanx ayMax i

nicHHx, a 3roflOM y noe3ii UleBaeHaa, KocTOMapoBa, Kyjiima,

<I>paHKa, Jleci YapamaH, Oaeca, PnabCbaoro Ta cyaacHHx npo-

flOBHcyBaniB i'xHboi Tpammii.
y nomyaax amjapcbaoro 3yxy cboix npe^KiB poMaHTHKH

6yjin oco6jihbo HeBraMOBHi; 60 ac mo apanje, — Ha ixhio ayM-
Ky — Morjio 6y,o;HTH icTopnaHy yaBy Ta HarftoHaabHy CBiAOMicTb

cynacHHKiB, hk He MHHyjia cjiaBa, repoiam no^BHrn Ta ^aBHH,

me njieMiHHa Tpammia. ToMy, Baa3ya)aH Ha noTpeOy BHBaeHHa
icTopi'i KniBCbRoi PycH, MaacHMOBHa ocoOaHBy yBary npnmaaB
caMe Cjioey, CBmoMO HarojiomyioHH, mo „IIicHa Iropio, hk BipHe

Bi,n;o6pajKeHHH cBoro aacy, BaataHBa ^jih caMo'i ^peBHboi' Pycn i

cboim cyaacHHM norjia^OM Ha nopa^OK peaeft, Ha pi3Hi no^ii i

oco6h”. Qrace, ftocjimncyioHH ft nepeaaa^aioaH pio ^aBHbopycbay
naM’HTKy, MaaCHMOBHa BCTaHOBJIIOBaB Ha^ipBaHHH iCTOpiGK) 6e3-

nocepe^Hifi 3b’h30k Mine ^aBHHHOio ft cyaacmcTio, caraB 30 ao-

peHiB Hapo^y, po3yMiK>aH, mo „aopiHb Hapo^y — nocnoaHTCTBO,
3py6aft KopeHi Hapo,o;y ft ancTa 3iB’aHe”.

TepaepiBCbRa poMaHTHaHa aoHijenma Hapo,n;y 3Haftnuia b

MancHMOBHaeBi tftaaBoro npo,n;oBacyBaaa
;
ftoro aiaabHicTb enpa-

BHjia, mo BiH cTaB ocHOBonoaoacHHKOM yapaiHCbRoi poMaHTHa-
hoi ecTeTHKH, HayKH ft meoaorii. CBmoMicTb nepmonpoxi^HHKa
He 6yaa aeraa. ,,B Moi'ft Hayiji, — nncaB bIh, — hhm ^aai b aic,

thm 6iabine ApoB, i Tpe6a 6yao Maftace Ha aoacHOMy apoiji npo-
Kaa^aTH co6i hobI rnaaxH”. IJa CBmoMicTb TOBapnniyBaaa Maa-
CHMOBHaeBi Bate Ha ftOCBiray ftoro mnabHocTH, OTace TOfli, aoan
BiH 36npaB MaTepiaan i nncaB nporpaMHO-poMaHTHam nepe^MO-
bh ,n;o 36ipHnaiB yapaiHCbanx niceHb 1827 i 1834 poaiB, aoan 3aft-

HaBca iHTeHCHBHHM BHBaeHHaM naM’aToa KmBCbaoi Pycn, 3oape-

Ma Aocai^aceHHaM i nepeaaa^OM Cnoea, i aoan BH^aBaB cboi

36ipHHaH Ta aabMaHaxn ft BiB noaeMiay 3 MnxaftaoM IIoromHHM
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b cnpaBi noxoA^ceHHH ft ^ocTeMeHHOCTi Cnoea. y n;ift KopecnoH-

aeHu;iftHift nojieMiu,i BiH He nirnoB Ha HaftMeHHinft KOMnpoMic He
jiHHie momo cKaH^iHaBCBKoro noxoflmeHHH PycH, a ft Bi^HOCHO

npH3HaHHH Cnoea hk ni3Himoi niapoSKH Ha B3ipen;b cKaHflmaB-
cbkhx car. BianoBiaaioHH cBOGMy onoHeHTOBi, m,o He jinme ckhh-

flmaBCbKi cniBiji Bejinnajm cboix KOHyHtiB, mo ,,He o,o;Hi earn Jiy-

HajiH cepea khibcbkhx KHH3iB, 60 ft mMiji i BeHe^n, rpeKH i Mopa-
bh BHcniByBajin CBHTOCJiaBOBy cjiaBy”, MaKCHMOBHH KOHCTaTye,

mo Cnoeo Haft6ijibin cnopmHeHe 3 niBfleHHopycbKHMH nicHHMH,

TijibKH ijeft TBip He 6yB aHi iMpnoBi30Bamift, aHi cniBaHHft Ha
3pa30K ocTHHHix, jinme HanHcaHnft hk nicHH npo KajiamHiKOBa
JlepMOHTOBa. Pi3HHi;H TyT Tana: JIgpmohtob, hk i iHrni HOBi noe-

th, Ha,n;aBaB noe3i'i Hapo^Horo xapaKTepy
;
HaroMicTb cniBeijb Iro-

peBoi cjiaBH ni^Hic ycHy HapoRHy noe3iio Ha BeprnoK jiiTepaTyp-

HO-MHCTeiJbKOl MaftCTepHOCTH.

I kojih b lx no^ajibinift KopecnoH^eHmi IToroaiH, nepe3 He-

CTany ^OKa3iB, 3BHHyBaTHB MaKCHMOBHna b jno6oBi ao YnpamH,
mo bIh 3ajiHHiaGTtcH ft ^ajii „iimpHM MajiopocinHHHOM”, ynpam-
CbKnft yneHHft Bi^noBiB ftoMy ocb hk:

mo h „mHpnft MajiopociflHHH” i Tenep, hk paHime, i 6y^y ao CMepTH,

ue Ayme npHpoAHo; h He bU poAy Bapn3bKoro, a bU MajiopociftcbKoro, i

h jik)6jiio Majiopociio, jho6jiio MOBy ii HapoAy, i nicm ii,
i 'ii icTopiio...

LUo h jho6jiio «am nepmonpecTOMbHHH KhTb 6iAbine, Hi>K th, pe Te>K npn-

POAHO, 60, BHHBAHIOHH AO HbOrO JIK)60B 3araJIbHOpOClHCbKy, i 'HaHSjIHHCHy

ao Hboro jho6ob — MajiopociHCbKy, h jho6jik) fioro me hk 6aTbKiBmHHy

Moro poAy.

IJh CMijiHBa BianoBi^B oflHOMy 3 HaftSijibm bhjihbobhx u;ap-

cbkhx TeopeTHKiB i npaKTHKiB HayKOBoro o6rpyHTyBaHHH nojii-

thkh caMOflepmaBCTBa He npHHecjia MaKCHMOBHneBi hkhxocb
SijibHiHX HenpHGMHocTeft, jinme no36aBHjia, Ma6yTb, op^emB i

bchkhx iHHinx MaTepinjibHHx BHro,n; (ajie ao ujboro ftoMy He Tpe-
6a 6yjio 3BHKaTn) 3axe BOHa KHHyjia Ha Hboro AoaaTKOBe cbItjio

hk Ha jiio^HHy, BneHoro i rpoMa^HHHHa.
B aTMoc^epi ijapcbKoro caMOflepncaBCTBa i HepiBHoi 6opoTb-

6h 3a npaBO ynpamcbRoi mobh i jiiTepaTypH Ha caMOCTiftHe icHy-
BaHHH i P03BHT0K, nO^BHHCHHIJbKa flm-HkHiCTb MaKCHMOBHHa Ha-
Snpae Ky,n;H HiHpmoro i rjiH6moro 3HaneHHH. Ta ft criftKicTio,

CMijIHBiCTK) ft BipHiCTK) CBOIM nepeKOHaHHHM n;eft XBOpo6jIHBHft,
3^;aBajiocH 6, Ka6meTHHft yneHHft BHKJiHKaG i no HHHiniHift .zjeHb

noflHB icTopHKa jiirepaTypn. 3BepTae TaKonc Ha ce6e yBary ijijio-

HCHTTGBa no^BHHCHHUjbKa npaim BneHoro BijmaHoro Hayiji, 6epenc-
Horo noiftHyBana mobh ft icTopii Hapo^y, fioro HaifioHajibHHx Tpa-
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ftmjm, a Ha,a;TO nnceMHHx cJdojikjibophhx cnapSiB i cnaflmnHH, flo

hkhx Bi^HOCHBCH 3 noBaroio h jik>6ob’io.

]Jh jik>6ob cnpaBHjia, m;o bIh yBa>KHO CTexcnB i 3a cynacHHM
po3BHTKOM HOBOi yKpai'HCBKoi jiiTepaxypH, any 36araTHB nepe-

KJia^OM Cnoea. He ahbho, orace, kojih noMep IHeBaeHKo, MaKCH-
MOBHH y CBOGMy Bipnii ,,Ha noxopoH T. IIIeBHeHKa” nncaB:

CnoaiBaaHca UJeBMeHKa

Ceft roa; Ha BKpaiHy;

A ^i>K^ajiHCB noSaHHTb

PlorO flOMOBHHy.

CTo'iTb b KaHeBi b co6opi,

Bcfl KBiTKaMH BBHTa;

ri0-K03aUbKH HepBOHOK)

KHTaHKOIO BKpHTa.

IayTb jiioah, — nepea. Heio

IloKaoH noKaaflaKDTb,

I 3a atyuiy Ko63apeBy

Tocncaa 6aaraiOTb.

CniabKH BHnaaKaB BiH ropa

PipKHMH Cab03aMH,

CniabKH BHnaaKaB neaaai

Biui,HMH caoBaMH!

Bee 6aa<aaocb frOMy Boai

JIjih CBoro Hapoaa . . .

I He aia<aaB Toro aacy

Hk BHfluiaa CBo6oaa.

Hk i Bci nepe^OBi ^iani yKpai'HCBKoi KyjiBTypn, MnxaHjio
MaKCHMOBHH 6yB naJIKHM noSopHHKOM BOJli HapOfly, 3aXHCHHKOM
icTopi'i oh,hx „pa6m hImhx”. Hk npHHHHTO b enoxy poMaHTH3My,
Ha CTopoad kojio i'x BiH nocTaBHB cjiobo, ni^SyAOByiOHH Soro ne-

pe^oBOio eBponeflcBKOio HayKOio Ta jiiTepaTypoio, a HacaMnepefl

—

pi^HOK) iCTOpHHHOIO H JliTepaTypHO-KyjIBTypHOK) Tpa^HI^iGIO.

Hk yneHHH i rpoMa^aHHH, MnxaHjio MaKCHMOBHH ,n;o6pe po-

3yMiB 3HaneHHH h Bary fljia HopMajiBHoro po3BHTKy Hapo^y na-

m’htok icTopii, jiiTepaTypn h KyjiBTypn, ixhio pojiio y 36epeaceHHi
i npoftOBHcem HaijioHajiBHoi Tpa^Hijii Ta c|)opMyBaHHi cbI^omocth
Hapo^y. CBi^uHTB npo u,e npe^cTaBJieHa TyT fioro 450JIKJIb0PH"

CTHHHo-BH,o;aBHHHa jpajiBHicTB, ocHOBHi ^ocjii^HceHHH, nepemia-
,o;h Ta TeopeTHHHi n noaeMinm nncaHHa, HKi Bo^Honac npoMomy-
BajIH B YnpaiHi HIJIHX flJIH HOBHX pOMaHTHHHHX BiaHB.
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Bohdan Krawchenko

CHANGES IN THE NATIONAL AND SOCIAL
COMPOSITION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF
UKRAINE FROM THE REVOLUTION TO 1976

The dismissal of Petro Shelest from the post of First Secretary

of the Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU) in May 1972 was a

notable event in the history of the party. He was accused of having

intentionally promoted a heretical tendency—Ukrainian nation-

alism—within the bosom of the party. 1 It appears that the trends

towards greater national self-assertion that had characterized the

intelligentsia of the Ukrainian SSR in the postwar period had also

penetrated the upper levels of the party leadership.

Clearly the CPU and its leadership had changed. The climb

of Ukrainians within the party to positions of authority had been
a long and hard one—as tortuous as the history of their country in

this century. Paradoxically, the very policies promoting social and
economic development that were to have “solved” the national

question produced their opposite result. They made that question

a concern of a milieu that had traditionally eschewed it. Our task

Throughout this paper we will refer to the Communist Party of Ukraine

and Communist Party of the Soviet Union, even though in the period

under study their names changed several times. The support of this re-

search by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
is gratefully acknowledged.

1 See Grey Hodnett, “The Views of Petro Shelest,” The Annals of

the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the United States, no.

37-8 (1978-80), 209-43, and his “Ukrainian Politics and the Purge of

Shelest,” paper delivered to the Midwest Slavic Conference, Ann Arbor,

Mich., 5-7 May 1977.

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 9, no. 1 (Summer 1984)
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in this article is to document an aspect of that process, namely,

to analyze how the membership of the CPU changed from the

revolution to 1976.

The CPU before Industrialization

Tsarism bequeathed its successors in Ukraine a society

marked by profound social and national cleavages: a Russian or

Russified town, proletariat, and intelligentsia on the one hand;

and a Ukrainian village, semiproletariat and paraprofessional in-

telligentsia on the other. 2 The Bolshevik organization in Ukraine
reflected these social discontinuities. On the eve of the October

Revolution the Bolsheviks were a small organization in Ukraine:

22,569 members in August 1917, a paltry figure for a country of

over 27 million people. 3 Two-thirds of the members were concen-

trated in the industrial southeastern corner of Ukraine—the Don-
bas.4 With a mere 209 rural party cells and 16 percent of the

membership classified as peasant, the Bolsheviks had little in-

fluence in the countryside. 5 Ukrainians (roughly 80 percent of the

population) were virtually absent from party ranks. The over-

whelming majority of members were either Russian or Jewish. 6

When the Bolshevik regime finally established itself in Ukraine

at the end of 1919 (after two unsuccessful attempts) it was “large-

ly by virtue of the authority of Moscow, Russian Communists
and the Russian Red Army,” wrote L. Trotsky in 1920, 7 and with

the opprobrium of being an alien national force.

The record of the local Bolsheviks in Ukraine during the

revolution was characterized by helplessness. During the events

of 1918, for example, the party simply collapsed, leaving in October

of that year a membership of 5,000. 8 By the end of 1920 the party’s

2 For a discussion of the social structure of Ukraine before the

revolution see Bohdan Krawchenko, “The Social Structure of Ukraine at

the Turn of the 20th Century,” East European Quarterly, 1982, no. 2,

171-81.
3 Shestoi sezd RSDRP (bolshevikov), avgust 1917 goda. Protokoly

(Moscow, 1958), 207; Narodne hospodarstvo Ukrainskoi RSR v 1964

rotsi (Kiev, 1965), 9. (Population data are for the year 1913.)
4 Shestoi sezd RSDRP, 207.
5

S. Kikhotiev, Oktiabrskaia revoliutsiia i pervye sotsialisticheskie

preobrazovaniia v Donetsko-Krivorozhskom basseine (Kiev, 1969), 118.
6 M. Shapoval, Sotsiohrafiia Ukrainy (Prague, 1933), 77.
7 The Trotsky Papers, 2 vols. (The Hague, 1971), 1:347.
8 M. Iavorsky, “K istorii KP(b)U,” in Oktiabrskaia revoliutsiia:

Pervoe piatiletie (Kharkiv, 1922), 105.
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fortunes had improved and its numbers had risen to 42,018,9 but

only because new blood had been infused from two sources. By
far the most important source was the arrival of cadres from Russia

to bolster what, by Lenin’s own admission, was a pathetically

weak Soviet apparatus. 10 The second source of new members was

the absorption of other parties by the CPU. The most important

of these was the Borotbisty, former left-wing Ukrainian Socialist

Revolutionaries who had proven their mettle during the Austro-

German occupation. According to M. Skrypnyk, 4,000 Borotbisty

joined the CPU,11 providing it which much needed influence among
the peasantry and cadres “who spoke Ukrainian.”12 By late 1920

almost 20 percent of CPU members had their origins in other

political organizations.13

The first available data on the social and national composi-

tion of the CPU are for the year 1920. The (incomplete) re-regis-

tration of party members that occurred in that year revealed that

Ukrainians represented less than a quarter of the CPU. In terms

of social origin, almost 60 percent was proletarian (see table 1;

there are no statistics on the actual occupation).

Table 1: CPU Membership in 192014

By social origin By national composition

Workers 58% Ukrainians 23%
Intelligentsia 6% Russians 50%
White-collar staff 22% Others 27%
Peasants 14%

Whatever weight Ukrainians may have gained inside the CPU
as a result of the entry of the Borotbisty was soon to be under-

mined. On the surface, the resolutions of the Tenth Congress of

9 M. Donii, Shosta konferentsiia KP(b)U (Kiev, 1963), 147-48.

10 V. /. Lenin pro Ukrainu, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1969), 1:224-25.

11 Dvenadtsatyi sezd RKP(b). Stenograficheskii otchet (Moscow,

1968), 572.

12 M. M. Popov, Narys istorii Komunistychnoi partii ( bilshovykiv

)

Ukrainy (Kharkiv, 1929), 219.
13 A. Gilinskii, “Sostoianie KP(b)U k piatiletiiu Oktiabrskoi revo-

liutsii,” in Oktiabrskaia revolutsiia, 168.
14 Ibid., 167, and N. N. Popov, Natsionalnaia politika Sovetskoi

vlasti (Moscow, 1927), 98.
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the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in 1921, which
contained a call to draw into the party more members from the

indigenous nationalities and to strengthen party influence in the

countryside in connection with the New Economic Policy and a

condemnation of Russian chauvinism, ought to have favoured the

entry of Ukrainians.15 The same congress, however, announced
a purge of “petit bourgeois” elements “not trained in the Com-
munist spirit.”16 While the scope of the purge is a matter of some
controversy—some give a figure of 22 percent of the total party

membership as having been purged, others “almost half” 17—on
the question of who was purged the issue is clear. It was the Ukrai-

nian members who were expelled. Of the 4,000 Borotbisty who
joined the CPU in 1920, only 118 remained. 18 Because the purges

were more acute in the nonindustrial regions and struck the

peasants more than workers, this also supports the conclusion

that Ukrainians were disproportionately affected. 19 Ukrainian Com-
munists complained that the purge directive was being imple-

mented by elements hostile to any concessions on the national

question. 20 Indeed, the attitudes prevailing among the party leader-

ship can be seen from the fact that a mass shutdown of Ukrainian-

language newspapers had taken place. 21 In addition to the purge,

the continuing practice of sending members from Russia into the

republic contributed towards marginalizing Ukrainians in the

party. 22

In the light of the 1922 party census it can be said that the

56,000-strong CPU had become an urban military-bureaucratic

apparatus. Almost half of the members (48 percent) were in the

Red Army. Only 14 percent of this wing of the organization were

Ukrainian. Almost 80 percent of the members lived in towns; 44

15 KPSS v rezoliutsiiakh i resheniiakh sezdov, konferentsii i plenu-

mov TsK, 4 vols. (Moscow, 1954), 1:553-56.

16 Ibid, 250.

17 Odinatsiatyi sezd RKP(b). Stenograficheskii otchet (Moscow,

1961), 743; M. Skrypnyk, Neprymyrenym shliakhom (Kharkiv, 1929),

40.

18 Dvenadtsatyi sezd RKP(b), 572.
19 Donii, 151.

20 Dvenadtsatyi sezd RKP(b), 572.
21 Popov, Narys istorii, 273-74.
22 For example, over 5,000 members were sent into Ukraine from

Russia in this period. See Narysy istorii Komunistychnoi partii Ukrainy,

3d ed. (Kiev, 1971), 304.
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percent lived in provincial capitals. While 51 percent of the mem-
bers claimed to be proletarian, almost 90 percent of all workers

in the CPU were employed as state, party, trade-union, or eco-

nomic-administration functionaries. The toiling element in the

CPU was represented by 7 percent who still worked in facto-

ries and by 1 percent employed in agriculture. 23 The party’s

weakness in rural areas is graphically illustrated by Kiev province.

There one thousand members lived in rural regions; of these a

mere three hundred were actually peasants. At the time the rural

population of this province was over three million. 24

To say that Ukrainians were underrepresented in the CPU
is stating the case rather midly (see table 2). Russians, who
formed 6 percent of the republic’s population in 1926, accounted
for 54 percent of the party’s membership. 25 In the CPU Ukrainians

accounted for 20 percent of the workers, 22 percent of white-collar

staff, and 38 percent of the peasants. 26 (In the 1926 population

census, Ukrainians represented 55 percent of the working class,

52 percent of white-collar staff, and almost 90 percent of the

peasants in the republic.) Linguistically the party was worlds

apart from the population: 99 percent of the CPU members spoke
Russian fluently, and 82 percent claimed it as their language of

everyday use. Ukrainian was spoken by a mere 11 percent of the

members. 27 Even this figure exaggerates the point, since party

members interpreted the census question “language of conversa-

tion” to mean mother tongue.28 In a 1921 report, Khrystiian Ra-
kovsky admitted that a mere 2 percent of CPU members “main-
tained a tie with the Ukrainian language.”29 Bearing in mind that

75 percent of the population in 1926 gave Ukrainian as their

mother tongue, the disproportions were rather marked.

23 Vserossiiskaia perepis 1922 goda chlenov RKP. Itogi partperepisi

1922 goda na Ukraine (Kharkiv, 1922), vii, xii. (Hereafter Itogi 1922).
24 Narysy istorii Kyivskoi oblasnoi partiinoi orhanizatsii (Kiev,

1967), 273.

25 Data from the 1926 census here and below are found in Bohdan
Krawchenko, “The Impact of Industrialization on the Social Structure

of Ukraine,” Canadian Slavonic Papers, 1980, no. 3, 338-57.
26 Itogi 1922, vii, ix, xii, 178-79.
27 Ibid.

28 M. Ravich-Cherkassky, Istoriia Kommunisticheskoi partii (b-ov)
Ukrainy (Kharkiv, 1923), 242.

29 Cited by Kyianyn (pseud.), “Na Ukraini,” Nova Ukraina, 1924,
no. 3, 262.
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Table 2: CPU Membership in 1922 30

By social origin By national composition

Workers 51% Ukrainians 23%
White-collar staff 29% Russians 54%
Peasants 18% Jews 14%
Unknown 2% Others 7%

The party was thus alienated not only from the millions of

Ukrainians it ruled, but also from the proletariat in whose name
it claimed to exercise dictatorship. “When Soviet power was estab-

lished in Ukraine,” as was pointed out in a Soviet Ukrainian
journal, “the majority of the population spoke its own Ukrainian
language, but the state issued decrees and instructions in Russian;

the Communist party also used Russian in its propaganda, and
the entire central Soviet apparatus functioned in Russian. Follow-

ing its example, as could be expected, Russian was used by all

local organs, right down to the level of the village soviet.”31 The
consequence, as Mykola Popov wrote on the eve of the Seventh
CPU Congress (April 1923), was that “we have been unable at

the present time, in the sixth year of the revolution, in spite of

the strengthening of Soviet rule, to suppress the political banditism

about which central Russian provinces have forgotten a long time

ago.” Those party members who thought they could conquer the

Ukrainian nation by Russifying it were mistaken. The only alter-

native, Popov concluded, was “to conquer the Ukrainian masses”

by transacting “party and cultural work in the Ukrainian lan-

guage.”32 At the Twelfth CPSU Congress (1923) the party altered

its policies on the national question by enunciating a programme
of “indigenization” (korenizatsiia), which in Ukraine took the

form of a multifaceted policy known as Ukrainization.33

From 1923 on a number of developments within the party

and society favoured the growth of Ukrainian membership within

30 Itogi 1922, xii.

31 “Navishcho nam Ukrainizatsiia?” Silsko-hospodarskyi prolietar,

1923, no. 5, 1.

32 M. M. Popov, “Natsionalna problema na Ukraini,” Nova kultura,

1923, no. 7-8, 14, 16.

33 See James E. Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas of National

Liberation: National Communism in Soviet Ukraine, 1918-1933 (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1983).
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the CPU. The policy of Ukrainization resulted in a more tolerant

attitude towards the Ukrainian intelligentsia. The Ukrainization

of the educational system saw a new generation of Ukrainian

specialists and cultural workers appear, and these sought a place

for themselves in the CPU. Secondly, the economic recovery saw
Ukrainian youth leave the village and join the working class,

resulting in “the entry of new, young cadres” into the party. 34

(In 1927, the average member had been in the CPU two to three

years.) 35 Finally, influential Ukrainian “national Communist”
cadres — Oleksander Shumsky, Mykola Skrypnyk, and others,

pressed the party to be more consequential in its recruitment of

Ukrainians. Stalin, his hands full with the struggle against the

Left Opposition, was anxious to win this national current to his

side, or at least to neutralize it. So, with the arrival of his pleni-

potentiary, Lazar Kaganovich, in the spring of 1925, Ukrainization

of the CPU was speeded up. Kaganovich himself set an example
in this respect by making all official pronouncements in Ukrai-

nian. 36

The 1927 party census showed the results of the new policies

and social developments. 37 The CPU had greatly expanded its

membership to 182,396 full and candidate members by 1927. Of
the 168,087 members who completed their questionnaires, 52 per-

cent were Ukrainian, virtually double the 1922 figure, and almost

70 percent of the Ukrainian members gave Ukrainian as their

mother tongue (compared to 46 percent in 1922). In the CPU as

a whole, one third of the members now claimed Ukrainian as their

native language. Although in terms of class designation 62 percent

of the CPU were workers, only 34 percent were proletarians in

their present occupation. Only 9 percent were peasants. Half the

membership was concentrated in the industrial regions of Ukraine.
The change in the ethnically Ukrainian membership of the CPU
reflected the ever-growing penetration of that group into the urban
and industrial environment. While in 1922, 20 percent of the Ukrai-

34 F. Sherstiuk, Partiine budivnytstvo na Ukraini v 1926-1929 rr.

(Kiev, 1960), 61.

35 L. Kahanovych, Natsionalna polityka bilshovykiv Ukrainy (New
York, 1928), 82.

36 See ibid, for measures dealing with Ukrainization of the CPU.
37 For a more detailed analysis of the 1927 census see Basil Dmy-

tryshyn, “National and Social Composition of the Membership of the

Communist Party (bolshevik) of the Ukraine, 1918-1928,” Journal of
Central European Affairs, 1957, no. 3, 244-58.
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nian membership of the CPU was considered to be working-class,

by 1927 this figure had risen to 56 percent. 38

Table 3: CPU Membership in 1927 39

By social origin By national composition

Working class 62% Ukrainians 52%
White-collar staff 17% Russians 28%
Peasants 19% Jews 12%
Others 2% Others 8%

The CPU during the 1930s

In the climactic era of industrialization Ukrainian society

was transformed. Millions of Ukrainians moved into urban centres

and industrial occupations, in part to escape the horrors of col-

lectivization and the man-made famine. Tens of thousands of

others graduated from technical schools and universities, which
had expanded in order to meet industry’s needs for technical ex-

pertise. In the process, Ukrainians established decisive majorities

in the critical sectors of society—the cities, industry, and higher

educational institutions. Ukrainians’ achievements in this respect

would have been even more impressive had the man-made famine

of 1932-33 not reduced the numbers available for entry into the

urban and industrial milieus. It is equally likely that Ukrainians’

new social weight would have manifested itself in greater political

and cultural assertiveness, unleashing, as S. Dimanshtein noted,

centrifugal forces.40 The CPSU leadership, however, adopted poli-

cies to ensure that this did not occur. In 1933 Ukrainization was

38 Sotsialnyi i natsionalnyi sostav VKP(b). Itogi vsesoiuznoi par-

tiinoi perepisi 1927 goda (Moscow, 1928), 20, 149-50; Vsesoiuznaia
partiinaia perepis 1927 goda. Yypusk II: 1. Sotsialnyi sostav VKP(b).
II. Kommunisticheskaia prosloika v promyshlennykh predpriiatiiakh (Mos-

cow, 1927), 6-7; Vsesoiuznaia partiinaia perepis 1927 goda. Vypusk VII:

I. Narodnost i rodnoi iazyk chlenov VKP(b) i kandidatov v chleny.

II. Sostav komunistov korennoi narodnosti v natsionalnykh respublikakh

i oblastiakh SSR (Moscow, 1927), 51-52.
39 Ibid.
40

S. Dimanshtein, “Problemy natsionalnoi kultury i kulturnogo

stroitelstva v natsionalnykh respublikakh,” Vestnik Kommunisticheskoi
akademii, no. 31 (1929), 122.
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abandoned, and throughout the 1930s the CPU would be hit

constantly where it mattered most: its leadership would be deci-

mated.
In 1933, with the arrival of Pavel Postyshev, the “hangman

of Ukraine,” the first mass purge of the 1930s occurred in the

republic. Accompanied by almost five thousand “leading cadres”

sent from Russia to occupy “leading posts,”41 Postyshev’s mission

was to rid the CPU of national Communists (“the Skrypnyk na-

tionalist counterrevolution”), as well as to change existing cultural

policies and to provide “Bolshevik leadership in agriculture.”42 The
purge unfolded at the height of the famine. Its impact on the

local and republican Ukrainian leadership was profound. The same
cannot be said of ordinary Ukrainian CPU members. A conse-

quence of the purge all too often overlooked was a growing polarity

between an increasingly Ukrainian rank and file and the Russian

leadership of the CPU.
On 1 January 1933, the eve of the purge (the purge began

in the spring of that year), the CPU had 550,433 full and can-

didate members. When compared with the 1930 figure of 270,089
members, the 1933 figure shows just how rapid party growth had
been during the first five-year plan. Under the impact of the pull

of industrialization and the push of collectivization, Ukrainians

had increased their representation in the CPU from 53 to 61 per-

cent over that three-year period.43 During the purge, the CPU
lost close to 97,000 members.44 One should note that in 1933 the

word “purge” took on a new meaning. As Postyshev explained

during the November 1933 CPU Central Committee plenum, “al-

most all of the people removed were arrested and put before the

firing squad or exiled,” that is, sent to prison camps.45 Between
the spring of 1933 and January 1934, close to 20,000 CPU mem-
bers in “responsible positions” were expelled for nationalism.40

Ukrainians in the CPU declined from 61 to 60 percent. The purge
also affected the social composition of the CPU: members giving

41 P. P. Postyshev and S. V. Kosior, Soviet Ukraine Today (Mos-
cow-Leningrad, 1934), 11-12.

42 P. P. Postyshev, “Itogi 1933 selskokhoziaistvennogo goda i oche-

rednye zadachi KP(b)U,” Partiinoe stroitelstvo, 1933, no. 23-24, 8.
43

Iu. V. Babko, Partiine budivnytstvo na Ukraini u 1933-1937 rr.

(Lviv, 1971), 14-15.
44 Ibid., 14-15, 124-25.
45 Cited by Mykola Kovalevsky, Ukraina pid chervonym iarmom.

Dokumenty i fakty ( Warsaw-Lviv, 1936), 157.
46 Ibid. See also Pravda, 23 January 1934.
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“worker’’ as their occupation dropped from 52 percent in 1930 to

31 percent by the autumn of 1933.47 Whereas in 1925 six out of

nine full Politburo members were Ukrainian, the twelve-member
Politburo that emerged from the January 1934 Congress contained

only four Ukrainians. Of the four Central Committee secretaries

only one, the fourth secretary, was a Ukrainian.48

While in the 1920s data were published on Ukrainian-lan-

guage usage within the party, the 1930s were not so generous.

However, evidence suggests that the message of the campaign
against Ukrainian national aspirations had been received by the

membership. By Postyshev’s own admission in 1935, “members
have begun to de-Ukrainianize themselves and even to stop speak-

ing the Ukrainian language.” The situation had reached such a

critical point that even Postyshev stated “this is a very serious

development and we must pay considerable attention to it.”49

The “great purge” of 1936-38 in Ukraine was initiated by
a CPU Central Committee resolution in May 1935, which echoed

the CPSU Central Committee’s April 1935 call for a “verification

of party documents.” 50 Because the purge made little headway in

Ukraine, Moscow criticized the CPU leadership for “shortcomings”

in the verification process. 51 In February 1936, the purge began
in earnest. Having devastated the party ranks, it subsided by
January 1938 with the appointment of Nikita Khrushchev to the

post of first secretary of the CPU. He was charged with the re-

sponsibility of rebuilding the shattered party. The main reason

why, in Khrushchev’s words, the CPU “had been purged spotless”

was because the CPU had offered the greatest resistance to Stalin’s

apparatus of terror. 52 Party data for this period pay eloquent

tribute to the thoroughness of that apparatus.

In studying the impact of the great purge of 1936-38 on
party membership, the student of the CPU has considerable ad-

47 Babko, Partiine budivnytstvo, 14-15; Partiinoe stroitelstvo, 1933,

no. 21, 32.
48 Narysy istorii Komunistychnoi partii Ukrainy, 311, 319, 326, 339,

362-63; Jurij Borys, “Who Ruled the Soviet Ukraine in Stalin’s Time?
(1917-1939),” Canadian Slavonic Papers, 1972, no. 2, 228.

49 P. Postyshev, “0 nekotorykh zadachakh marksistko-leninskogo

obrazovaniia,” Kommunisticheskaia revoliutsiia, 1935, no. 3, 10.
50 Komunistychna partiia JJkrainy v rezoliutsiiakh i rishenniakh

zizdiv, konferentsii i plenumiv TsK, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1976-77), 1:871.
51 Visti, 1 February 1936.
52 Pravda, 28 January 1938.
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vantage over his counterpart examining the CPSU. This is be-

cause, unlike the CPSU, the CPU held congresses every two years,

and between 1934 and 1938 three such congresses took place.

Data on membership released on those occasions provide us with

information about changes in the number of CPU members. More-
over, a Soviet Ukrainian scholar, Iu. V. Babko, published in 1971

an excellent monograph that throws light on the effects of the

purge on the social and national composition of the CPU.
Because between January 1934 and May 1938 recruitment

into the CPU was at a virtual standstill, 53 we can get a rather

precise idea of the number of people purged. In January 1934 the

party numbered 453,526 members. By May 1938 the number had
fallen to 285,818. 54 The party had lost 167,708 members, or 37

percent of its total membership. The national and social composi-

tion of the party members was substantially altered as a result of

the purge. We do not have data that allow us to gauge the impact
of the entire purge period. But on 1 April 1937 Ukrainians repre-

sented 57 percent of the total membership of the CPU, a drop of

three percentage points when compared to October 1933 (see

table 4). This means that approximately 40 percent of the Ukrai-

nians in the CPU in 1933 were purged by April 1937. In terms of

the occupational structure of the CPU ranks, workers represented

51 percent of the total in 1932 and a mere 25 percent by 1937,

while the proportion of white-collar staff increased from 32 to 70

percent (see table 5). The overwhelming majority of CPU mem-
bers were now bureaucrats, “functionaries in the party, state, and
economic organizations.”55

Table 4: National Composition of the CPU, 1933-4056

Ukrainians Russians Others

October 1933 60% 23% 17%
April 1937 57% — —
May 1940 63% 19% 18%

53 Babko, Partiine budivnytstvo, 452.
54 Ibid, 14-15, 124-25.
55 Ibid, 125.
56 Ibid, 14-15, 124-25; M. S. Khrushchov, “Zvitna dopovid TsK

KP(b)U XV zizdovi Komunistychnoi partii (bilshovykiv) Ukrainy,”
Bilshovyk Ukrainy, 1940, no. 6, 21.
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Table 5: Occupational Structure of the CPU, 1932-37 57

Workers White-collar

staff

Collective

farmers

Others

1932 51% 32% 15% 2%
1933 48% 36% 15% 1%
1937 25% 70% 5% 0%

The great purge in Ukraine was an orgy of terror even by
the standards of the day. At the Fourteenth CPU Congress in

June 1938 it was announced that two-thirds of the party’s leader-

ship at the city, oblast, raion, and village levels had been purged. 58

Except for Hryhorii Petrovsky, who was arrested, the entire Polit-

buro perished. Of the fifty-nine-member Central Committee elected

at the congress, only Semen Tymoshenko, later marshall of the

Soviet Union, had survived from the previous Central Committee. 59

Khrushchev noted that “it seemed as though not one regional or

executive Committee secretary, not one secretary of the Council

of People’s Commissars, not even a single deputy was left. We had
to start rebuilding from scratch.” 60

The Communist Party of Ukraine was rebuilt very quickly.

Spurred by various resolutions urging an all-out campaign to gain

new members, the CPU grew from 285,818 members at the time

of the Fourteenth Congress (June 1938) to 521,078 by the Fif-

teenth Congress (May 1940). 61 The rapid intake of new members
improved the representation of Ukrainians in the party. In May
1940 they accounted for 63 percent of the total membership (see

table 4 ) . The increase was certainly not the result of the addition

of new members through the annexation of Western Ukraine in

1939. When Western Ukraine was occupied, the Communist forces

there were in a state of disarray. Stalin had dissolved the Com-
munist Party of Poland and its subordinate organization, the Com-
munist Party of Western Ukraine, in the summer of 1938. In 1940

there were only 11,280 party members in Western Ukraine. 62

57 “Kolichestvennyi i kachestvennyi sostav partii,” Partiinoe stroitel-

stvo, 1932, no. 9, 50; Babko, Partiine budivnytstvo, 14-15, 124-25.
58 Visti, 20 June 1938.
59 V. Holub [nychy]

,
“Konspektyvnyi narys istorii KP(b)U,” Ukra-

inskyi zbirnyk, 1957, no. 9, 127-30.
60 Khrushchev Remembers (Boston-Toronto, 1970), 108.
61 Khrushchov, “Zvitna dopovid,” 21.
62 V. L. Varetsky, Sotsialistychni peretvorennia u zakhidnykh obla-

stiakh URSR (v dovoiennyi period) (Kiev, 1960), 152. For a history of
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Ukrainians improved their representation because of the insecurity

that Khrushchev felt when assuming the leadership of the CPU.
He had told Stalin that he was “afraid the Ukrainians, and par-

ticularly the intelligentsia, might be very cool to me” and that

“it hardly makes sense to send me, a Russian, to Ukraine.”63 At
the Fifteenth CPU Congress he sought to reassure the Ukrainian

cadres that they would have a place in the new regime. 64 Never-

theless, the fact remained that although the rank and file was
largely Ukrainian, within the Politburo, out of eight full and
candidate members, only three belonged to the indigenous na-

tionality. 65 The discrepancy continued until Stalin’s death, and it

was the first issue to explode on the political arena after he died.

The CPU in the Postwar Era

The Second World War was a watershed in the history of the

CPU. In an effort to rally the Ukrainians’ support against the Ger-

mans, strong appeals were made to their sense of national identi-

ty. 66 Also, the republic’s constitutional prerogatives were ex-

panded67 This seemed to indicate that a more concessionary

policy towards the national aspirations of Ukrainians was in the

offing. When the war ended, however, sterner methods were in-

troduced as Stalin sought to reestablish his grip on the shattered

republic. In this process the reconstruction of the CPU played a

crucial role. That party was in a perilous condition. Its member-
ship had plummeted from 680,000 in 1940 to 164,743 by 1 January
1945. On 1 January 1946 Ukrainians formed 60 percent of the

CPU ranks, a drop of 3 percent when this figure is compared with
1940 data. 68 What accounts for this decline in Ukrainian represen-

tation?

In the face of the rapid German advance the majority of

party members fled eastward. Only 14,875 remained on the ter-

the Communist Party of Western Ukraine see Janusz Radziejowski, The
Communist Party of Western Ukraine, 1919-1929 (Edmonton, 1983).

63 Khrushchev Remembers, 106-7.
64 Visti, 18 May 1940.
65 Holub [nychy]

,
“Konspektyvnyi narys,” 127-30.

66 See Lystivky partiinoho pidpillia i partyzanskykh zahoniv Ukrainy
u roky Velykoi Vitchyznianoi viiny (Kiev, 1969).

67 Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy v rezoliutsiiakh, 2:20-23.
68 A. I. Didkovsky, “Orhanizatsiine zmitsnennia partiinykh orhani-

zatsii Ukrainy v 1945-1952 rr.,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1981,
no. 10, 81, 83.
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ritory of Ukraine. 69 In October 1942 the CPSU Politburo decided

to develop underground resistance to the German occupation, and
the formation of clandestine party organizations was ordered. 70

Between 1942 and 1944 clandestine party committees had de-

veloped to such an extent that they included over 100,000 Com-
munists and Komsomol members. 71 The fact that these people

were described as those accustomed to local conditions and that

heavy recruitment took place in the oblasts of Left-Bank and
Right-Bank Ukraine (areas with small Russian populations) in-

dicates that the great majority of this membership was Ukrai-

nian. 72 When the republic was freed from German occupation,

those who had entered the party during the period of clandestinity

joined the ranks of the reconstituted CPU. Since their recruitment

had not been supervised by party officialdom in Moscow, and
some doubts as to their ideological reliability were expressed, a

purge of those members recruited in the underground was or-

dered. 73 Although figures on the scope of the purge were never

released, membership data suggest that around 100,000 members
were dropped from CPU rolls: on 1 January 1944 the party had
274,411 members; by 1 January 1945, 164,743. 74 Information

available for some oblasts shows the thoroughness of the purge.

In March 1944 alone, in some raions of Luhansk oblast, for ex-

ample, out of 1,647 members recruited during the occupation,

1,434 were expelled. 75 The atmosphere in the party that sur-

rounded the fighters in the resistance was revealed later, after

Stalin’s death, when some of those expelled were rehabilitated. In

1954 an official party organ stated that “Officials of the Vinnytsia

oblast and city committees treated the activities of the under-

ground organization ... in an irresponsible manner. An unhealthy

atmosphere was created around certain former underground fight-

69 Narysy istorii Komunistychnoi partii Ukrainy, 520.
70 N. F. Kuzmin, Kommunisticheskaia partiia—vdokhnovitel i orga-

nizator borby ukrainskogo naroda za sozdanie i ukreplenie ukrainskogo

sovetskogo gosudarstva (Moscow, 1954), 34.
71 Ukrainskaia SSR v Velikoi Otechestvennoi voine Sovetskogo Soiu-

za, 3 vols. (Kiev, 1975), 1:414.
72 G. T. Gorobets, Partiinoe podpole na Ukraine 1941-1944 gg.

(Moscow, 1969), 72-89.
73 Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy v rezoliutsiiakh, 2:36-37.
74 Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy—boiovyi zahin KPRS (Kiev,

1976), 16.
75 M. F. Khoroshailov, Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy—orhanizator

vidbudovy i rozvytku promyslovosti Donbasu (1943-1944 rr.) (Kharkiv,

1967), 19.
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ers.”76 During the war, the vacuum left by the evacuation of party

members to the east was most likely filled by indigenous people.

The 1943-44 purge offset these gains.

There is a dearth of information about CPU membership
between 1945 and 1949 (the latter being the year of the first post-

war party congress). Numerically, the party grew in impressive

proportions: from 164,743 to 684,275; almost two-thirds of its

ranks had been recruited during the war. 77 In 1945, 60 percent of

CPU members were either state or party functionaries. 78 In 1948,

half the members gave white-collar staff as their social origin. 79

(Compare this with the autumn 1933 figure of 7 percent!) 80

Over a third of CPU members had completed higher or secondary

education. 81

Following the Sixteenth CPU Congress in 1949, the party

was plagued by problems at the local leadership level. Two issues

dominated. The first was the inability of the party to develop

cadres who could manage the task of industrial and agricultural

reconstruction. The second concerned the ideological front—the

struggle against “bourgeois nationalism.” Between 1949 and 1952

the leadership of the oblast and raions was purged three times—
each purge varying in scope and intensity. 82 But during this period

it does not appear as though Ukrainians lost ground in the ap-

paratus. An unpublished Soviet dissertation claimed that in 1951,

71.4 percent of “directing cadres” in the CPU (at all levels) were
Ukrainian. 83 Two reasons can be advanced as to why Ukrainians
did not suffer reverses in terms of promotion to positions of re-

sponsibility in this period of flux of local party officials. The most
important reason was that because the lack of adequate cadres

was acutely felt, special party schools were established in the

republic to train members in methods of economic management

76 Partiinaia zhizn, 1954, no. 17, 23.
77 Radianska Ukraina, 27 January 1949; Ocherki istorii Kommu-

nisdcheskoi partii Ukrainy (Kiev, 1964), 581.
78 P. G. Snitko, Deiatelnost Kommunisticheskoi partii Ukrainy po

ukrepleniiu soiuza rabochego klassa i kolhoznogo krestianstva ( 1946-

1950 gg.) (Kiev, 1966), 10.
79 Radianska Ukraina, 27 January 1949.
80 Babko, Partiine budivnytstvo, 14-15.
81 Radianska Ukraina, 27 January 1949.
82 Radianska Ukraina, 3 December 1949; Pravda, 2 July 1951;

Radianska Ukraina, 25 September 1952.
83 Cited by J. A. Armstrong, The Soviet Bureaucratic Elite: A Case

Study of the Ukrainian Apparatus (New York, 1951), 16.
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with the aim of dispatching graduates to posts in local party organi-

zations. Evidence suggests that the overwhelming majority of

recruits were Ukrainians. 84 Secondly, Oleksii Kyrychenko’s promo-
tion to second secretary may have played a role. When Khrushchev
left Ukraine to assume the post of first secretary of Moscow oblast,

and Leonid Melnikov became head of the CPU, Kyrychenko was
charged with responsibility for cadres. 85 Judging by the people

Kyrychenko promoted when he became head of the CPU after

Melnikov’s ouster in 1953, one can surmise that in this period he

was already advancing local Ukrainian cadres to positions of re-

sponsibility.

Stalin’s death in March 1953 was timely: it saved the CPU
cadres from a major purge that was being prepared in connection

with the Jewish “doctors’ plot.” After Stalin’s death developments
in the Ukrainian party leadership took a somewhat different course

to those in the central Moscow leadership. Whereas “uncertainty,

mistrust and political infighting prevailed in Moscow, the situation

in the Kiev party leadreship was marked by a process of consolida-

tion.”86 In that connection an event almost unprecedented in the

history of the CPU occurred in early June 1953. Following a Cen-
tral Committee plenum, Melnikov, the head of the party, was
dismissed because of “shortcomings in political work and in the

leadership of economic and cultural development . . . deviations

from the Leninist-Stalinist nationalities policy ... by allowing

grave errors in the selection of cadres and in the implementation

of the party’s nationalities policy.” 87 Kyrychenko took his place.

With Kyrychenko’s appointment the CPU was headed by
a native Ukrainian for the first time in its history. The position

of indigenous cadres in the top leadership was further enhanced
with the promotion of Mykola Pidhorny (Nikolai Podgorny) to

the strategic post of second secretary in August 1953. 88 The Eight-

eenth CPU Congress in 1954 revealed that the consolidation of

Ukrainians in leadership positions was proceeding apace. 72 per-

cent of the Central Committee members were Ukrainian. 89 In a

84 Radianska Ukraina, 25 September 1952, refers to the recruitment

of local cadres.
85 Radianska Ukraina, 26 September 1952.
86 Borys Lewytzkyj, Politics and Society in Soviet Ukraine, 1953-

1980 (Edmonton, 1984), 3.
87 Radianska Ukraina, 13 June 1953.
88 Radianska Ukraina, 19 August 1953.
89 Borys Levytsky, “Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy— 1955 rik,”

Ukrainskyi zbirnyk, no. 3 (1965), 111.
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marked reversal from past practice, of the eight full Politburo

members elected at the Eighteenth Congress, all were Ukrainian.

Of the three candidate members, one was Ukrainian. The four top

posts in the Central Committee secretariat also went to Ukrai-

nians. 90 That congress marked a turning point in the history of

Ukraine. It saw the emergence of a new Ukrainian political elite.

That Ukrainians achieved a monopoly of top positions in the

CPU was a reflection of the transformations that had occurred in

the social structure of the Ukrainian nation. It was also the result

of new attitudes of the Moscow leadership towards the Ukrainian
party. Unlike Stalin, who regarded the republic with great suspi-

cion, Khrushchev, who had a long association with Ukraine, took

a much more sympathetic view. His attitude was epitomized by
the theme that was developed in 1954 during the celebration of

the three-hundredth anniversary of the Pereiaslav Treaty. A note

of partnership was sounded. The Russians were still described as

the “leading nation,” but the Ukrainians were singled out from
among other nationalities for the role of associates in the develop-

ment of the USSR. The new Ukrainian leadership was grateful

for the trust that was shown in them. But the partnership—associa-
tion theme was a double-edged sword. It also meant that the

Ukrainian leadership, hesitantly at first, would demand a greater

voice in managing the affairs of the republic.

It was against the background of these events that the

Nineteenth CPU Congress met in January 1956. There were now
895,000 party members. 91 The only other data available on the

members are for occupation: 54 percent were state and party
functionaries. All full Politburo members and secretaries of the
Central Committee elected at the congress were Ukrainian. 92 But
Ukrainian representation among the “directing cadres of the par-

ty” dropped from 72 percent in 1951 to 68 percent in 1956.93

The decline in the proportion of Ukrainians among “directing

cadres” was undoubtedly in part a reflection of the addition of

the largely Russian Crimea oblast to Ukraine. It was also a con-

sequence of the reforms instituted by Khrushchev in the organiza-

tion of the state. In connection with the transformation of former

90 Radianska Ukraina, 27 March 1954.
91 Radianska Ukraina, 19 January 1956.
92 A. 0. Ianiuk, “Zrostannia silskykh partiinykh orhanizatsii Ukrainy

(1956-1961 rr.),” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1963, no. 1, 43;
Ocherki istorii, 581.

93 Pravda, 25 December 1956.
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Union ministries into Union-republican institutions, many officials

from Moscow were transferred to the republics. The influx of Rus-
sian officials into Ukraine emerged as a bone of contention be-

tween the party centre in Moscow and the Ukrainian leadership.

Although the issue became more prominent with the sovnarkhoz

reform, the Ukrainian party leadership first expressed its concern

in 1956. The protest was often phrased in terms of the need to

select “as Soviet and party functionaries those who speak the

people’s language, know their cultural history and national tradi-

tions, for otherwise there can be no real organizational and political

work,” to quote from an article in the authoritative Komunist
Ukrainy in 1956.94

The Twentieth CPSU Congress initiated a new period in

Ukraine. At the congress Khrushchev announced that “the rights

of republican ministries are to be considerably expanded.”95 This

statement was in effect a preliminary announcement of the sov-

narkhoz reform. Instituted in 1957, it greatly enhanced the re-

public’s rights in the field of economic jurisdiction.96 Under that

reform, 97 percent of the gross industrial production of the republic

was produced by enterprises under the direct control of the repub-

lic.
97

Although the reform was greeted with adulation in Ukraine,

major differences developed between the CPU leadership and the

Moscow centre over it. Significant for our discussion were the ten-

sions that arose around the question of who was to staff the eleven

economic councils that were created in Ukraine. In the Ukrainian

94 H. Emelianenko, “Leninski pryntsypy natsionalnoi polityky

KPRS,” Komunist Ukrainy, 1956, no. 8, 58.
95 Pravda, 15 February 1956.
96 Sovnarkhoz stands for sovet narodnogo khoziaistva—Council of

the National Economy. The sovnarkhoz reform resulted in the abolition

of ten Union and fifteen Union-republican ministries. Economic councils

were made the supreme organ of economic management. In Ukraine
eleven economic regions were established, each with its own sovnarkhoz.

These were given responsibility for the enterprises that until then had
been the domain of Union and Union-republican ministries. The economic
councils established in Ukraine were to be directed by the Council of

Ministers of the republic, and the USSR Council of Ministers was to

exercise indirect control over the enterprises through the republican

organs. (Radianska Ukraina, 1 June 1957.)
97

I. Starovoitenko and F. Khyliuk, “Pro planuvannia kompleksnoho
rozvytku hospodarstva oblasti,” Ekonomika Radianskoi Ukrainy, 1969,

no. 6, 2.
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press it was officially stated that efforts should be made to recruit

local people. 98 Moscow, however, sent thousands of employees

from the now defunct Union ministries to Ukraine not only to

work in the local economic councils, but to occupy many of the

top positions in them. 99 That the transfers provoked opposition

in Ukraine is clear from the numerous rebukes that began appear-

ing in the press, which stated that “In the selection and place-

ment of personnel, remnants of nationalism show up in opposing

personnel of the native nationality to personnel of another na-

tionality, in the desire to select personnel according to nationality

only.”100

Prior to the Twentieth CPSU Congress very few data on party

membership were published. In 1958 the first article giving some
details about the CPU ranks in the postwar period appeared. By
1958 CPU membership topped the one million mark (1,095,250).

Data on the social origin of party members showed a continuing

domination of those from white-collar-staff backgrounds (see table

6). But information on social origin has always shown the party

to be a good deal more proletarian than it really was. The occupa-

tion of CPU members is a more realistic indicator of their place

in the social hierarchy. Information released in 1958 showed that

65 percent worked in white-collar occupations, 21 percent were
workers, and 14 percent were collective farmers. 101 Nationality

data showed that Ukrainians formed just 60 percent of the CPU
membership, Russians, 28 percent, and other nationalities, 12 per-

cent: that is, the situation remained just as it had been in 1946.

Undoubtedly this can be explained by the incorporation of the

Crimea in 1954 and the influx of Russian officials in the wake of

the sovnarkhoz reform. It was also a consequence of the social

bias that existed in recruitment. The party ranks were chosen
from among the socially mobilized sectors of society, and Ukrai-
nians were underrepresented in those layers. The weight of Ukrai-
nians in the CPU was almost identical to their share in the white-

collar-staff category—60 percent in 1959. 102 (Ukrainians formed
77 percent of the population.)

98 Radianska Ukraina, 8 June 1957 (editorial)

.

99 Radianska Ukraina, 11 June 1958.
100 Radianska Ukraina, 12 December 1958.
101 “Boiovyi zahin KPRS. Kompartiia Ukrainy v tsyfrakh,” Komu-

nist Ukrainy, 1978, no. 6, 28-41.
102 Iu. V. Arutiunian, “Izmenenie sotsialnoi struktury sovetskikh

natsii,” lstoriia SSSR, 1972, no. 4, 6, 13.
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Table 6: Social Origin of CPU Members, 1948-58103

1948 1958

Workers 34% 33%
White-collar staff 50% 49%
Collective farmers 16% 18%

The hegemony enjoyed by Ukrainians in the top leadership

of the CPU under Kyrychenko continued under Pidhorny’s and
Petro Shelest’s tenures as CPU first secretaries. In 1966, for ex-

ample, nine out of eleven full members, and four out of five can-

didate members, of the Politburo were Ukrainians.104 In 1971,

nine out of ten full Politburo members and all five candidate mem-
bers belonged to the indigenous nationality. 105 According to a CIA
study, in 1964, out of thirty-three “top party officials” in the

republic, thirty, or 91 percent, were Ukrainian. 106 Grey Hodnett’s

comprehensive study of the leadership in both state and party

sectors showed that over 75 percent of “all leading jobs” between
1955 and 1972 were held by Ukrainians. 107

Under Kyrychenko and Pidhorny the CPU experienced an
exceptionally high growth rate. Between 1958 and 1961 party

ranks increased from 1,095,250 to 1,580,169 members, or by 44

percent.108 By contrast, the CPSU grew by just 18 percent in the

same period. 109 Perhaps this expansion of the CPU can be ex-

plained by the fact that the Soviet leadership under Khrushchev
permitted Ukrainians to build up their base by recruiting heavily

into the hitherto underrepresented CPU as a way of strengthening

Khrushchev’s own position. In the next four-year period, 1961-65,

the growth of the CPU ranks was brought into line with the CPSU
rate. At the Twenty-third CPU Congress (1966) Shelest an-

nounced that the party now had 2,122,816 members. It had grown
by 34 percent, while CPSU had grown by 33 percent during the

same period. 110 The last CPU congress—the twenty-fourth—to

103 “Boiovyi zahin KPRS,” 28-41.
104 Pravda Ukrainy, 19 March 1966.
105 Pravda Ukrainy, 18 March 1971.
106 Central Intelligence Agency, Research Aid: The CPSU under

Brezhnev (Washington, 1976), 73.
107 Grey Hodnett, Leadership in the Soviet National Republics

:

A Quantitative Study of Recruitment Policy (Oakville, Ont., 1978), 105,

table 2.13.
i°8 pravc[a Ukrainy, 28 September 1961.
109 Partiinaia zhizn, 1973, no. 14, 9-10.
110 Materialy XII sezda Kommunisticheskoi partii Ukrainy (Kiev,

1961), 99-118.
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be held with Shelest in command took place in 1971. By then

party membership had grown to 2,534,561. This was a 19-percent

increase over the 1966 figure, compared to a 16-percent increase

for the CPSU. 111

Important changes occurred in the geographical distribution

of the CPU membership. In the past the party organizations of

the Donbas dominated the CPU. While the single largest oblast

party organization was still that of Donetsk oblast with 270,000

members in 1971, of whom 53 percent gave Ukrainian as their

nationality, the Kiev oblast organization came a very close second

with 230,000 members. In 1971 over half the CPU ranks were
located in the central and western Ukrainian regions. 112 In terms
of social origin, the CPU became more proletarian between 1958
and 1971 (see table 7). But, as already noted, data on social

origin must be treated with a great deal of skepticism. Far more
indicative of the real social profile of the CPU would be informa-

tion about the occupations of party members. This information

is not available. However, trends in the levels of educational

achievement of party members are diametrically opposite to

those that would indicate a greater working-class composition

of the CPU. Between 1958 and 1968 the percentage of CPU mem-
bers with a higher education grew from 16 to 29. In 1971, 45 per-

cent of all specialists in Ukraine with a higher or incomplete
higher education belonged to the CPU.113

Table 7: Social Origin of CPU Membership, 1958-1971 114

1958 1968 1971

Workers 33% 39% 41%
White-collar staff 49% 43% 41%
Collective farmers 18% 18% 18%

It was only in 1965 that Ukrainian representation in the
CPU surpassed the prewar figure. In 1965 Ukrainians accounted
for 64 percent of the total membership, Russians, for 27 percent,

111 Pravda Ukrainy, 18 March 1971.
112 Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy — boiovyi zahin, 18; I. P. Bo-

rodyst, “Diialnist partiinykh orhanizatsii Donbasu po vykhovanniu tru-

diashchykh u dusi internatsionalizmu ta druzhby narodiv SRSR (1966-
1970 rr.),” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1980, no. 1, 78.

113 “Boiovyi zahin KPRS,” 32; Narodne hospodarstvo Ukrainskoi
RSR (Kiev, 1973), 387.

114 “Boiovyi zahin KPRS,” 33; Komunistychna partiia Ukrainy —
boiovyi zahin, 21.
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and others, for 9 percent. The 1971 figure for Ukrainians was 65

percent. 115

The changes that occurred in the CPU membership in the

1950s and 1960s implied something more than a new statistical

relationship. An attitude of greater national assertiveness had also

penetrated the leadership of the party. This had been a discernible

development since the time of Melnikov’s fall. However, it was
best exemplified in the person of Petro Shelest.116 In May 1972
Shelest was removed from his post. Shortly thereafter the charges

against him were spelled out in a review of his book, Ukraino,nasha
Radianska, that appeared in the theoretical organ KomunistUkrai-
ny. In it Shelest was accused of misinterpreting the Soviet federal

system, promoting “elements of economic autarky,” falsifying

“Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism,” ignoring the positive influence

of Russian culture on Ukrainian culture, failing to acknowledge na-

tionalist deviations in the CPU and in Ukrainian cultural circles

in the 1920s, idealizing the Ukrainian cossacks, and so on.117

In the wake of Shelest’s ouster, a purge of the CPU was ordered.

Between 1973 and 1974, 37,000 members were expelled. While this

represented only 1.5 percent of the total membership, “there is little

doubt that the purge had a significant qualitative impact, particu-

larly in the related fields of ideology, culture and education.”118

With the demise of Shelest, autonomism as an articulated

current within the CPU suffered a setback. The central leadership

in Moscow charged Volodymyr Shcherbytsky with the task of

returning Ukraine to a state of subservient normality. Shcher-

bytsky’s successes in implementing this policy may be temporary.

What has not changed, however, is the preeminent position of

Ukrainians in the leadership of the CPU. 11 '
1 Moreover, by 1976

Ukrainians had increased their plurality in the CPU to 66 per-

cent.120 These members represent a force that will continue to

place autonomism on the political agenda.

115 P. A. Rudyk, “Zrostannia i zmitsnennia riadiv KPRS na suchas-

nemu etapi,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1982, no. 1, 43.
116 See Hodnett, “The Views of Petro Shelest.”
117 “Pro seriozni nedoliky ta pomylky odniiei knyhy,” Komunist

Ukrainy, 1973, no. 4, 77-82.
118 Roman Solchanyk, “Politics and the National Question in the

Post-Shelest Period,” in Ukraine after Shelest, ed. Bohdan Krawchenko
(Edmonton, 1983), 9.

119 See Borys Lewytzkyj, “The Ruling Party Organs of Ukraine,”

in Ukraine in the Seventies, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj (Oakville, Ont., 1975),
277-79.

120 Rudyk, “Zrostannia,” 43.
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David R. Marples

KHRUSHCHEV, KAGANOVICH, AND
THE UKRAINIAN CRISIS

In March 1947, Nikita Khrushchev, who had been appointed first

secretary of the Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU) in 1938 and
maintained that position after a distinguished war service, was
suddenly dismissed from his post on Stalin’s orders. A favourite

of Stalin, Khrushchev had been since February 1944 the only

prominent Soviet leader to hold simultaneously the positions of

CPU first secretary and head of the Council of Ministers. He was
now obliged to give up the former position to Lazar Kaganovich,

and the retention of his government post meant very little in terms

of his continuing authority. In fact, it was traditional for Stalin

to remove those in disfavour by stages, reducing their power a

little at a time. That Khrushchev’s promising political career was
in eclipse seems evident from his almost simultaneous relinquish-

ment (22-24 March 1947) of two other offices—that of secretary

of both the Kiev oblast and the Kiev city party committees—in
addition to his hitherto undisputed control over the newspaper
Pravda Ukrainy.

From March to December 1947, Kaganovich imposed his

ruthless style of government on Ukraine. Khrushchev’s name and
photograph simply disappeared from the pages of Pravda Ukrainy
and Radianska Ukraina, the two Ukrainian newspapers, and apart

from a solitary appearance (and apology) at a meeting of the

Ukrainian Supreme Soviet about a week after his dismissal, he
kept an exceptionally low profile. Certainly his friends would have
concluded that his career was over. But even prior to December
it became evident that Khrushchev had been restored to favour.

By the fall of 1947 his name began once again to appear on CPU
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decrees, ostensibly, according to Khrushchev’s reminiscences, be-

cause Stalin had demanded that all decrees issued in the republic

should carry the signatures of both Kaganovich and Khrushchev. 1

This may be interpreted as an attempt to curb Kaganovich’s ex-

cesses, but it is also proof that Khrushchev had become “accept-

able” again. In December Khrushchev regained his position as

first secretary of the CPU, apparently none the worse for his

temporary demotion.

What were the reasons for Khrushchev’s removal? How serious

was it in terms of a setback to his political ambitions? What
impact did the event have on the course of Ukrainian history?

Although there have been to date few clear answers to these

questions, historians concur that the demotion of Khrushchev was
an event of major significance. There have been three principal

interpretations, which can be categorized roughly as follows: agri-

cultural crisis; nationalism in western Ukraine; and political ma-
neuvering within the Soviet leadership. Let us examine the ramifi-

cations of each interpretation in turn.

The “agricultural” interpretation has been adopted by Med-
vedev and Medvedev. 2 They argue that in March 1947 the Soviet

authorities were afraid that there would be public unrest in

Ukraine as a result of the famine in 1946, which had evolved from

one of the worst droughts in many years throughout the European
part of the USSR. Consequently, they dispatched a “strong arm”
in the shape of Kaganovich to ensure that there were no disturb-

ances. This explanation seems plausible, because the 1946 famine

occurred in eastern Ukraine rather than the western oblasts, and
many Ukrainians in the former region could still recall vividly

the effects of the man-made famine of 1933, which resulted in the

loss of several million lives. 3 The 1946 agricultural year in Ukraine
was a disaster; it had a particularly devastating effect on the head
of livestock. The number of horses in the republic declined by
some 360,000 during the year, while that of hogs fell by more
than a million. 4 In addition, the grain harvests were catastrophical-

1 Khrushchev Remembers: The Last Testament, introd. E. Crank-

shaw (Boston, 1970), 243.
2 Roy A. Medvedev and Zhores A. Medvedev, Khrushchev: The

Years in Power (New York, 1976), 48.
3 For a brief account of the 1933 famine in Ukraine, see Dana

Dalrymple, “The Soviet Famine of 1932-1934,” Soviet Studies 15 (1964),
250-84.

4 Narodne hospodarstvo Ukrainskoi RSR : Statystychnyi zbirnyk

(Kiev, 1960), 216.
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ly low throughout the eastern oblasts, especially in the southern

steppe regions and the Kiev and Kharkiv areas. 5

During this famine period, Khrushchev’s position was ambiva-

lent. He was, on the one hand, Stalin’s trusted lieutenant, who
had been instructed to ensure that the compulsory grain requisi-

tions were delivered to the state on time. On the other hand,

however, there is evidence that he made some attempts to have

the Ukrainian impositions lowered, possibly for humanitarian

reasons, possibly because he realized the implications that a famine

might hold for his political future. In his memoirs Khrushchev
recounts that:

[Stalin] would be very unhappy to hear that Ukraine not only

couldn’t fulfill its assigned quota for delivery to the State, but in

fact needed food from the State to feed its own people .... How-

ever, I had no choice but to confront Stalin with the facts: famine

was imminent, and something had to be done. 6

Stalin’s pathological suspicion of his subordinates whenever dif-

ficulties arose rendered this communication of Khrushchev’s a

dangerous one. Ukrainian agriculture, already devastated by the

effects of the German-Soviet conflict (many battles had taken

place on Ukrainian territory), suffered yet another serious crisis.

Another indication that Khrushchev’s difficulties in agri-

culture may have led to his temporary downfall was the attack

upon him in 1946-47 by Andrei Andreev, the Politburo member
with overall responsibility for Soviet agriculture (since 1943).

For some time Andreev had been a proponent of the theories of

the agriculturalist Vasilii Villiams, who advocated the cultivation

of spring wheat throughout the grain-growing areas of the USSR.
Khrushchev had nothing but contempt for this theory and main-

tained that winter wheat always attained the higher yields. The
dispute, one of many over Soviet agricultural policy, acquired

importance once the famine had spread throughout Ukraine. Stalin

needed a scapegoat for the crisis, and Khrushchev, with his wil-

fulness and determination to adhere to his own methods, was a

convenient target.

As a result of the 1946 agricultural crisis and following the

Khrushchev-Andreev dispute, a plenum of the CPSU was held

from 21 to 26 February 1947 to discuss ways of alleviating the

agricultural problems. The proximity of the dates of this plenum

5 Sotsialistychna perebudova i rozvytok silskoho hospodarstva Ukra-

inskoi RSR (Kiev, 1968), 2:212.
6 Khrushchev Remembers, 233.
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and the dismissal of Khrushchev can hardly have been coinciden-

tal. By this time, Khrushchev was on trial. Moreover, as Edward
Crankshaw reports, the main speech at the plenum was delivered

by Andreev and focused on the need to grow more spring wheat,

which could hardly have been more humiliating or ominous for

Khrushchev. 7 It is evident that the situation in agriculture was
perceived as a major crisis. Stalin had rarely convoked CPSU
plenums in the postwar period and had been generally reluctant

to allow his subordinates a say in Soviet policy since the war had
ended. Further, the plenum was held in conditions of utmost
secrecy. No reports were given to the press (other than of the

event being held), and not until 1971 were its resolutions made
public. Even then it seems that many of them were not revealed. 8

No reference was made specifically to Ukraine in the publicized

resolutions, which focus largely on the general weakness of the

collective farms (already indicated in a major decree of the pre-

vious year) and the need for less formalistic party control over

agriculture. We can assume, however, that the CPU plenum that

followed in March 1947 discussed all aspects of the crisis and
admonished the person with ultimate responsibility for it, Khru-
shchev.

At the least, we can assert that the plenum played some role

in Khrushchev’s dismissal. But it may have been the instrument

rather than the cause of his removal. According to Khrushchev’s

memoirs, both he and Andreev were subsequently appointed to

a commission to deal with the plenum resolutions, and only then

did Khrushchev incur Stalin’s displeasure by making the sugges-

tion that collective farmers should retain a given percentage of

grain for their own seed stores. 9 The aftermath of the plenum,

then, may have been more significant than the plenum itself in

bringing about Khrushchev’s ouster. Another factor suggesting

that the agricultural question may have been crucial was that

Khrushchev’s successor, Kaganovich, was also known to be a

strong advocate of spring wheat cultivation. 10

Still, we must beware of overestimating the agricultural as-

pect, at least in terms of the east Ukrainian famine of 1946. The

7 Edward Crankshaw, Khrushchev : A Career (New York, 1966), 157.
8 The resolutions of the February 1947 plenum are quoted in Resolu-

tions and Decisions of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, ed.

R. H. McNeal (Toronto, 1974), vol. 3: The Stalin Years: 1929-1953,

243-48.
9 Khrushchev Remembers, 237.
10 Ibid., 241-42.
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famine, after all, affected the villages more than the cities. The
experience of 1933 suggests that the plight of Ukrainian peasants

was not one of Stalin’s greatest concerns. In the earlier year, it

is alleged, Stalin had deliberately created the famine to curb the

recalcitrant Ukrainian nationalists. 11 If this statement is true,

then how much greater would have been Stalin’s truculence in

1946, after Ukrainians had displayed their “treachery” by sur-

rendering in large numbers to the German forces at the commence-
ment of the German-Soviet war? Would Khrushchev have been

called to task for failing to avert a famine in the nation that Stalin

allegedly would have liked to have deported en masse after the

war? It is more likely that if the agricultural crisis played a part

in Khrushchev’s dismissal, it was because it represented a setback

to the agricultural goals outlined in the Fourth Five-Year Plan

rather than through any human suffering that might have resulted.

As such, it was not likely to have been the sole cause of Khru-
shchev’s removal in March 1947.

Turning to nationalism in western Ukraine, there are two
aspects that merit discussion: the collectivization of agriculture;

and nationalist resistance as exhibited by forces of the Ukrainian

Insurgent Army (UPA) in the early postwar years. According to

Crankshaw, one of the main reasons for Khrushchev’s fall was his

failure to “resovietize” western Ukraine quickly and thoroughly

after its reannexation from the Germans in 1944.12 He notes the

dramatic increase in the number of collective farms established

there during Kaganovich’s spell as CPU first secretary, thus relat-

ing the change of leadership to Khrushchev’s problems in the col-

lectivization campaign. Further evidence that Khrushchev himself

took this matter seriously were his claims, first, that the number
of collective farms established at the end of 1945 was considerably

higher than was actually the case,13 and second, that his plan was
to restore all the collective farms established in the prewar period

11 See R. Conquest, “Progress Report: Forthcoming Book on Col-

lectivization and the Famine,” The Ukrainian Weekly (Jersey City, N.J.),

20 March 1982.
12 Crankshaw, 157.
13 In Pravda Ukrainy (30 January 1946) Khrushchev announced

that there were 177 collective farms in western Ukraine. This was clearly

an exaggeration. According to a Soviet scholar, there were only 94, and
even this total may have been on the generous side. See M. K. Ivasiuta,

Narysy istorii kolhospnoho hudivnystva v zakhidnykh ohlastiakh Ukrain-

skoi RSR (Kiev, 1962), 88.
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of Soviet rule in western Ukraine by the end of 1947. 14 The plan,

if it existed, was an abject failure, but it indicates that Khrushchev
was anxious to show Stalin and his critics that he was making
progress in collectivizing western Ukraine.

There are two main problems with Crankshaw’s analysis.

First, it is simplistic in that it treats the question of collectiviza-

tion in western Ukraine separately from its imposition elsewhere.

The campaign was co-ordinated in the western borderlands as a

whole. Since the Soviets lacked material resources as a result of

losses incurred during the German-Soviet war, they concentrated

on each area in turn. Thus the collectivization campaign was ini-

tiated in western Ukraine and right-bank Moldavia, the two most
important grain-growing regions among the newly annexed ter-

ritories. Once the campaign there was under way, resources were
shifted temporarily to the other regions, western Belorussia and
the Baltic republics. In Estonia, for example, collectivization of

peasant households began only in 1949, but it overtook all other

regions by July of that year. 15 This indicates that the Soviet

leaders were relying on short spells of concentrated efforts to

achieve their purpose. Thus, in the case of western Ukraine under
Khrushchev’s leadership between 1945 and March 1947, a start

had been made, but it was essentially a limited campaign, with

the ostensible aim, as noted above, of restoring those collective

farms that had been established in the prewar period.

Second, Crankshaw’s comments are based on the total number
of collective farms rather than the percentages of households with-

in them. It is true that under Kaganovich’s leadership the number
of collective farms increased from an estimated 274 at the end of

1946 (in western Ukraine, including Transcarpathia) to over 1,400

by 1 January 1948,1G an increase of about 600 percent. In terms

of peasant households, however, the figure of 1,400 represented

only about 7.5 percent of the total, which hardly constitutes a

transformation of land ownership. Thus, under Kaganovich some
progress had been made, but collectivization had made only a

tentative start, well within the limited ambitions of the Soviet

leadership, as noted above. Mass collectivization began only when
the system was initiated in the East European satellite states in

the spring of 1949. And it was undertaken in western Ukraine
under the guidance of Khrushchev himself (although he left his

14 Ivasiuta, 95.
15 See D. R. Marples, “The Collectivization of Agriculture in West

Ukraine, 1944-1951” (Ph.D. diss., University of Sheffield, 1983), 400.
16 Ibid, 257.
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position and moved to Moscow before the process was brought to

completion).

Although Khrushchev would not have been reprimanded

merely for the slow pace of collectivization, it is possible that his

methods drew some criticism. It was the latter that accounted

for the failure to restore the prewar collective farms. Part of the

problem was that in the 1939-41 period (also under Khrushchev’s

leadership), collective farms had been created haphazardly, often

miles apart from one another. As a result, they became virtual

islands amidst a sea of hostile individual peasants, and because

of their isolation they were unable to exert any influence over the

west Ukrainian farmers. In this period, the Soviet leaders had
placed considerable hopes upon the Machine-Tractor Stations

(MTS), at least one of which was established in every raion before

the collectivization campaign was begun. 17 In the postwar period,

however, most MTS were in a state of almost total disrepair.

Whereas tractors on east Ukrainian MTS had largely been evacu-

ated before the Germans arrived, in the western oblasts the speed

of the invasion prevented this. Thus the MTS did not play a role

in early postwar collectivization, and many were not fully re-

constructed until 1948.18

Khrushchev’s method of imposing collectivization was to have
groups of enforcers go systematically from village to village when
setting up collective farms. An example of this is found in Ternopil

oblast. There, whereas the central and northern regions remained
noncollectivized at the end of 1945, a cluster of collective farms
had been created in the south of the oblast. 19 In this way the new
farms had close contacts with one another and a greater chance
of surviving both external opposition and disintegration from
within. Yet although the method made sense, it was undoubtedly
responsible, to some extent, for the continuing operations of na-

tionalist forces, which had only to keep away from the small area

being collectivized in order to survive. The concentration of Soviet

and party forces in the collectivized area also enhanced the sur-

17 See the official decree of 25 March 1940, “Pro orhanizatsiiu

MTS v zakhidnykh oblastiakh URSR,” cited in Z istorii kolektyvizatsii

silskoho hospodarstva zakhidnykh ohlastei Ukrainskoi RSR (Kiev, 1976),
26-29. (Referred to hereafter as Z istorii )

18 See, for example, Radianska Ukraina (22 February 1948) on the

restoration of MTS in Lviv oblast.
19 See, for example, information of the Ternopil oblast land section

to the CPU oblast committee, 1 July 1944, “Pro orhanizatsiiu kolhospiv
u Zalishchytskomu raioni,” cited in Z istorii

,
180-82.
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vival of recalcitrants elsewhere, and it is possible that Khrushchev
was blamed for using such methods, even though he had few op-

tions open to him at the time. (Under Kaganovich collective-farm

establishment was again widespread, but the farms were less stable,

frequently dissolving themselves.) 20

Soviet policy stipulated that mass collectivization in western

Ukraine and elsewhere could not be undertaken until warranted
by a sufficient build-up of party forces. This necessitated recruit-

ment from among the local population. Khrushchev’s dilemma,
which was highlighted frequently in Radianska Ukraina, was that

western Ukrainians were “not being attracted” to the party cause.

There were two principal reasons for this. First, Stalin’s almost

pathological distrust of Ukrainians was well known, and western

Ukrainians were known to be the most nationalistic. In fact, the

party organizations in the western oblasts were staffed predomi-
nantly by eastern Ukrainians and an indeterminate number of

Russians. 21 A second factor was the reluctance of the western

Ukrainians themselves to play a role in the Soviet government.

Many feared nationalist reprisals for manifestations of pro-Soviet

feeling, while others opposed Soviet rule for one reason or another.

Khrushchev’s difficulties were intensified by the all-out as-

sault on Ukrainian cultural and national figures initiated by Stalin

and Andrei Zhdanov in mid-1946. The assault was directed against

alleged “nationalist deviations” in Ukrainian life, particularly in

the intellectual sphere, such as history and literature. But it was
closely linked with current party problems in western Ukraine and
the general failures of the CPU in postwar reconstruction. 22 The
Soviet authorities had resolved that radical changes of personnel

were required throughout the CPU. How far Ukrainians were
trusted with positions of responsibility is shown by Kaganovich’s

first moves upon becoming first secretary, which included a purge

of party cadres that evidently embraced all levels of the ranks. 23

Khrushchev, then, faced almost insuperable problems with

the collectivization campaign in western Ukraine and the construc-

tion of adequate party forces. Obliged to rely on eastern Ukrai-

nians for the most part, he discovered that even they were no
longer considered trustworthy. But would these difficulties have

20 This is discussed in Marples, 386-87.
21 Noted in Arkhiv misii UPA pry ZP UHVR (Munich, n.d.). (Con-

sulted with the kind permission of Prof. Peter J. Potichnyj.)
22 See R. S. Sullivant, Soviet Politics and the Ukraine 1917-1957

(New York, 1962), 254-56.
23 Roy Medvedev, Khrushchev (Oxford, 1982), 44.
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been sufficient to secure his dismissal as first secretary? It is

doubtful. Certainly matters improved little under Kaganovich.

The “cultural policies” initiated by Zhdanov were still continuing

in the early 1950s. Further, even as late as the end of 1949, party

forces in western Ukraine were still considered woefully inade-

quate. When mass collectivization was implemented, for example,

it was not left to party forces at all, but rather to the recreated

MTS political sections, who arrived in the villages and who had
jurisdictional powers over the party. 24 If Stalin’s chief concern had
been the weakness of the party in the western Ukrainian country-

side, then Kaganovich would have left his post in disgrace in De-
cember 1947, when, in fact, the evidence shows that he returned

to Moscow in high favour. The questions of collectivization and
party build-up were important and may have added to the list of

Khrushchev’s alleged indiscretions. But we should emphasize that

they would not have brought about his downfall single-handedly.

The second aspect of nationalism was the opposition of the

UPA. Oleh Gerus maintains that Khrushchev’s dismissal was a

result of his failure to overcome the Ukrainian insurgents. 25 The
two questions—collectivization and nationalist opposition—are

closely connected, but we will treat them separately. Essentially

the activist nationalists delayed but did not halt the collectiviza-

tion campaign. Their threat was first and foremost to Soviet au-

thority rather than to specific aspects of Soviet policy. Collectivi-

zation of peasant households had the effect of cutting off the

UPA’s ready-made food supply in the Ukrainian villages, but it

would have been imposed regardless of a nationalist presence, as

it was, for example, in western Belorussia.

In assessing Gerus’s remark, one can say the following. There
is no doubt that Kaganovich began a major campaign against the

UPA and that UPA forces had been greatly reduced by the end
of 1947. Two months after Kaganovich’s appointment, the USSR
concluded a tripartite agreement with Czechoslovakia and Poland
to eliminate UPA forces from their respective countries, and the

countryside was subsequently combed by forces of these coun-
tries. 26 Instead of engaging in open warfare in the countryside,

24 On the formation and role of the MTS political sections in western

Ukraine, see R. F. Miller, One Hundred Thousand Tractors (Cambridge,
Mass., 1970), 221-22.

25 Dmytro Doroshenko, A Survey of Ukrainian History, ed. and
updated by Oleh W. Gerus (Winnipeg, 1975), 773.

26 See the account by V. Holubnychy in Ukraine: A Concise Ency-
clopaedia (Toronto, 1963), 1:901.
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the UPA divided itself up into smaller units and relied on “under-

ground cells” to continue its activities. 27 It was also during Kaga-
novich’s incumbency that UPA units made the desperate move of

crossing Czechoslovakia in an attempt to make contact with

Western forces. 28 But before accepting the view that Kaganovich
was responsible for the demise of the UPA—thus implying that

failure to achieve this was behind Khrushchev’s removal—one
must make two qualifications.

First, the view assumes that a relatively tolerant figure,

Khrushchev, had been replaced by a ruthless fanatic. We should

recall that upon being appointed CPU first secretary in April 1925,

Kaganovich had been at the forefront of the campaign to curb

the “nationalist tendencies” of Oleksander Shumsky and Mykola
Khvylovy. He was well known to Ukrainians as a man who had
few scruples about the methods used to remove opposition. Fur-

ther, the view of Kaganovich as a tyrant is one that has been
promoted by Khrushchev himself in his memoirs. In his account of

the Kaganovich period, Khrushchev is at pains to point out that

he tried constantly to restrain Kaganovich’s excesses. Attributing

the latter’s free rein in Ukraine after the spring of 1947 to his

[Khrushchev’s] illness at this time, Khrushchev remarks that

While I was sick, Kaganovich had a chance to do whatever he

pleased without me around, looking over his shoulder. He bullied

Patolichev so much that . . . [he] was released from his post in Kiev

and transferred to Rostov .... After my recovery and resumption of

my duties, my own relations with Kaganovich went from bad to

worse. He became simply unbearable. He developed his intensive

activities in two directions: against the so-called Ukrainian na-

tionalists and against the Jews. 29

This image of a mild Khrushchev trying to prevent Kaganovich’s

repressive policies is essentially a myth. The Khrushchev-Kagano-
vich relationship will be discussed below. Suffice it to say here

that Ukrainians knew only too well that there was more to “our

Mykyta” than suggested by his jovial peasant image and genuine

concern for Ukrainian matters. According to a Western source,

Stalin’s purges of the 1930s were exceeded, at least in terms of

27 Lew Shankowsky, “Ten Years of the UPA Struggle (1942-1952),”

in The Ukrainian Insurgent Army in Fight for Freedom (New York,

1954) ,
43.

28 John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian Nationalism, 2d. ed. (Littleton,

Colo., 1980), 299.
29 Khrushchev Remembers, 242-43.
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the “destruction of party functionaries,” only by those of Khru-

shchev in Ukraine. 30 His task, in short, had been to remove any
vestiges of Ukrainian nationalism. His mentor, in 1938 and very

probably in 1947 also, was none other than Kaganovich. Possibly

one reason why Kaganovich felt free to purge Ukraine in 1947

was that he and Khrushchev had co-operated closely in imposing

similar purges in the past.

Consequently, there were very few policies carried out by
Kaganovich against the Ukrainian nationalists and alleged sym-

pathizers that could not have been undertaken by Khrushchev
himself. Possibly Stalin’s intention in appointing Kaganovich was
for the harshest measures to be imposed by the outsider, so that

Khrushchev would be perceived as relatively tolerant by contrast

when he reassumed office. This, however, is supposition. We re-

call that the assault on the nationalists was instigated by Khru-
shchev. Indeed, it was Khrushchev, not Stalin, who first coined the

term “Ukrainian-German nationalists,” thereby categorizing all

UPA members as bona fide collaborators of the Germans, “the

worst enemies of the Ukrainian people.”31

The second counter to Gerus’s viewpoint is the undue em-
phasis laid on the March-December 1947 period in the Soviet-

UPA conflict. The main impetus for the intensification of opera-

tions in 1947 was not the appointment of Kaganovich as first

secretary, but the assassination by UPA troops of the Polish vice-

minister, General W. Swierczewski, in May of that year. 32 Essen-

tially, Kaganovich’s mission in this field was to continue the poli-

cies already implemented by Khrushchev. It was under the latter’s

hegemony that garrisons of MVD and MGB troops were set up
in every western Ukrainian village; that recruits from the villages

were forcibly conscripted for “self-defence” operations against

UPA units; and that all of western Ukraine took on the appear-

ance of a military zone in the early postwar years. Kaganovich
introduced very few new measures. The groundwork had been
carefully laid out for him, and Swierczewski’s assassination ac-

celerated the programme of “mopping up” nationalist opposition.

The warfare, albeit on a reduced scale, also continued long after

the departure of Kaganovich, with the Soviet forces under Khru-
shchev’s capable supervision. The view of a benevolent Khrushchev

30 Crankshaw, 122-23.
31 Evidently Khrushchev first used this term in a speech he gave

on 1 March 1944. Cited in Yaroslav Bilinsky, The Second Soviet Republic:
Ukraine after World War II (New Brunswick, N.J., 1964), 127.

32 Holubnychy, 901.
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watching over the interests of Ukraine could hardly be more er-

roneous, even though on a personal level Khrushchev seems to

have been more approachable, more likeable, than his colleague.

What were the relations between Khrushchev and Kagano-
vich? Despite Khrushchev’s attempt to denounce his colleague in

his memoirs and his summary removal of Kaganovich in 1957
upon consolidating his authority as Soviet leader, the evidence

suggests that Khrushchev owed his remarkable rise in the party

hierarchy largely to the aid of Kaganovich. Kaganovich was a

Ukrainian Jew who was known for his administrative talent and
his ruthlessness in carrying out Stalin’s orders, most notably in

the collectivization campaign of the early 1930s. Unlike Khru-
shchev, he had worked closely with Stalin as early as the October
Revolution, having been a prominent member of the Bolshevik

party since 1911. Whereas Kaganovich’s position in the party

structure was assured once his administrative talents became
known to Stalin (he was head of the CPSU Central Committee’s
Personnel Department as early as 1922),33 Khrushchev’s career

possessed no such certainty. And it was Kaganovich who put
forward Khrushchev’s name as a member of the new Industrial

Academy that opened in Moscow in 1929 and who began Khru-
shchev’s meteoric advancement. 34 Within three years, upon Kaga-
novich’s recommendation, Khrushchev had been appointed second

secretary of the Moscow oblast party committee, which made him
Kaganovich’s deputy. According to the Soviet press,

Comrade Khrushchev—a working man who has attended the school

of struggle and of party work, having started at the very bottom

—

is an outstanding representative of the post-October generation of

party workers educated by Stalin. Under the guidance of that notable

master of the Stalin method of working, Comrade Kaganovich, N.

S. Khrushchev has grown step by step with our party in recent years

and is a worthy leader of our glorious Moscow party organization. 35

Thus, Khrushchev was widely perceived as Kaganovich’s

protege, and he used his friend’s generous patronage to lever his

way into power. His adverse comments about Kaganovich in his

memoirs, however, should not be seen merely as ingratitude. As
is evident from the quotation, Kaganovich was known as a Stalin

man, and Khrushchev in his later years was at pains to dissociate

33 Crankshaw, 29.
34 Medvedev, 14-15. The two men first met in 1916. See Crankshaw,

22 .

35 Rabochaia Moskva, 9 March 1935; cited in Medvedev, 16.
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himself from Stalin’s policies. Kaganovich’s patronage was a pain-

ful reminder to Khrushchev that he had been an integral part of

the Soviet leadership during the thirties. One scholar maintains

that Khrushchev’s hostility toward Kaganovich stemmed directly

from the events of March 1947. 36 This seems unlikely. The reap-

pearance of Kaganovich in Ukraine meant only two things for

certain: first, that Khrushchev was in trouble; but second, that

he had not been cast aside permanently. Had Stalin appointed

anyone else from the Politburo to the position of CPU first secre-

tary, then Khrushchev would have known that his career was over.

Kaganovich, however, was his ally and mentor. This fact has been

obscured by the events of 1957 and the bitter rivalry between the

two men in the struggle for Stalin’s succession.

Khrushchev’s worst enemies in 1947 were in Moscow, in the

persons of Zhdanov, Andreev, and, especially, Georgii Malenkov.
One cannot discuss the events of March 1947 without reference

to the intense political rivalry among Stalin’s subordinates. As a

favourite of Stalin and the first regional leader to hold simultane-

ously the leadership of both party and government, Khrushchev
aroused feelings of great jealousy among his rivals. He was, in

short, perceived as “too big for his boots.” We noted earlier And-
reev’s attempts to discredit Khrushchev’s agricultural policies.

Zhdanov’s role in the events affecting Khrushchev are more dif-

ficult to assess, since Khrushchev omits him totally from his

memoirs; but there is no doubt that relations between the two
were far from cordial. The principal figure behind the events of

1947, however, aside from Stalin himself, was Malenkov. Following

Zhdanov’s death in 1948, Malenkov was almost assured of the

number-two position in the Soviet hierarchy. Thus he was a

formidable enemy.
Upon Kaganovich’s appointment as CPU first secretary, it

was Malenkov’s protege Nikolai Patolichev who was appointed to

assist him as the secretary with control over agriculture (formerly

second secretary).37 The implication of this was that it would be
Patolichev, rather than Khrushchev, who would succeed Kagano-
vich when the latter returned to Moscow, which it was known he
was desirous of doing. In effect, it looked as though Khrushchev
had been levered out of the power structure. This scheme ap-
parently failed (the reasons for this will be discussed momentari-
ly), but when Khrushchev got back his old position in December

36 Crankshaw gives a good account of the Khrushchev-Kaganovich
relationship in Khrushchev Remembers, 544-55.

37 Crankshaw, 159.
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1947, his second-in-command was Leonid Melnikov, who was also

reputed to be a close associate of Malenkov. 38 Moreover, Khru-
shchev’s post as chairman of the Ukrainian Council of Ministers

went to Demian Korotchenko. Although the latter was Khru-
shchev’s staunch supporter, this meant that the two Ukrainian
leadership posts had been separated once again. It is thus possible

that Malenkov had both secured a foothold in Khrushchev’s
empire and reduced his authority, and that this had been his plan

from the outset.

As head of a “committee for the rehabilitation of liberated

lands” in the first postwar years, Malenkov had a powerful posi-

tion. Both he and Andreev had avoided the regional responsibility

that Khrushchev had taken on and remained close to the source

of authority in Moscow. According to Khrushchev, Malenkov
continually exploited his proximity to Stalin to discredit his ri-

vals. 39 Evidently though, living and working so closely with the

leader had its disadvantages. Khrushchev was not eliminated, and
a decade later he was to take full revenge. Personality conflicts

played a large role in Stalin’s USSR and often dictated Soviet

policies. In the case of Khrushchev’s dismissal, although one can-

not state categorically that it was a result of a coup hatched in

Moscow by his rivals, we can say, at least, that because of the

enormous difficulties he faced in Ukraine, in addition to the

power he had accumulated, Khrushchev left himself open to such

an attack.

There is one other point that should be dealt with briefly:

the question of Khrushchev’s alleged illness. None of the authori-

ties on Khrushchev in the West have given much thrift to this,

mainly because Khrushchev was well known for his robust health

and general indefatigability. Moreover, shortly after the decision

to replace him had been made, Khrushchev appeared at a session

of the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet to acknowledge the criticisms

levelled at him.40 Had he been really ill, he would not have at-

tended (we have a contemporary example of this in Iurii Andro-
pov). When Khrushchev had a heart attack in 1971 at the age

of seventy-six, this was his first known illness, and certainly his

last. Like many aspects of his memoirs, the illness was a product

of his imagination.

Why was Khrushchev returned to power? First, it seems that

Kaganovich paid respect to their long-time association. Certainly

38 Bilinsky, 235.
39 Khrushchev Remembers, 239-40.
40 Medvedev, 44.
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he did not take over all of Khrushchev’s functions, leaving agri-

cultural matters largely to his comrade and concentrating on in-

dustry. In itself, this helps to discount the theory that agricultural

failures were behind Khrushchev’s removal. The disappearance

of Patolichev suggests that Khrushchev and Kaganovich combined

to get rid of Malenkov’s favourite. It is possible, then, that Kaga-

novich saved Khrushchev from oblivion for what can only be per-

ceived as the most selfless of reasons: friendship. Given Khru-
shchev’s fall from grace, Kaganovich was living dangerously, but

he may have known that Stalin was unwilling to bend too far to

Malenkov’s desires. Second, in the final analysis Khrushchev owed
his return to power directly to Stalin. Despite the addition of the

colourless Melnikov to the Ukrainian hierarchy, Khrushchev’s

powers had not been reduced during his nine-month absence. He
returned to Moscow late in the following year and thenceforth

was a serious rival to the ambitions of Malenkov and Beria. Khru-
shchev survived because of his personal friendship with Stalin,

who, despite his preoccupation with plots, was evidently wise

enough to recognize Khrushchev’s administrative talents.

In conclusion, perhaps Khrushchev’s demotion and reappoint-

ment should be viewed within the context of the extreme difficul-

ties of the postwar years in Ukraine. The republic faced the enor-

mous task of recovering from the effects of the war years and
foreign occupation; it lacked manpower, resources, materials, live-

stock, and machinery. Before recovery could be initiated, the

eastern oblasts were beset by a severe famine, which destroyed

the agricultural goals of the Fourth Five-Year Plan. The reannexa-

tion of the western oblasts, on the other hand, posed immense
difficulties also—a passively hostile population and an actively

hostile guerrilla force. Added to these problems, which would have
overtaxed any leader, Stalin and Zhdanov initiated their policy of

Russification, which saw a purge of Ukrainian intellectuals, party
members, and cultural figures. Khrushchev’s rivals exploited these

problems as far as possible, but it should be emphasized both that

Khrushchev may have fallen from favour without their machina-
tions and that every Soviet leader with regional responsibility was
on shaky ground in the first postwar years. The surprising factor

is not that Khrushchev was demoted, but that he survived. Even
with a powerful ally like Kaganovich, his survival denoted his

remarkable political skills and resilience.

This episode occupies only a small niche in twentieth-century
Ukrainian history. We have shown that despite its harshness, Ka-
ganovich’s nine-month rule did not appreciably affect the course
of events in Soviet Ukraine. If he was hated, as Mykola Pidhorny
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has stated,41
it was for his somewhat unpleasant personality. Cer-

tainly he lacked Khrushchev’s affability. But the event has loomed
larger because of the subsequent rise to supreme power of its

subject, Khrushchev. In March 1947 many observers would have
predicted his eclipse. Thus the months March to December 1947

should be perceived as one of the most rigourous tests in the career

of Nikita Khrushchev, Soviet leader.

41 See ibid., 45.
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Roman Senkus

IURII BADZO: A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The author of the following document was a relatively unknown
member of the Ukrainian democratic opposition before his arrest

in 1979.

Iurii Badzo (Badz’o, Badzio) was born in 1936 in the village

of Kopynivtsi near Mukachiv in Transcarpathia. He began his

studies in Ukrainian philology at Uzhhorod University in 1953

and matured intellectually during the post-Stalin thaw. As a

student he began questioning the nature of the Soviet system.

From 1958 to 1961 he worked as a teacher and director of schools

in Mukachiv raion and was active in the local Komsomol hierar-

chy. Intending to pursue an academic career, he began graduate

studies at the Institute of Literature of the Academy of Sciences

in Kiev in 1961. In 1965 he defended his candidate’s dissertation,

“The Criteria of Truth in the Evaluation of a Literary-Artistic

Work.”
During his stay in Kiev, Badzo became involved with the

Ukrainian cultural opposition (the Club of Creative Youth) and
took part in the public protests against the arrests of intellectuals

in 1965. For this reason he was dismissed from his position as a

junior associate of the Institute of Literature, was expelled from
the CPSU, and lost his editing job with Molod publishers. Badzo
worked at various jobs in the latter half of the 1960s and suc-

ceeded in publishing several articles and translations in official

literary journals.

In 1971 he wrote a long open letter to the presidium of the

congress of the Union of Writers of Ukraine in which he criticized

the content and function of the union’s organ, Literaturna Ukrai-

na. Consequently he lost all the small editing jobs he had. In 1972
he protested against the arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals in that

year; among those arrested were Badzo’s friends: Ivan and Nadiia
Svitlychny, Vasyl Stus, Viacheslav Chornovil, Vasyl Lisovy, lev-

hen Proniuk, and others. His apartment was searched, and in 1973
he lost the job he had found in the Institute of General and Com-
munal Hygiene. Unable to find work in fields related to his educa-
tion, he took a manual job in a bakery, but only after the police

began persecuting him for “parasitism.”
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From 1973 until his arrest Badzo lived quietly and in seclu-

sion. He did not take part in any public protests and did not
sign any appeals. Instead, in the privacy of his own home, he
researched and wrote a 1,400-page study, “The Right to Live,”

about the plight of the Ukrainian nation as part of the USSR,
Russification, and the nature of the Soviet system. He did not

share his thoughts or research with anyone except his wife. In

1977 the sole copy of his treatise mysteriously “disappeared,” and
Badzo began rewriting it. In 1978 his apartment was searched,

and his research materials were confiscated. Badzo managed to

rewrite four hundred pages when, in February 1979, another

search of his apartment took place and his work was confiscated.

Another search in April removed whatever was left.

Aware of his impending arrest, Badzo wrote the long open
letter translated below, in which he provided a synopsis of his

treatise. On 23 April 1979 he was arrested and charged with

“anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda.”
Badzo’s trial took place in December 1979. Closed to the

public, it lasted three days. His wife and son were among the

witnesses called; refusing to testify at a trial they considered

illegal, they were accused of contempt and expelled from the

courtroom. Badzo pleaded not guilty to the charges against him.

Nevertheless, the outcome of the trial was a foregone conclusion,

as it has been in the trials of all oppositionists. Badzo was found
guilty for writing an anti-Soviet work that was never disseminated

and no one, besides Badzo, his wife, and the authorities ever saw.

On 21 December he was sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment
in strict-regime labor camps, to be followed by five years of in-

ternal exile.

Badzo was sent to a Mordovian camp. There he has not

received proper medical attention and has developed cataracts

and an ulcer. He has not been allowed to see his wife and his

mail has been strictly censored.

But Badzo refused to remain silent. In July 1980 he and
other political prisoners went on a hunger strike to protest the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and Soviet repression. On 19 July

he and others proclaimed another hunger strike lasting the dura-

tion of the 1980 Moscow Olympics. In March 1981 Badzo pro-

claimed a hunger strike on the opening day of the Twenty-sixth

CPSU Congress in protest against the dictatorship of the CPSU
and the violation of human and national rights in the USSR. In

April 1981 he went on a three-day hunger strike to mark the

second anniversary of his imprisonment. A third three-day hunger
strike took place on 10-12 May. Badzo was then deprived by the
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camp authorities of the right to a private visit by his wife and was

transferred to the Saransk prison for two months of “re-education”.

On 30 December 1982 Badzo and another Ukrainian political

prisoner staged a one-day hunger strike to coincide with the six-

tieth anniversary of the USSR.
All of Badzo’s protests in the camps have been accompanied

by letters to the Soviet leaders and to Western figures and bodies.

In 1980 he was elected an honorary member of the Norwegian

PEN club.

Badzo’s wife, Svitlana Kyrychenko, has also not escaped

persecution. After the 1972 arrests she publicly protested the

institutionalization of Nadiia Svitlychna’s son after the latter’s

imprisonment and lost her academic job in the Institute of Phi-

losophy. After her husband’s arrest she wrote several open letters

on his behalf to the authorities and to Western figures and bodies.

In December 1980, ostensibly for these actions and for joining the

Ukrainian Helsinki Group in October 1979, she was sentenced to

three months of forced labor. Thereafter she was threatened with

arrest if she attempted to visit her husband. On 10 February 1983

an article criticizing her appeared in Vechirnii Kyiv. In it she was
described as being a morally corrupt “capricious dame with ambi-

tions” who possessed a superiority complex and received material

aid from abroad. She was accused of having 42,000 illicitly ac-

quired rubles stashed away in twenty-nine savings accounts.

Iurii Badzo’s open letter is an eloquent indictment of Soviet

reality and is the most detailed and most important analysis to

have emerged from the Ukrainian democratic opposition since Ivan

Dziuba’s Internationalism or Russification

?

was written in the

mid-1960s. It is a response to the new Russian internationalist

line that has prevailed in Ukraine since Petro Shelest’s fall and
the 1972-73 arrests and purges of academic institutions. The fact

that the regime has reacted with such ferocity to it even though
it was not circulated indicates that Badzo’s criticism of Soviet

“socialism,” the colonial legacy of Ukraine, national oppression,

Russification and great-power chauvinism, the falsification of

Ukraine’s history, and the party’s ideological and political abso-

lutism is very accurate. Because he sees no solution to Ukraine’s

plight and the struggle for democratization other than state in-

dependence (a conclusion reached also by members of the Ukrai-

nian Helsinki Group), Badzo has fallen victim to the state’s ap-

paratus of repression. His anti-Leninist, democratic-socialist ideas

are too heretical and radical for the regime to tolerate. As Svitlana

Kyrychenko wrote in a letter in May 1979, the only right Soviet

citizens have is “the liberty of being faithful subjects.”
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE PRESIDIUM OF THE SUPREME
SOVIET OF THE USSR AND THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE CPSU FROM CITIZEN OF THE UKRAINIAN SSR,
IURII VASYLOVYCH BADZO

I am turning to the highest bodies of party-state rule in the USSR to

raise the question of the dependent, unequal status of the Ukrainian people

within the federation of Soviet republics.

I had envisaged that this epistle would be a large, scholarly work

investigating a series of problems that disturb my consciousness as a

citizen and have a general social significance. But the outcome of the

situation is such that I must restrict myself to a very laconic presentation

of my thoughts. On February 3 of this year [1979], an official search

of a political nature took place in my apartment, and an unfinished manu-

script of the above-mentioned work—comprising over 400 pages of quite

closely typed text—was confiscated.

In 1972 a wave of political arrests swept over Ukraine: over thirty

representatives of the younger generation of the Ukrainian intelligentsia,

predominantly scholars, were imprisoned. It immediately became clear

that we were faced with a repressive action that had been planned in

advance and was directed against the national rebirth of Ukraine in the

new, post-Stalin period of its history. This prompted me to fulfill my
duty as a citizen and a patriot: to go before the highest, plenipotentiary

bodies of party-state rule with my reservations about the dangerous con-

sequences of such policies. My epistle, which was intended to be a patriotic

response to the political situation in Ukraine, grew into an all-encom-

passing investigation of the present status of the Ukrainian people within

the USSR. Thus was born the idea of my book, “The Right to Live.”

In the middle of 1977, four out of five chapters of this work were com-

pleted, comprising almost 1,400 manuscript pages. But suddenly, for

unexpected reasons, the manuscript vanished. I have no formal reasons

to try to uncover who is responsible for this action, but privately I have

concrete suspicions. I took to writing the work anew. I managed to com-

plete again the first and last chapters, and part of the second. The search

interrupted my work.

The logical structure of the work was characterized by the idea that,

like a person’s individual life, so too the historical existence of a nation

has three aspects—past, present, and future—that together create one

psychological whole and determine the cultural and historical climate of

a society. My study over a number of years of the ideological and practical

conditions in which the Ukrainian people lives led me to a very sad con-

clusion: today’s party-state ideology and policies in the sphere of national
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relations deprive the Ukrainian nation, as they do the other non-Russian

peoples of the USSR, of its fundamental and decisive right—the right

to live. This assertion has its theoretical and factual foundations. The

dependent, unequal status of Ukrainians within the USSR can be seen in

all areas of life and encompasses all the historical parameters of reality

— past, present, and future. Within this chronological structure of his-

torical progress, psychological and ideological primacy belongs, undeni-

ably, to the future. But the official theory of the future of nations leaves

the non-Russian peoples of the USSR without prospects for the future.

The antiscientific, dogmatic, and reactionary nature of this theory is

examined in the book’s first chapter, “The Future, or the Preaching of

National Death.” I managed to rewrite and edit it. It comprised 161

pages of the manuscript.

The ideological conditions of the historical life of the peoples of the

USSR and the implemented national policies of the CPSU are distin-

guished by an official doctrine that posits the concept of the flourishing

and rapprochement of nations. The dominant tendency is considered to

be the movement toward rapprochement, and the rapprochement of na-

tions is interpreted as the effacement of national differences, that is, the

withering-away of nations and the future creation of a nationless com-

munist society. This ideology, which was created not by an elemental,

democratically organized life, but by a politically tendentious doctrine,

most clearly reflects the unequal status of the non-Russian peoples of the

USSR and embodies the most fundamental form of national oppression.

In fact, neither in theory nor in practice does the prospect for the oblitera-

tion of nations apply to the Russian people: the theory of the rapproche-

ment and fusion of nations is coupled in the official ideology with the

idea of the “second mother tongue”—Russian. The reinforcement of its

cultural-historical and political role in the life of the non-Russian peoples

is viewed as a supposedly objective, natural development. This is com-

bined with widespread propaganda about Russian patriotism, the exclu-

sive internationalism of the Russians, their particular contributions to

Soviet society throughout its history, and so on.

All of this convincingly proves that the source and political substance

of the rapprochement and fusion of nations—the ideology of the so-called

internationalization of Soviet society—is Russian great-power nationalism.

This is not Marx’s theory of communism, even though it was Marx who
originated the idea of the fusion of nations and adopted it as an ideologi-

cal weapon. Secondly, even if the idea of the withering-away of nations

could be included in Marx and Engels’s ideal for the future—that of

communism—this should from no point of view mean that our society

must subordinate itself to the visions of figures of the past, no matter

how great they may be. Every generation creates its own ideal, and only

this dialectical process of negation and affirmation can guarantee the
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democratic conditions for the life of a society, the growth of humanistic

forces in society.

The idea of the fusion of nations is an acquisition of Leninism, a

creation of Lenin. Already at the very beginning it revealed its dogmatic

nature, its great-power bent, and its reactionary essence. The sad reality

of the Russian “prison of peoples” demanded from social forces that

claimed to represent progress the ideology of the rebirth of nations and

the historical, universally human appreciation of the uniqueness of peoples.

Instead, Lenin put forward the idea of the fusion of nations, of ethnic

assimilation as an objective, progressive natural occurrence in historical

development and as an indispensable prerequisite for the socialist trans-

formation of the world. He welcomed the commingling of nations in the

“American melting pot” without noticing, for some reason, that this was

the misfortune of humanity, a consequence of the disharmonious, antago-

nistic development of bourgeois civilization, and not an organically created

social ideal, not the desire of people or, even more, of entire peoples.

Marx and Engels spoke about the equalization of conditions for national

development, about the international nature of capital, about the harmo-

nious coexistence of nations after the victory of the proletarian revolution,

and, of course, about the withering-away of the tumor of the political

state on the body of the nation. Lenin proclaimed the ethnic assimilation

of peoples to be a social ideal.

In the political and national conditions of the Russian Empire and

in the context of Russian historical traditions, it was difficult to devise

something more meaningful for the supporters of “one, indivisible Russia”

than the idea of the fusion of nations and a nationless future for humanity.

It created the possibility of maintaining a single, centralized state on a

socialist foundation, that is, of maintaining Russia as a great power. Let

us remember that Lenin had at first a negative attitude toward the federal

principle of building a new society, and that only pressure from below

—

from the national-liberation movements of the non-Russian peoples

—

forced him to change his mind.

Lenin and his supporters in the Russian Social Democratic Worker’s

Party (RSDWP) put forward the slogan about the right of nations to

self-determination up to and including secession and the creation of an

independent state. This was an internationalist, historically progressive

position. However, the right of nations to political selfdetermination in

Lenin’s ideology was supplemented, and made conditional, by the purpose

of secession and was thus in fact negated. For who would decide whether

it was good or bad to secede? Clearly, for a ruling nation secession would

never have a purpose. The political forces of a great-power nation would

always have the upper hand in deciding the question of whether or not de-

pendent peoples should have their own states. In addition, the idea of

the fusion of nations completely deprived the position of state indepen-
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dence for the small and dependent nations of the status of being a histori-

cally valid and progressive demand or of even the need for it. We are

the supporters of great centralized states, and the way to socialism lies

only through such states, Lenin proclaimed. This was not only a con-

cession to great-power ideology, but also a seminal moment in the psy-

chological pressure on the non-Russian peoples, that is, a particular form

of national oppression of the non-Russians by the social democratic party.

The Bolshevik slogan about the right of nations to a separate state made

the country’s peoples equal in terms of their rights; but the idea of the

usefulness of secession and the theory of the fusion of nations created

ideological and psychological advantages for the dominant nation, that is,

the Russians. In essence, it left it the privilege of retaining the state it

already had.

Lenin’s ideology about the prospects of national development, which

predicted the withering-away of nations in the distant future, after the

triumph of communism in the world, had its immediate negative effect

not only on the ideological and psychological state of the non-Russian

representatives of the social-liberation movement, but also on party poli-

cies in practice. It seemed that a party that proclaimed the ideal of social

and national freedom and national equality of peoples would realize it

at the first opportunity. And such an opportunity existed for it from the

very beginning: to realize the principle of national equality in its own
party ranks. But precisely here, on the question of the building of a

proletarian party, Lenin and his supporters displayed the greatest great-

power intolerance toward the autonomist aspirations of the non-Russian

forces in the social democratic movement, decisively opposing the federal

principle for the building of a proletarian party and crudely deriding

their opponents as nationalist philistines and primitive Marxists.

This position had neither a theoretical nor a practical justification.

It signified a retreat from the ideology of national equality and created

political advantages for the Russians in the proletarian movement, who
were already numerically and qualitatively superior. Allusions to the pos-

sibility that a separate organized representation in the movement of the

non-Russian proletariat would break apart peoples and weaken the general

front of the anticapitalist struggle were only the reflection of great-power

sentiments, of the inertia of centralist beliefs, and could not endure po-

litical criticism. After all, the sincerity of relations between nations, the

consistency of the politics of national equality and self-organization of

all sections of the proletarian-liberation movement, could only consolidate

the general front of the struggle and strengthen the interdependence of

the party and the masses. On the other hand, the absence in the non-

Russian proletariat of its own organization placed its fate in the hands

of Russian political forces and deprived it of its most important instru-

ment, that of self-defence. Considering the conditions of political life in
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Russia and Russian historical traditions, it was not difficult to foresee

how all of this threatened future relations between the nations of the

Russian state and the cause of the democratic transformation of society.

History confirmed that such fears were not unfounded.

Unfortunately, I did not have enough time to analyze more extensively

the historical conditions in which the proletarian revolution took place

in Russia and the USSR was created, or to examine in greater detail the

evolution of Bolshevik nationality policy. I shall say only that Lenin’s

concept of the fusion of nations constantly influenced the theory and

practice of national relations in Soviet society, always directing the na-

tionality policy of the party further towards Russian great-powerism. The

ideological manifestation of this policy today is the concept of a single

Soviet people, a single all-Union, or even simply single, state (although

formally the USSR is not a single, that is, unitary, state, but a federated

one), and the constitutional statute about the USSR being the embodi-

ment of the state unity of the Soviet people. All of this signifies an ideo-

logical, theoretical preparation for the liquidation of even the formal

statehood of the non-Russian peoples of the USSR. The party doctrine

of the internationalization of Soviet society signifies in theory and in

practice the Russification of the non-Russian peoples and the restoration

of “one, indivisible” Russia, that is, the liquidation of the achievements

of the October socialist revolution in the sphere of national relations.

A logical analysis of this phenomenon, as well as historical expe-

rience, testifies to the fact that the idea of the fusion of nations is op-

posed to life, dogmatic, unscientific, and politically reactionary. I have

no doubt that if Soviet socialism became democratic, it would immediately

deposit this idea in the archive of history.

The party’s present nationality policy deprives my people of the

right to its past. In present-day Soviet historiography of Ukraine’s his-

tory the dependent, unequal status of the Ukrainian people is manifested

most clearly in the official concept of the future of nations: these are

but two ends of the policy to restore “one, indivisible” Russia. The his-

toriographical status of the Ukrainian people today is examined in my
book’s second chapter, “The Past, or the Contemporary Historiographical

Neocolonization of Ukraine by Soviet Russia.”

The falsification of Ukraine’s history in today’s Soviet historiography

encompasses not just some isolated period, but the entire history of the

Ukrainian people; it denies that our historical development has been a

self-sufficient process and subordinates its interpretation to the political

interests of the Soviet state. The concept of “an ancient Rus’ nationality

[ narodnost]” is simply an ideological twin of the theory of “one Soviet

people”; it completely eradicates the early-feudal period of Ukraine’s

history and, in the family of the Slavic peoples of the early Middle Ages,

leaves only the Ukrainians and Belorussians without a place. The specula-
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tive, antiscientific idea of an “ancient Rus’ nationality” as a “common

ancestor,” and of Kievan Rus’ as the “common legacy” of the Ukrainians,

Russians, and Belorussians, in practice means that equal rights do not

exist for the Ukrainians and Belorussians in the official interpretation

of the past of the Eastern Slavs. The Russians neither terminologically

nor conceptually dissociate themselves from early East Slavic history of

the sixth to the thirteenth century. Everything here exists only as “Rus’
”

[russkoe] : “Rus’ tribes,” “the Rus’ people,” “Rus’ culture,” “the Rus’

state,” “the initial period of Rus’ statehood,” and so on. On the other

hand, a reader will find in Soviet literature nothing Ukrainian up to the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries—neither a territory, nor a language,

nor a culture, nor even an ethnos. The scientifically and historically ab-

surd idea that the Eastern Slavs in the ninth to the thirteenth centuries

constituted one people, one ethnos, of course the “Rus’ ” one, and that

the Ukrainians and Belorussians appeared only in the fourteenth to

fifteenth century is affirmed. They appeared in order to “dream” about

“reunification” with Russia. All the peoples of the world have aspired

and aspire to national independence, including an independent state, and

only the Ukrainians and Belorussians constitute the exception: they

dreamed of “reuniting” with the Russian people.

This has reached the stage that one can read in the Soviet press and

literature about Ukraine’s aspirations to reunite with Russia in “a single

state.” This, even formally, is a vulgar distortion of historical truth, be-

cause there is evidence that in drawing up the treaty with representatives

of the Russian state, the Ukrainian government under Bohdan Khmel-

nytsky stipulated for itself quite an extensive political autonomy. The

concept of “reunification” carries within itself the idea of a single people.

It essentially denies the Ukrainian people the right to its own, separate,

independent state and is a gross violation of the constitutions of the

Ukrainian SSR and the USSR.
The theory of “a single ancient Rus’ nationality,” of “a single Rus’

people in Kievan times” (this can often be found in Soviet historical

literature), and the concept of “unification” are supplemented by the

speculative, literally mythologized idea of the struggle with “Ukrainian

bourgeois nationalism,” with which, in fact, the Ukrainian movement of

national liberation from Russia, particularly and primarily the idea of

a Ukrainian state independent of Russia, is identified. In other words,

once again the Ukrainian people is denied the right to an independent

state. This is how the historiographical context appears, whereby the

Ukrainian and Belorussian peoples are transformed into an ethnographic

mass, an ethnographic part of “a single Rus’ people from the Carpathians

to the Pacific Ocean.” The constant and ever more consistent use of the

term “Great Russian” dots the “i” once and for all. For example, in 1944

a book by the historian N. S. Derzhavin, Proiskhozhdenie russkogo naroda
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—velikorusskogo, ukrainskogo, belorusskogo [The Origins of the Rus’

People—Great Russian, Ukrainian, Belorussian], was published in Moscow.

In other words, what is being fully restored is the great-power concept of

prerevolutionary Russian historiography, the doctrine of the Black Hun-

dreds, which denied the existence of the Ukrainians and Belorussians as

separate nationalities. In Soviet historiographic publications on the above

subject, one comes across unbelievable texts. “A single ancient Rus’ na-

tionality” and “a single Soviet people” are links in one political chain,

one political doctrine, of the so-called internationalization of Soviet society.

The falsification of the history of Ukraine by Russian great-power na-

tionalists is a very significant factor in the national oppression of the

Ukrainian people.

In my third chapter, “The Past Versus the Present, or the Myth
about ‘Ukrainian Bourgeois Nationalism,’ ” I analyzed the theory and

practice of the state’s anti-Ukrainian propaganda, which is conducted

under the guise of the struggle with so-called Ukrainian bourgeois na-

tionalism. From Stalin’s time to the present, a real psychological war has

been conducted against Ukrainian national consciousness, a war that is

supplemented by the endless physical repression of nationally conscious

Ukrainians. It demoralizes the Ukrainian population and psychologically

oppresses it. The party’s current “Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism” is

also simply an ideological complement of the prerevolutionary “Mazepists”

and “separatists.”

In this chapter, based on abundant factual material, I showed that

the contemporary party doctrine of “Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism”

cannot guarantee for itself the support of our revolutionary-democratic

leaders of the past, neither in its views on the origins of the Ukrainian

people, in its attitude to “unification,” nor in its understanding of the

character and tasks of the Ukrainian national-liberation movement. Taras

Shevchenko, Ivan Franko, Lesia Ukrainka, Pavlo Hrabovsky, and all the

other figures in Ukrainian history that current party propaganda exploits

in the struggle with so-called Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism would, in

fact, if one did not falsify their works and was consistent in one’s criteria,

also have to end up in the ranks of the “Ukrainian bourgeois nationalists,”

and in the front ranks at that. The spokesmen of the prerevolutionary

Black Hundreds did not distinguish Ivan Franko from Mykhailo Hru-

shevsky, and from the viewpoint of “a single people” and “a single father-

land” they were completely right. The official doctrine of “Ukrainian

bourgeois nationalism,” the huge quantity of so-called antinationalist

literature, the state’s endless propaganda campaign against Ukrainian

bourgeois nationalism: all of this plays a very reactionary role in the

relations between the Ukrainian and Russian nations, damages the con-

tacts between them, incites the philistines against nationally conscious

Ukrainians, and awakens suspicion and intolerance toward any manifesta-
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tions of the Ukrainians’ national dignity. The struggle with “Ukrainian

bourgeois nationalism” has as its first and foremost goal the destruction

of the Ukrainian people’s political consciousness, the containment of its

development: it serves to create “a single Soviet people,” in other words,

the Russification of the non-Russian peoples. Suffice it to say that the

idea of an independent Ukrainian state is branded by party propaganda

as nationalist, although secession from the USSR and the creation of a

separate independent Ukrainian state is our constitutional right.

The fourth chapter, tentatively called “The Present, or the State of

Siege,” I conceived as being an analysis of the psychological, political,

and cultural state of the Ukrainian people today, as the motivation of the

idea that the party’s national ideology and policies presently do not allow

our people to step off the path of “natural” dying-out as a nation and

make our cultural-political existence merely a factor serving so-called

internationalization, that is, the process of the Russification of the Ukrai-

nian nation. Science, the press, education, the political aspect of existence:

all this is allowed in doses, so that in the interim there is visible a Ukrai-

nian form, a Ukrainian semblance, but no independent Ukrainian voice,

no serious, prestigious Ukrainian content.

The fifth chapter—196 pages long—which was completed and edited

(for the second time), is called “Future Prospects, or a Word about the

Unity of Human History.” On the basis of a detailed theoretical and

concrete, historical analysis of the situation, the idea of a national-his-

torical future is optimistically affirmed. Besides a series of our historical

achievements, in the first place of such important ones as the formal

existence of Ukrainian statehood, the main argument here is that the

requirements of progress and the natural development of history do not

abandon us to chance, but guarantee support for our aspirations to na-

tional freedom as aspirations that are objectively progressive and as such

move in the same direction as the world’s natural historical development.

Soviet party-state socialism is antagonistic toward society, because the

party, the party-state bureaucracy, has been transformed in the process

of the development of Soviet society into a ruling social class. This thesis

is proven in my work by applying the politico-economic and socio-philo-

sophical logic of Marxism. The Soviet scholar H. Kh. Shakhnazarov,

author of the book Sotsialisticheskaia demokratiia. Nekotorye voprosy

teorii [Socialist Democracy. Some Questions of Theory] (Moscow, 1972),

writes:

Social property is equal to the social regulation of property. The
State, by realizing the planned management of socialist production,

the accounting for and control of the amount of labor and consump-

tion, acts in the name of and is entrusted by the collective owner
of the means of production—the entire people (p. 12).
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But the CPSU itself admits that it runs the state, that is, that it is the

force that has supreme power over it. On the other hand, the people,

society, in the person of its citizens, not only does not elect the organs

of party rule, but also does not have even the formal right to control

their activity, for the leading status of the party is entrenched in the

constitution. One cannot speak of the practical possibility of such control:

there exist for this in society’s classes and social strata (the workers,

peasants, intelligentsia) neither the material nor the ideological condi-

tions, these being first and foremost their own political organizations

independent of the CPSU, their own organs of civic thought. Being the

sole organized force in society, the supreme political arbiter of social

relations, under conditions when the individual private ownership of the

means of production is absent, the party is transformed into the collective

owner of the means of production. Thus it is transformed into a separate

social class, into a ruling, exploitative class in Soviet society.

The argument is convincing and completely sufficient. But Marx and

Engels’s sociology offers us still another theoretical means of proving the

correctness of the conclusion that the Soviet party and party-state bu-

reaucracies constitute a separate social stratum, a separate social class.

I am referring to Marx’s concept of the so-called broad elucidation of

private property, a concept according to which the essence of private

property is the division of labor. “The division of labor and private

property,” wrote the authors of The German Ideology, “are identical

manifestations: in one case one says the same in relation to activity that

in the second case one does in relation to the product of activity” (Marx

and Engels, Selected Works in Three Volumes [Kiev, 1977], 1:22).

“Various stages in the development of the division of labor,” we read in

another place in Marx and Engels’s work, “are at the same time also

various forms of property; that is, every stage in the division of labor

determines also the relations of individuals to each other according to

their relationship to matter, tools, and the products of labor.” (Ibid., p. 9)

.

Thus Marx and Engels’s broad understanding of private property

embraces not only the objective, material side of social life, but also the

subjective side, “private property as depersonalized activity” (Marx and

Engels, Early Works [Kiev, 1973], p. 540). The subjective essence of

private property is the relationship of the human being to the product

of his or her activity and the relations between those involved in labor.

This is the source of Marx and Engels’s third category of social phi-

losophy, the category of alienation (self-alienation, alienated and self-

alienated labor). The categories of private property—the division of

labor, and alienation—by reflecting the various facets of the social

activity of the human being, their dialectical unity, when combined

reveal the scientific essence of Marx and Engels’s sociology. Based on

this, there arose Marx and Engels’s theory of the future (communism).
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Private property is divided labor; divided labor is labor that is alienated,

self-alienated, the source of social and universally human alienation.

Beyond this concept the true meaning of Marx and Engels’s theory

of communism does not exist. Its concretization is the communist idea

about the destruction of the division of labor, including also professional

labor, about the liquidation of the enslavement of people within separate

aspects of social activity, and the transformation of labor into the free,

voluntary, creative activity of individuals. Only in this way is the destruc-

tion of classes, of the contradiction between the city and countryside and

between intellectual and physical labor, made possible. Thus it was fore-

seen that one could create planned communist production free from the

phenomenon of demand and proposition and a communist society of self-

management free of political relations, of the social relations of domina-

tion and subordination—that is, a society without a state. Hence the

concept of the broad elucidation of private property constitutes the basis

of Marx and Engels’s theory of communism. Soviet philosophical literature

maintains that “the mature” Marx was free of the widespread view on

private property, but this deduction is supported neither by the theoretical

logic of Marx and Engels’s social ideal nor by the texts of their works.

Of course, Marx and Engels’s hopes for the possibility of, as they

said, “the destruction of work,” that is, the liquidation of all division of

social activity, turned out to be utopian. Their social philosophy, however,

realistically reflects the real collisions in life and thus, in its section on

dialectical materialism, is relevant to real life, constituting a great scien-

tific and methodological contribution. It also provides us with the theo-

retical key to understanding the social nature of the CPSU and the non-

party public service. The political management of Soviet society is not

the function of elected public servants who are answerable, formally and

in fact, to all the citizens of the country, but the activity of a separate,

organized layer of people—the party—which both formally and in prac-

tice exists beyond the control of the entire society. In other words, the par-

ty’s activity in Soviet society is not a private, group concern of individuals,

but the particular work of a separate, organized social stratum that relates

to material and spiritual productivity on an all-societal scale in terms of

power. Its leading activity is a separate aspect of social labor, and this stra-

tum itself is the arbiter of social relations, that is, a separate social class.

In his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, Marx wrote

that under the conditions of divided labor, “with the help of alienated

and self-alienated labor, the worker gives birth to a relationship to this

labor of a person who does not know what labor is and exists outside

labor. The relationship of the worker to labor gives birth to the relation-

ship to this same labor of the capitalist, or whatever else you can call

the master of labor” (Marx and Engels, Early Works [Kiev, 1977],

p. 529) . This master of labor in Soviet society is the Communist party,
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the party-state bureaucracy. Neither the working class, the peasantry, nor

the intelligentsia—who embody the three fundamental aspects of social

labor—possess in the USSR a separate political organization of their

own, a separate representation in the organs of state power. Not having

a self-organized life of their own, they are thus deprived also of the

material means of forming a common will, of defending their class in-

terests. Therefore, they are not the masters of their own labor; they

cannot be viewed as the collective owners of the means and the product

of their own productive activity. The master, the owner, is the party,

the party-state bureaucracy.

According to Marxist sociology, the state is a political form of social

domination, an organization created by the ruling class for its own self-

defense. This type of state can also be seen in so-called Soviet rule, which

is formed and controlled by the party. That it manages the state, that it

is a higher force ruling above it, the CPSU itself admits. The fact that

the party forms the organs of state rule is also not a secret to anyone.

We, the electors, even formally do not have anyone to elect, because for

each deputy seat only one candidate is nominated. He is in fact nominated

by the organs of party rule and appointed by them.

Stalinism was a true social counterrevolution that once and for all

defeated the power of the soviets (soviet power) and deprived the working

class, the peasantry, and the intelligentsia of their political freedom,

making the party the supreme and sole political master in the country.

The idea of the leading role of the CPSU means that the highest, sovereign

embodiment of power is not the soviet, but the party organs. They, in

reality, are also the state power in Soviet society.

In this chapter, the history of the appearance in Soviet society of

a new ruling class is analyzed; on the basis of Marx’s sociology, the

internal structure of this class is examined, and it is shown that in its

distinguishing traits and sociopolitical nature the Soviet ruling class is

indistinguishable from other historically known ruling social classes. It

has its own state form of self-defense and self-affirmation: hence the

party idea about the growth in the role of the party and of the state in

the process of building communism. From the perspective of Marx’s

theory of communism, this concept is totally absurd, for, according to

Marx, communism becomes more tenable to the extent that the state,

every state, withers away.

My social position is socialist; my political position, democratic.

I formulate it as a conception of democratic socialism. It is close to

Eurocommunism. I support ideological, cultural, and political pluralism.

The working class and the peasantry should have their own, separate,

class representation in the organs of state power and the freedom, in

accordance with the law, to create democratic parties. Only in this way
will the party-state bureaucracy lose the status of the sole “master of
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labor” (Marx), of a separate social class. Only then will the party be

a party and not the ruling social layer in society.

My conception of democratic socialism foresees not the restoration

of the private ownership of the means of production, but the liquidation

of the party’s private ownership—of ideological and political absolutism,

of party autocracy. It foresees a movement toward Marx’s ideal of the

future, even though the pinnacle of this ideal is utopian. The utopianism

of Marx’s theory of historical development after a triumphant socialist

revolution is based on the hope that the liquidation of capitalist private

property and the high level of development of productive forces would

allow the liquidation of all, including professional, divisions of labor

and the transformation of labor into free and voluntary creative activity.

Of course, Marx and Engels were right when they thought that only in

this manner could alienation as a social phenomenon, and the state as

its political form, be destroyed. Nevertheless, until now theory has not

provided us with any arguments to prove that such hopes are realistic.

The complexity of contemporary production, the difficulties of psy-

chologically mastering the world, and, in addition, and this is most

fundamental, the very nature of the human being, which is a finite and

limited (not in the usual but philosophical sense of the word) entity,

make it impossible to liquidate the division of labor and the social en-

slavement of people by particular aspects of the activity of production.

Therefore, it is also impossible to realize the communist ideal to the ex-

tent that Marx and Engels envisaged it. After all, an ideal is an ideal

only as long as it is created by the elemental movement of life and is

the manifestation of an individual, organically and elementally acquired

vision of a better future, and not the ideology and politics of a state.

The state form of existence is always a conservative and egoistic factor

in history. (Hence the communist idea of the withering-away of the state,

of every state.) The state does not realize ideals; it only, if it is demo-
cratic, adapts to them and guarantees the evolutionary development of

society. Soviet socialism has not contributed any revolutionary changes to

the relations between the ideal and the state. The political form of existence

in our country is also the conservative and egoistic side of reality.

If this conclusion seems too subversive to the reader with a socialist

consciousness, suffice it to say here that the official communist ideal

foresees the withering-away of the state and the political sphere of life

in the process of building communism. Therefore, my “subversion” is

within the current of Marx and Engels’s sociology, philosophy, and his-

tory. Holding on principle the position of socialism and democracy, I can

acknowledge the presence of only one “subversion” in my world view

and in my work, which has been confiscated by the punitive organs of

the state. I truly did proclaim an anti-party conception; I harshly criticize

the ideology and policies of the party; I dispute its ideological and
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political absolutism, its ideological and political autocracy. This, of

course, contradicts the articles in the constitution about the leading role

of the CPSU, but it does not contradict Marx’s conception of the future

—of communism—according to which in the process of moving closer

to communism the political sphere of social activity is supposed to be

withering away. Thus, both the official idea about strengthening the

leading role of the CPSU and the state and the corresponding article in

the constitution of the USSR have an anticommunist, which means also an-

tidemocratic, character. On their ideological base there have arisen the cor-

responding articles of the criminal code about legal accountability for so-

called slander of the Soviet order, for “anti-Soviet propaganda,” and so on.

For socialism, these are disgraceful motives for persecuting Soviet

citizens. They negate the articles of the constitution about the freedom

of speech, thought, scholarly research, and so on. Under our ideological

and political circumstances, any criticism of living conditions can be

called slander, not to speak of criticism of party-state policies. But every

state in the world, including also a fascist state, guarantees the freedom

of supporting and extolling state policies. Of what, then, consists the

freedom of speech, thought, and political freedom, and does such a prob-

lem exist at all? Clearly, political freedom has meaning only if it is the

freedom to criticize “the substance” (Marx) of the state and the ruling

party, if it is the freedom to control, also in an organized form, the

activity of the state, and in our country of the party-state, organs. Of

course, under democratic conditions, in a socialist society there would

appear neither the ideology of party autocracy (the leading role of the

CPSU) and the absurd, politically anticommunist, anti-Marxian doctrine

about the building of communism by the state, nor the blatant contradic-

tion of the constitution of the USSR. This constitution proclaims in one

article (the second) the rule of the people in the person of the Soviet of

People’s Deputies, and in another article (the sixth), by affirming the

leading role of the CPSU, hands over lock, stock, and barrel this rule,

the soviets themselves, and the entire people to one party and places them

under its absolute control: control by an organized stratum of people

that (as an organization, as a political institution) society, the entire

people, even formally does not have the right to criticize, to control, or

whose organs it does not have the right to elect.

The state of the development of Soviet society today constitutes the

continuation and inertia of Stalinism, altered, of course, technically and

in all its aspects according to contemporary historical conditions to ac-

comodate the political needs of today’s dominant Soviet class, the party-

state bureaucracy. Stalinism is the tragedy of the Soviet peoples, a tragic

page in the history of socialism, and a massive blow to the idea of social-

ism. One can agree with the party idea that the fundamental contradiction

in the contemporary world is the contradiction between capitalism and so-
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cialism. But people cannot and should not abstract themselves from real

socialism. Yet here we, supporters of the socialist order, find ourselves

in complicated, uncomfortable conditions, because real socialism has not

yet become democratic. It has acquired the political form of party auto-

cracy and affirms the absolutism of ideology. It does not guarantee people

the freedom of spiritual life and independent social activity. The persis-

tent attempts by the CPSU at rehabilitating Stalin and Stalinism, the

silence about Stalin’s crimes, the strict censorship of thought about the

past, the persecution in the Soviet Union of people for criticizing party-

state policies and especially and primarily for the national patriotism of

the non-Russians, the shameful facts about the torture of healthy people

in psychiatric prisons, Maoism, the great-power aggressive politics of

China, and the fascism of Pol Pot’s Kampuchean socialism: how could all

of this fail to make the peoples of the capitalist countries wary of the very

idea of socialism, fail to create doubts about the viability of socialist doc-

trine? Only the democratization of the Soviet Union, of Soviet socialism,

can save the prestige of socialism and guarantee its progressive historical

development; only this can weaken the ideological, and then the political,

tensions between the states comprising the various social systems.

Again about China: I do not see any other way of neutralizing the

Chinese threat to the world other than by ideologically disarming China,

that is, by helping it become democratic. But this can be done only when
we ourselves have become democratic, when the Soviet Union joins the

vanguard of world democracy and the CPSU no longer virulently attacks

bourgeois democracy, but takes the position of Marx and Engels, who
considered bourgeois democracy a great achievement of human civiliza-

tion and maintained that the proletarian revolution should not reject bour-

geois democracy, but extend it by liquidating capitalist private ownership

of the means of production and transforming the material means and social

forms of human activity into the property of everyone, of every person.

Eurocommunism is a very welcome event (for people of anticapitalist

convictions) in the world proletarian movement. It points to the possible

way out of the contradictions within existing socialism; it, I think, has

already played a certain role in raising the prestige of the socialist idea,

in the ideological strengthening of the proletarian, anticapitalist struggle.

Unfortunately, the political leadership of the Soviet Union reacted to

this current not only with suspicion, but also with hostility. The future

and possibly even the nearest political fate of Soviet society depends to a

significant degree on the firmness and the consistency of the Eurocommu-
nists: will democratic forces prevail in the ranks of the party-state stratum,

or will the Stalinists again gain the upper hand, bring the Soviet people new
misfortune and new repressions, and increase the threat to world peace?

Yes, in the contemporary world filled with nuclear weapons, in a

world of very serious economic problems in the conditions of a scientific-
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technical revolution, the problem of the democratization of Soviet society

is directly connected to the problem of war and peace. Any despotism

and antidemocratic ideology is a threat to peace. If the antidemocratic

Stalinist forces triumph in Soviet society, not only will the general material

and spiritual living conditions of the Soviet population deteriorate, but

also the threat to world peace will increase. I beseech you, those who
stand at the helm of state power, not to treat lightly the fate of the peoples

of the USSR and the entire world, the fate of world peace! Rise at least

a little above your class egoism, above your party intolerance of other

thought! Doubt for a moment your infallibility and manifest your his-

torical wisdom, the scope of your view of the world. These are very

serious matters I am writing about!

From the point of view of its formal status, the situation of the

Ukrainian people within the USSR is quite unbelievable. We, the Ukrai-

nians, are a separate people, a separate nation. Yet party propaganda

argues that we are faced with only one prospect: of gradual withering-

away as a nation.

We have our own state and, according to you, have voluntarily united

with other peoples in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The Soviet

Union is a federation of republics, yet the official press more and more
consistently writes about the USSR as if it were a unitary state. Many
peoples live in the Soviet Union, yet you talk about a single people!

We have the constitutional right to secede freely from the USSR,
yet official propaganda castigates the idea of an independent, self-sufficient

Ukrainian state as an idea that is nationalist and inimical ( ? !

)

to the

Ukrainian people.

The Ukrainian people, you admit, has suffered severe national op-

pression at the hands of the prerevolutionary Russian state, yet the struggle

against Russian national oppression you label Ukrainian bourgeois nation-

alism, and the leaders of this movement, traitors of the Ukrainian people!

The Ukrainians are a separate people, yet you talk of “reunification”

with the Russians. Ukraine in the seventeenth century became part of the

Russian state with the rights of autonomy, yet you now talk of “the re-

unification” of Ukraine with Russia in a single state!

You cite Lenin’s idea that every national-liberation movement tends

towards and ends in the creation of a separate state, yet for the Ukrainian

people you do not consider this legal, natural, or progressive.

Lenin’s theory foresaw the fusion of nations long after the triumph

of communism in the entire world, yet you, who call yourselves Leninists,

fuse, “bring closer together” the Soviet peoples already; you invent

“a single people,” “a single economy,” “a single territory,” and thus, it

turns out, also a single Soviet nation.

Is a normal national life possible in such ideological conditions?

Caught between the prospect of the fusion of nations and the prerevolu-
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tionary dream about reunification, a nation can only die, not create its

own historical life. Thus, it is not strange that in the “sovereign” Ukrai-

nian SSR people are persecuted for their public new-year carolling in

Kiev, for the most modest expression of national patriotism; that in the

cities of our republic there are few Ukrainian schools; that we do not

have Ukrainian-language films; that the publication of scholarly literature

in the Ukrainian language is being catastrophically reduced; that the past

of the Ukrainian people is being falsified; and so on.

Humanism, justice, and the peaceful coexistence of individuals and

nations are guaranteed only in the conditions of the evolutionary his-

torical development of society, and this development is guaranteed only

by democracy. History is unable not to develop; contradictions, primarily

antagonistic ones, are unable not to be resolved. But the extent of dif-

ficulties encountered on this road depends a great deal on the flexibility

in ideology and in practice of the ruling political forces of the ruling class.

Soviet society is faced with the need for revolutionary changes, with

the necessity of overcoming the ideology and practice of stratified privi-

leges—the privilege of a separate layer of people (the party) to run

society. This privilege is the rudiment of the feudal structure of societal

life. The official deification of the CPSU, the mystification of the Soviet

Communist party by the party-state ideology, is an unbelievable phenome-

non in today’s civilized world, an obvious relic of feudal consciousness

and psychology.

In order to democratize Soviet party-state socialism, we must tran-

scend the ideology and the politics not only of Stalinism, but also of

Leninism. We must adopt a critical attitude toward Marx and Engels’s

theory of the future. The idea of socialism demands this, as does the

contemporary stage in the world’s progressive development. We will be

able to consider theoretically the socialist concept of life only if we ex-

plain the contradictions of both capitalism and socialism from the position

of one sociophilosophical theory.

Marx and Engels’s sociology, their conception (as one phenomenon)

of private property, the division of labor, and alienation, and the dia-

lectical-materialistic part of their theory of the future of society can

function for us as this theory. In the context of this sociophilosophical

world view, it becomes particularly understandable that Stalinism has its

roots in the ideology of Leninism, in the ideology of the one-party rule

of society, which turned out to be an utter contradiction of Marx and

Engels’s concept of the self-regulating development of history, of the com-

munist concept of life as independent activity. Marx’s idea of the dictator-

ship of the proletariat theoretically aided the invention of the Leninist

ideology of party autocracy; but in its true meaning it in no way meant
the liquidation of political democracy or the outlawing of oppositional

forces. On the contrary, Marx spoke of the organs of civic thought under
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socialism; he said that “the working class, in order not to lose again its

just acquired rule, must on one hand remove entirely the old machine

of oppression that had been until then used against it, and must on the

other secure itself against its own deputies and functionaries, declaring

them all without exception replaceable at any time” (Marx and Engels,

Selected Works in Three Volumes [Kiev, 1977], 2:188).

The Eurocommunists have rejected the idea of the dictatorship of

the proletariat and, having proclaimed the principle of political pluralism,

are moving in essence in the direction of Marx’s social philosophy. They

have simply read it realistically and have realistically applied Marx’s

criteria of socialist humanism. The theoretical logic of the socialist ideal

and concrete historical considerations convince us that political democ-

racy, the freedom of oppositional activity, would in no way threaten

socialism in the Soviet Union. On the contrary, for the historical develop-

ment of Soviet society this is the only possible way of making real so-

cialism healthy again, of harmonizing social relations between people, of

creating the optimal conditions for guaranteeing the material and spiritual

well-being of Soviet society, and of raising the prestige of the socialist

system and winning the historical duel with capitalism.

The characteristic trait of social antagonism in Soviet society—and

the basis of the group and estate privileges of the party and its servants

in society, the basis of the party’s domination of society—is, in Marx’s

words, “common private property” (as a result of the absence of political

democracy and owing to the leading status of the CPSU). This condition

creates the hope that Soviet party-state socialism will evolve into demo-

cratic socialism. But besides class egoism, there is still another reactionary

destructive force here: Russian great-power nationalism. It stood at the

cradle of the party theory of the future of nations, theoretically and

organizationally disarmed the non-Russian forces at the anticapitalist

front, and played a decisive role in the implementation of the Stalinist

counterrevolution, in the transformation of the party into a ruling social

class. It is that most concrete human ferment that fertilized and continues

to fertilize the centralizing great-power ideology and policies of the CPSU.
It is no accident that the contradiction between the formal principles

of national relations and the practice, the essence of the party’s nationality

policies, is expressed extraordinarily clearly first and foremost in the

official interpretation of the past of the non-Russian peoples, particularly

of the Ukrainians and Belorussians. In the historiography of the history

of Ukraine, that is, where the object of the interests of contemporary and

prerevolutionary Russian chauvinism is one and the same, we see the

total confluence of the methodological criteria and terminological language

of prerevolutionary great-power historiography about the past of the

Ukrainian people with that of contemporary Soviet historical scholarship.

“A single Rus’ people of Kievan times,” “an ancient Rus’ nationality,”
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the disintegration of this nationality as a result of the Tatar-Mongol in-

vasion (according to the logic of this conception, the new creations are

simply the ethnographic parts of one whole), the “reunification” of a

disintegrated single people, the struggle against the “traitors” of the people

and the “fatherland”—the “Mazepists” and “separatists”—the identifica-

tion of Rus’ with Russia, and the brotherhood of the “Great Russians”

and “Little Russians”: this Black-Hundred conception of prerevolutionary

Russian historiography has been completely restored in official Soviet

historical scholarship.

Matters have progressed so far that in contemporary Soviet literature

the terms “Russia” and “Russian” are not only used to denote Eastern

Slavdom of the ninth to the thirteenth century (which grossly contradicts

even the conception of a “common ancestor”), but are also applied to

today’s Ukrainian historical reality. This cannot be called anything else

but expansionism, the neocolonization of Ukraine by Soviet Russia, the

restoration of the theory and practice of the White-Guardist “one and

indivisible Russia.” I am drawing the attention of the party-state authori-

ties in the Soviet Union and in the Ukrainian republic to the propaganda

war against so-called Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism in particular.

When not a word is mentioned about Russian nationalism, when
Ukraine has no essential traits distinguishing it as a sovereign political

entity in domestic and international affairs, when in Ukraine there domi-

nates a Russian and Russian-speaking political and cultural atmosphere,

when the national consolidation of the Ukrainian people has not been

achieved; in the context of the theory of an “ancient Rus’ nationality,”

“reunification,” the rapprochement and fusion of nations; in an atmos-

phere of the total falsification of the history of Ukraine, of the subordina-

tion of the Ukrainian ethno-national historical process to the political

interests of Russia and so on: in these conditions the struggle against

so-called Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism means nothing else but the

struggle against the Ukrainians’ ethnic, national-historical consciousness

of themselves as a people, the instigation of the eastern Ukrainian popula-

tion against western Ukrainians and of Russians against Ukrainians, a

stage in the politics of the denationalization and the Russification of

Ukraine, and a method of struggling for the restoration of a prerevolu-

tionary great-power Russia. A sad consequence of this ideological atmos-

phere is Ukrainophobia, with which a significant part of the Russian and

Russified population of Ukraine is infected.

Various forms of a voluntary political union of socialist peoples based

on equality could have become a significant factor in preserving and
strengthening world peace, the model for the future harmonious and dy-

namic coexistence of the world’s peoples. Unfortunately, Russian great-

power nationalism also ruined things here. The democratization of Soviet

society is inconceivable without a cardinal reexamination of the inter-
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state relations between the Soviet peoples. Many Ukrainians, myself in-

cluded, think that for the Ukrainian people a free, dignified life as a

nation is impossible within the framework of political and state unity

with Russia. The great-power traditions of viewing Ukraine as Russia’s

legitimate “younger brother,” that is, as its historical property, are too

strong and persistent. There can be various views about the form that

the self-determination of the Ukrainian state should take, but there can

be no compromise when it comes to the secession of Ukraine from the

federation of Soviet republics. This is our constitutional and moral right,

and only the Ukrainian people is competent enough to resolve this ques-

tion, in the conditions of democracy and free discussion. By calling the

demand for an independent Ukrainian state nationalist and trying to

compromise its morality and ideals, official propaganda grossly violates

the Soviet constitution and the principle of the right of nations to self-

determination. The persecution of people for propagating the idea of

state independence for this or that Soviet people is also an obstruction,

because such a practice transforms the voluntary nature of the union of

the Soviet peoples and the constitutional right of the republics to secede

from the USSR into an artifice.

The contemporary historical life of the Ukrainian people is a life

in the conditions of ideological ethnocide, political injustice, cultural

second-ratedness, and spiritual inadequacy. Ideological ethnocide is cen-

tered in the official propaganda about the rapprochement and fusion of

nations, an idea that has an ethno-assimilationist purpose and is explained

as the “objective, natural” process of the creation of a nationless com-

munist society, that is, as the process of the withering-away of nations.

In reality, life does not know tendencies like this progressive humanistic

phenomenon. Only certain achievements of ethnic assimilation, or Russifi-

cation, are common in the conditions of national oppression, as is some

correlation between the historical conditions of material life and cultural

development. The concept of the rapprochement and fusion of nations is

not a scholarly theory (it, from the point of view of experience till now,

has no basis to even be considered a scholarly hypothesis)
,
but a political

doctrine that is not subject to public discussion in our country. It is

forced on people’s consciousnesses by the ruling political forces, by Rus-

sian great-power nationalism. Thus, it is a way of destroying the non-

Russian nations of the USSR through ideology. In order to democratize

social relations and to guarantee the national equality of the peoples of

the USSR, the political leadership of the Soviet Union should, as its first

and most important step, undertake a cardinal review of the ideology of

national relations, the official concept of the future of nations. This

should also be the first demand of the democratic forces in Soviet society.

The preaching of national nihilism and the ideology of the death

of nations, which is conducted in the form of propaganda about the
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rapprochement and fusion of nations, “internationalization,” and so on,

is possible only when there is a lack of political rights for dependent

nations and the political dictatorship of supranational forces exists.

Ukraine today is formally a sovereign state, but in reality it lacks the

means that are necessary to guarantee its national sovereignty.

The situation here is very clear and unequivocal, particularly in

regard to the structure of political rule. The organs of state power in

the Ukrainian SSR, like those in the entire Soviet Union, are formed in

reality by the party, which—and this is the party’s official political

postulate—controls and directs the state. But the CPSU in turn is the

only party, and a centralized party at that; the Ukrainian people does not

have its own separate, independent representation in the system of party

rule, that is, the rule of the political elite: the Communist Party of

Ukraine exists, according to the constitution, with only the rights of a

regional (oblast) organization and is in no way autonomous. In the

conditions of ideological absolutism and party autocracy this means the

total domination in the country of central, Russian political forces and

the transformation of the non-Russian republics in the federation into

political provinces of Russia. Actually, even this is too elevated a qualifi-

cation of the situation, because the non-Russian republics of the USSR
lack the rights of sovereign political entities both in the internal life of

the people and in the sphere of international politics (excluding some
superficial, formal elements of a state structure). The material and struc-

tural manifestation of this situation is the absence among the non-Russian

peoples of the USSR not only of their own party self-organization, but

also of independent republican ministries in almost all social spheres.

According to the first Soviet constitution, which enforced the creation

of the federation of Soviet republics, and according to the agreement

that created the USSR, the cultural life of the peoples of the new federa-

tion was not subordinated to the authority of the state organs governing

the federation as a whole. This was a significant instrument for the na-

tional-cultural renascence of the nations oppressed under Tsarism and a

real obstacle for Russian chauvinism, which—on a new foundation,

dressed up in socialist phraseology—came into the open already in the

first years of Soviet rule. The party conferences in the early 1920s de-

scribed Russian great-power nationalism as the principal danger in Soviet

ideology and political life. The Stalinist counterrevolution put an end

to the political consolidation of the non-Russian peoples; their cultural

independence was also eliminated.

Today, in order to mend the relations among the peoples of the

USSR on the basis of equality, it is necessary above all and at the very

least to place national-cultural life outside the authority of those state

organs governing the Soviet Union as a whole and, of course, to get rid

of the unconstitutional practice of calling the USSR a “unitary state.”
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The full cultural independence of the Soviet peoples would automatically

give rise to public state relations among the Union republics and be-

tween them and foreign countries. This would manifest their sovereignty

and would generally enrich the social life of the Soviet population and

enhance the prestige of socialism. The economic life of the peoples of

the USSR should also have the material and organizational guarantees

of national state sovereignty. A very important factor in the pressure on

the non-Russian nations to assimilate is the absence in the republics of

public life in the international arena on a daily basis. And of course,

all-Union international official discussions should all be conducted in the

name of the Soviet peoples, and not the fictional “single Soviet nation.”

The political rights of the Ukrainian people have decreased tremendously

in the last decade, especially since 1972; the political anonymity of

Ukraine within the USSR has increased. The present situation has re-

sulted in the disappearance in Ukraine of even the formal indicators of

its national-political representation. The party-state leaders of the Ukrai-

nian SSR have been using the Russian language more and more frequent-

ly in their public appearances inside the republic instead of the language

of the Ukrainian nation.

The above ideological and political conditions have also given rise

to the second-ratedness and provincialism of the Ukrainian national-

cultural environment and are the reason for the spiritual insecurity of

the Ukrainian people. Above all, they have lowered the intellectual level

of the entire community, especially of the intelligentsia, by exerting psy-

chological pressure on the creative abilities of people, which has resulted

in the fragmentation of these abilities, the narrowing of its values, and

a demoralized public consciousness. The ideology of “rapprochement,”

the extinction of nations, in principle has made the national life of the

non-Russian peoples impossible, especially in the cultural sphere. Besides

hampering the creative energy of the nation, it has made any serious na-

tional-cultural initiatives politically suspect; it has subordinated the ele-

mental movement of history to a tendency contrary to the nature of real

life—to the planned extinguishment of everything national. This ideology,

as well as direct political dependence on the Russian center, has arrested

the cultural initiative of the organs of power representing the non-Rus-

sian republics and has generally made impossible any public discussion

about national problems, about the historical problems of the national

life of the people. This last predicament has been the most important

factor in the national-cultural oppression of the non-Russian peoples,

for societal culture, in the broad sense of the term, manifests itself prima-

rily in interpersonal communication, in a response to the conditions of life.

(To be concluded in the next issue)

[Translated from the Ukrainian by Roman Senkus]
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GUIDE TO RESEARCH

The V. J. Kaye (Kysilewsky) Collection at the Public Archives

of Canada

The V. J. Kaye (Kysilewsky) Collection (MG 31, D 69) is one of the

most significant archival collections in the area of Ukrainian-Canadian

history at the Public Archives of Canada. It is of particular relevance

to researchers interested in the history of the first wave (1891-1914)

of Ukrainian immigration to Canada. The material is also of interest to

genealogists and researchers in Ukrainian family history.

The collection was donated in 1968 and 1974 by Dr. V. J. Kaye.

Additional archival material was presented to the Public Archives in 1976

and 1979 by Mrs. G. Kaye of Ottawa. The manuscript portion amounts

to forty-one volumes; publications are included in vols. 41 to 68. Each

volume is a box containing approximately 20 cm. of files, except vol. 68,

which is a box of 8 cm. Over three hundred photographs from Dr. Kaye’s

collection are available in the National Photography Collection, and an

interview with Dr. Kaye taped shortly before his death is available in

the Sound Archives. Records, including correspondence, notes, and press

clippings, kept by Dr. Kaye during his employment with the departments

of National War Services and Citizenship and Immigration during the

years 1942-47, are found in RG 26, vols. 1-12, in the Federal Archives

Division.

Vladimir Kysilewsky was born on 4 August 1896 in Kolomyia in

the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He was the son of Julian V. Kysilevsky,

a civil servant, and Olena Simenovych Kysilevsky. He completed four

grades of primary education in Kolomyia and received his secondary

education in Chernivtsi, graduating on 29 June 1914. After the First

World War broke out, Kysilewsky joined, in December 1914, the Ukrai-

nian Sich Riflemen, a Ukrainian volunteer unit in the Austro-Hungarian

Army. In 1917 he received a study furlough and entered the Technische

Hochschule (engineering college) in Vienna and attended arts (including

history) courses at the University of Vienna. At the end of the war in

November 1918 he held the rank of lieutenant. During the years 1918-20

he served in the Ukrainian Army as personal adjutant to Lt. Gen. Gustav

Adolf Zieritz.
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Although he began his higher education in engineering, Kysilewsky

developed a keen interest in his family’s history, which broadened to

include Ukrainian history. He obtained his Ph.D. degree on 24 July

1924 after defending his thesis, “Ukrainian Nobility of the Seventeenth

Century.” From the autumn of 1924 until January 1925 he lived in Paris

to improve his knowledge of French language and history. He then

emigrated to Canada and spent seven months working on a farm near

Stuartburn, Manitoba. In July 1925 he attended a short summer course

at the University of Manitoba and in 1926 he attended the teacher’s course

at the College of Education, University of Toronto. He took the short

course in engineering at the University of Manitoba in 1927. From 1926

to 1928 he was a sergeant in the Winnipeg Grenadiers, a militia unit,

and received military training at Camp Hughes, Manitoba, in 1927.

During this period he had the opportunity to meet with many of the first

Ukrainian pioneers in Canada. These encounters sparked his interest in

the study of the first wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada.

In 1927 Kysilewsky joined the newspaper publishing firm, National

Publishers, as a correspondent in Winnipeg. In 1928 he became editor

of the Ukrainian weekly Western News in Edmonton and held this position

until May 1980. He received his naturalization papers on 8 May 1930

in Edmonton. He travelled in Europe from May to July 1930. From
August 1930 until April 1931 he was assistant editor of the weekly

Ukraina in Chicago.

From May 1931 until May 1940 he was head of the Ukrainian Press

Bureau in London, England. In this position he was responsible for

writing and disseminating information on the Ukrainian situation in

Poland and the Soviet Union. During the years 1933-36 he also studied

at the School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University of Lon-

don, under Prof. Robert Seton-Watson and prepared a doctoral thesis,

“Ukrainian National Revival in Austria 1772-1849.” He completed his

doctoral studies in England with the intention of returning to Canada and

teaching Slavic studies, and Ukrainian studies in particular, at a univer-

sity.

With the outbreak of the Second World War in September 1939,

Kysilewsky joined the British Ministry of Information, broadcasting to

Canada. In June 1940 he returned to Canada. He then worked for the

Committee on Cooperation in Canadian Citizenship. On 2 February 1942

he joined the Nationalities Branch, Department of National War Services

in Ottawa as liaison officer with ethnic groups and the ethnic press. At

that time he adopted the name Kaye. In 1944, he was appointed head

of the editorial section, and in this position he undertook departmental

research on the problems of integration of immigrants and the history

of the settlement of East Europeans in Canada. With the end of the war

in 1945 the Nationalities Branch became the Citizenship Branch of the
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Department of the Secretary of State. Kaye continued to work there

until his retirement.

In 1948, the University of Ottawa invited Kaye to join the teaching

staff of the newly established Institute of Slavic Studies. He accepted

the invitation and continued, at the same time, his career in the Canadian

public service. In 1950 he was appointed associate professor and head

of the Slavic Department. He taught at the University of Ottawa until

1960.

After retiring from the public service on 1 January 1962, Kaye

continued his research. His study Early Ukrainian Settlements in Canada

was published in October 1964. In 1974 a second study, The Dictionary

of Ukrainian Canadian Biography : Manitoba Pioneer Settlers, 1895-1900,

was published. Through his writings, Kaye attempted to interest Ukrai-

nian Canadians in their own history by establishing a link between indi-

vidual pioneer families and their participation in the first wave of Ukrai-

nian immigration to Canada.

During his career in Canada, Kaye was elected to executive positions

in various learned societies. He was elected first president of the Canadian

Association of Slavists (CAS) in 1954, honorary president of CAS in

1967, and was chairman of the Ottawa chapter of the Shevchenko Scien-

tific Society until 1974. He received the Taras Shevchenko Gold Medal

from the Ukrainian Canadian Committee and was awarded the Order

of Canada in 1974. In addition to his doctoral studies and major publica-

tions, Kaye is the author of over thirty scholarly articles and approxi-

mately one thousand articles in Ukrainian newspapers and periodicals.

Dr. V. J. Kaye died on 80 August 1976 and was buried in Ottawa.

During his last years, Kaye regularly visited the Public Archives,

where he continued his research and assisted in identifying documents

in his archival collection. The material is arranged in the following

series

:

A. Personal and Family Papers, 1903-76. 80 cm. (vols. 1-4)

Family history and genealogy, personal documents, diplomas, cer-

tificates, awards, some correspondence, diaries from London years

(1931-40), and personal diaries (1941-61).

B. General Correspondence, 1926-76. 1 m. (vols. 5-9)

General correspondence with Ukrainian Canadians and others.

C. Ukrainian Bureau, London, 1929-40. 20 cm. (vol. 10)

Correspondence, articles, press clippings, and other material relating

to the activities of the Ukrainian Bureau in London, England.

D. Canadian Citizenship Branch, 1940-67. 45 cm. (vols. 11-13)

Correspondence, lectures, speeches, notes, reports, and publications

related to Kaye’s work in the Canadian Citizenship Branch.
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E. Notes and Speeches, 1942-61. 15 cm. (vol. 13)

Various notes and speeches by politicians, including miscellaneous

notes on immigration.

F. Ethnic Press and Publications, n.d., 1942-65. 15 cm. (vols. 13-14)

Articles, notes, statistics, and lists of ethnic publications in Canada.

G. Ethnic Political Participation, n.d., 1957-68. 15 cm. (vol. 14)

Notes on ethnic voting and politics.

H. University of Ottawa, n.d., 1950-65. 30 cm. (vols. 14-15)

Correspondence, lectures, and student papers relating to Kaye’s

work at the university.

I. University of Ottawa Theses, 1951-53. 20 cm. (vol. 16)

Various university theses by Kaye’s students.

J. Research Notes on Ethnocultural Groups, 1941-76. 30 cm. (vols. 17-18)

Notes, press clippings, statistics, correspondence, papers, and other

material relating to Kaye’s research.

K. Ukrainian Ethnocultural Organizations, Churches, and Press,

1928-76. 45 cm. (vols. 18-20)

Correspondence, periodicals, notes, reports, and other information.

L. Ukrainian Canadian Committee, 1940-76. 40 cm. (vols. 21-22)

Correspondence, reports, briefs, circulars, resolutions, statements,

and other material relating to the activities of the Ukrainian Cana-

dian Committee.

M. Academic Institutions, Societies, Organizations; Correspondence,

1946-76. 20 cm. (vol. 23)

Correspondence, articles, and other information relating to Kaye’s

academic interests and participation.

N. Academic Institutions, Societies, Organizations; Bulletins and

Newsletters, 1949-74. 20 cm. (vol. 24)

Circulars, announcements, programs of conferences, reports, and

bulletins produced by various academic organizations.

O. Research Material on Ukrainian Pioneer Settlers; Sailing and Natu-

ralization Records, 1891-1900; Obituary and Death Notices, 1890-1944.

55 cm. (vols. 25-27)

Notes, memoirs, copies of official reports and documents, and other

material relating to Kaye’s research on Ukrainian pioneer settlers.

P. Research on Ukrainians in World War I and World War II, 1914-45.

25 cm. (vols. 27-28)

Research notes, biographies, lists, and other information on Ukrai-

nian Canadians in the two world wars.

Q. Historical Notes on Groups and Individuals, 1915-71. 65 cm.

(vols. 29-32)

Biographical notes, press clippings, obituaries, correspondence, ar-

ticles, file cards, and other material on ethnocultural groups and

individuals.
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R. Manuscripts and Research Notes, 1889-1976. 1.1 m. (vols. 32-37)

Notes, file cards, draft manuscripts, and other material relating to

Dictionary of Ukrainian Canadian Biography; Early Settlements in

Canada, Pioneer Families.

S. Articles, Book Reviews, and Short Stories by Kaye, 1913-76. 30 cm.

(vols. 37-38)

Draft articles, press clippings, correspondence, draft manuscripts,

and other material relating to Kaye’s research and writing.

T. Publishing of Dr. Kaye’s Books, 1947-76. 10 cm. (vol. 39)

Correspondence regarding publishing of manuscripts, correspond-

ence with Mr. Stephen Pawluk and Dr. S. M. Fostun on the publica-

tion of Kaye’s studies.

U. T.V. Series: To Canada, 1975-76. 10 cm. (vol. 39)

Correspondence, notes, and script relating to a television series on

immigrants sponsored by Imperial Oil.

V. Miscellaneous Reports, Articles, Press Clippings, 1871-1976. 30 cm.

(vols. 40-41)

Correspondence, notes, and information relating to Kaye’s research

interests.

W. Various Publications, Manuscripts, and Articles (Photocopies),

1924-67. 10 cm. (vol. 41)

Copies of publications and other material relating Dr. Kaye’s re-

search interests.

X. Printed Matter and Microfilm Reel C-10521, 1896-1976. 5.08 m.

(vols. 42-68)

Articles, brochures, publications, reports, newspaper calendars, ju-

bilee and other anniversary publications, periodicals, bulletins,

pamphlets, journals, newspapers, rare books, and other related ma-

terials.

A finding aid (no. 1409) describing this collection has been prepared.

Researchers wishing to receive more information regarding this collection

or other archival collections are invited to write to or visit:

Ukrainian Archives Program
National Ethnic Archives

Public Archives of Canada
395 Wellington Street

Ottawa, Ontario

K1A 0N3

Myron Momryk

Ukrainian Archives Program
National Ethnic Archives
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REVIEWS

GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ, TOWARD A HISTORY OF UKRAINIAN
LITERATURE. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Ukrainian Research

Institute, 1981. 101 pp. Distributed by Harvard University Press.

This book defines itself as a “review and critique” (Preface, n. p.) of

Dmytro Chyzhevsky’s History of Ukrainian Literature (1956; trans.

1975 )

}

Its tenor is polemical, its objective aggressive: to deprive the

History of its hitherto almost unchallenged authority. 2

The reader encounters four chapters, each subdivided, perhaps in

parodic homage to Chyzhevsky’s practice, into numbered paragraphs.

Chapter one, “Prehistory,” outlines the (thin) tradition of Ukrainian

literary histories; chapter two, “The Method and Premises of the His-

tory,” criticizes the English version of 1975 for failing to undertake a

scholarly updating of Chyzhevsky’s book, especially its bibliographical

apparatus, and takes issue with a few—not all—-of Chyzhevsky’s methodo-

logical principles, notably his focus on details of style and form. Chapter

three, “The Argument of the History” is the longest and constitutes a

polemical companion to Chyzhevsky’s text; there is little, one should

note, with which Grabowicz finds himself in agreement. Finally, chapter

four, “The Basic Problems,” reiterates Grabowicz’s chief sources of disaf-

fection with Chyzhevsky’s method.

In part, these disaffections are not new. Chyzhevsky’s “most funda-

mental premise,” his alleged belief that literature “exists apart from other

spheres of human activity (social, political, etc.)” (p. 85) had already

been attacked by Oleksandr Biletsky from a conventional Marxist base-

and-superstructure position. 3 Like Grabowicz (pp. 33, 94-97), Iurii She-

1 Dmytro Chyzhevsky, Istoriia ukrainskoi literatury vid pochatkiv do

doby realizmu (New York, 1956) ;
Dmytro Cyzevs’kyj, A History of

Ukrainian Literature (From the 11th to the End of the 19th Century),

trans. by Dolly Ferguson, Doreen Gorsline, and Ulana Petyk, ed. with

a foreword by George S. N. Luckyj (Littleton, Colo., 1975).
2 The few reviews and discussions have been favourable, overall, in

tone, even where they have differed in detail. See Iurii Sherekh, “Na
ryshtovanniakh istorii literatury,” Ukrainska literaturna hazeta 2 (1956),

no. 6 (12), 1-2; and Iurii Lavrinenko, “Dmytro Chyzhevsky—literatu-

roznavets” [1957], in his Zrub i parosty (Munich, 1971), 241-49.
3 Oleksandr Biletsky, “Stan i problemy vyvchennia davnoi ukrain-

skoi literatury,” in his Zibrannia prats v piaty tomakh (Kiev, 1965),

1:126.
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rekh (Shevelov) had found Chyzhevsky’s presentation of styles and style-

based periods to be too static and inadequate in dealing with such phe-

nomena as the genesis, interpenetration, and conflict of styles.
4 Grabo-

wicz adds a number of serious objections of his own. Chyzhevsky’s sense

of empathy with certain styles and periods he reads as a “tendency to

subjective, even partisan involvement” (p. 85) ; he accuses Chyzhevsky

of doing “violence to reality” and adjusting the facts of Ukrainian litera-

ture to fit the “Procrustean bed” of a model based on West European

literary development (p. 94). And if Chyzhevsky’s original is defective,

then the English translation is rendered positively misleading by its out-

dated bibliography and its errors in the translation of central literary

terms.

Must the fair-minded reader, then, share Grabowicz’s implied con-

demnation of Chyzhevsky’s History as a work so flawed by the accumu-

lated defects of original and translation as to be no longer useful to the

student of Ukrainian literature? The answer, I suggest, must be, em-

phatically, “No”-—even though many of Grabowicz’s objections are jus-

tified. The bibliography is but a distorted and dim reflection of the state

of current research; the rendering of “zahalni mistsia” as “direct narra-

tion” instead of “commonplaces” (topoi, loci communes) (Grabowicz,

p. 19) is scandalous; the charges of schematism and truncation of his-

torical perspective are not without foundation. But Toward a History

does not present a balanced judgment of the target text. Sherekh’s reser-

vations had been expressed in the context of agreement with all but a

few of Chyzhevsky’s theses, of admiration for the breadth of the encom-

passed material, and of respect for the sureness of Chyzhevsky’s aesthetic

judgment. 5 Sherekh and, like him, Lavrinenko had reflected upon the

History’s innovative significance as a step beyond the Iefremovite con-

ception of Ukrainian literary history as merely a history of the ideological

moods of authors and works. 6 Lavrinenko lauded the work in terms of

the values espoused by the then dominant New Criticism and “immanente

Methode”: Chyzhevsky’s focus on actual works and their internal organi-

zation, and his recognition of the fusion of content and form in style,

opened new possibilities for the perception of Ukrainian literature. 7

nian literature. First, the History recognizes the cognitive value of the

Furthermore, in spite of having been conceived in the 1940s, Chy-

zhevsky’s book still today possesses virtues in abundance—less, perhaps,

for one who, like Grabowicz (p. 19), expects an up-to-the-minute For-

schungsbericht, than for a student who needs an introduction to Ukrai-

4 Sherekh, 2.
5 Ibid., 2.
6 Sherekh, 1; Lavrinenko, 242.
7 Lavrinenko, 242-43.
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informed generalization, and it generalizes brilliantly and memorably.

The result is an image of literary history not as a confusing myriad of

facts, but as an ordered succession of phases, in each of which literature

acquires a certain character. Some simplification is involved, certainly;

but it is more than compensated by the attendant clarity and vividness.

Second, the History accompanies its generalizations with a mass of il-

lustrations, constantly confronting the reader with the actual subject

matter of the historical account. Third, Chyzhevsky’s practice of depicting

Ukrainian literature in relation to European trends acquires a new sig-

nificance for the English-speaking reader, because for him it links the

particular to the general, the unknown to the known.

None of this makes a positive impression on Grabowicz, and herein

lies, I think, the injustice of his attitude toward the History. He fails to

see it as a work that had a liberating effect on the reader’s understanding

of Ukrainian literature—and not only in the second half of the 1950s:

classroom experience suggests that it can exercise a similarly benevolent

effect now. Grabowicz chooses to present the History negatively—as sub-

jectivistic, eclectic, and, by implication, misleading.

Nevertheless, Grabowicz’s book is a valuable contribution to the

study and discussion of Ukrainian literature. In the course of his critique

of the 1975 bibliography Grabowicz provides, in the footnotes, what

amounts to an extremely useful guide to recent research. The discussion

of specific problems brings to light Grabowicz’s enviable erudition and

critical sensitivity, which establish beyond doubt his competence to refine

and correct many of Chyzhevsky’s views. His comments on Chyzhevsky’s

treatment of Kotliarevsky’s Eneida, of Hulak-Artemovsky, of Borovykov-

sky and Metlynsky, are cases in point. By way of example a single il-

lustration will have to suffice.

Chyzhevsky dedicates part of his discussion of Classicism to the

treatment of anonymous Ukrainian-language virshi on religious themes

dating from the eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries. He interprets

the vulgar vocabulary and extreme informality of this class of poetry as

elements of satiric parody and as typical manifestations of the spirit of

Enlightenment impiety. 8 Grabowicz provides a more differentiated account

of the sense in which these texts are parodic: technically speaking, they

are parodies because they use one level of expression where another

would be expected; but insofar as parody implies mockery or ridicule,

they are most often not parodic (p. 45). By quoting more completely

from the texts than Chyzhevsky had done, Grabowicz is able to make
plausible his view that the virshi, far from being enlightened blasphemies,

are the very opposite: expressions of a traditional Christian piety. Their
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tone is deliberately lowered “to make the narrative emotionally real and

gripping” (p. 45).

On the other hand, it would be incautious to go all the way with

Grabowicz. As though in further refutation of Chyzhevsky’s characteriza-

tion of the virshi, Grabowicz reminds the reader that they were probably

the works of mandrivni diaky, composed for oral performance (p. 44) ;

he argues that the colloquialism of such poems is a part of the strategy

of “emotional actualization,” which testifies to “genuine piety” and

characterizes “folk and folk-like reworkings of Biblical motifs in different

cultures and in different times” (p. 46) . All this, the reader is apparently

expected to conclude, is incompatible with satirical intentions. Yet nothing

that Grabowicz argues excludes the possibility (which is forcefully en-

tertained, as one would expect, by Soviet communis opinio
)

9 that the

diaky, educated but not integrated into society, possessed a disaffected

and cynical group consciousness that was particularly conducive to reli-

gious satire. Grabowicz’s textual argument is persuasive
;
his implied social

argument remains inconclusive.

Quite antihistorical and startling, however, is Grabowicz’s attempt

to lend still further weight to his position by taking an allegedly analo-

gous example from another period and another culture. The fact that the

folksy, colloquial, familiar style of the Polish author Jedrzej Wawro
(1864-1937) is not incompatible with manifestly pious content is offered,

one presumes, as evidence that the same may be true of the Ukrainian

virshi. A scholar as sensitive to history as Grabowicz would be the first

to concede that apparently similar phenomena may have entirely different

meanings in historically, socially, and culturally disparate contexts. Yet

here, without further argument, Grabowicz appears to expect the reader

to receive a cross-cultural analogy as convincing evidence.

A fundamental complaint of Grabowicz’s concerns Chyzhevsky’s

model of the historical development of style and period in literature as an

oscillation between the poles of simplicity and complexity, order and

freedom, creating a kind of eternal recurrence of Classical and Baroque,

albeit under different names (p. 96). For all the overriding advantages

of inspired generalization, Grabowicz is right about certain inadequacies

of such a theory. It runs the danger of oversimplifying the literary

process and channeling our perceptions of its empirical manifestations

—

the works themselves-—toward the reconfirmation of our preconceptions

of prevailing styles. It copes badly with the phenomenon of change,

tending to produce, as Sherekh pointed out, a succession of stills in place

of a moving picture. 10 What is more, the rule of binary alternation may

9 For the official view, see the article “Mandrivni diaky” in Ukrain-
ska radianska entsyklopediia, vol. 8 (Kiev, 1962), 452.

10 Sherekh, 2.
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well artificially impose certain structures on the literary historian. Thus,

Grabowicz shares the unease of Sherekh and Biletsky about the periods

of dissimilar “monumental” and “ornamental” style; 11 with Biletsky,

Grabowicz fears that the application of the term “Baroque” to two cen-

turies of literary development has resulted in the artificial imposition of

a spurious cohesion onto thoroughly different works (pp. 38-34)

.

12

And yet Grabowicz’s own, very tentative and brief, proposal for

an alternative periodization shows that he is far from solving this cursed

question of literary history—and not only Ukrainian literary history.

What he proposes on the closing pages of his book (pp. 97-98) is but

a revision of Chyzhevsky’s periods, some joined together and others

broken up. In spite of such aphorisms as “it is an age that creates a style,

not the style an age” (p. 98), Grabowicz provides no definition of what,

in literary history, a “period” is or should be. From his thumbnail

sketch of an alternative periodization it emerges that his periods are still

defined, apparently, by a mixture of such criteria as prevailing genres,

conventions, even Weltanschauungen. Thus, for example, “The period

that Cyzevs’kyj identifies as Classicism, the end of the eighteenth and

the first three decades of the nineteenth century, should certainly not be

defined solely by Classicism but rather viewed as a transitional period

in which traditional, popular forms (burlesques, etc.), Classicist and

Sentimental conventions, and the new pre-Romanticism were unevenly

commingled” (p. 97). Altogether, the drift of the whole of Grabowicz’s

work is away from the idea of periodization. It would be more consistent

of Grabowicz, who systematically objects to the subjugation of the em-

pirical phenomenon by the generalization, to abandon the notion of a

literary periodization completely, preferring some arbitrary or extra-

literary time units instead.

Grabowicz emerges from Toward a History as a scholar dedicated

to the conviction (which few, nowadays, would care to dispute) that

literature is indissolubly part of the historical (cultural, political, social,

and economic) process. He is particularly aggravated, therefore, by Chy-

zhevsky’s alleged indifference to history (p. 85), singling out for criti-

cism, for example, the all-too-abridged exposition of the nature and con-

sequences of medieval Byzantine cultural influence (pp. 22-24) or the

inadequate explanation of the social circumstances of the Polish-Lithua-

nian Commonwealth and their importance for the literature of Chyzhev-

sky’s “Renaissance and Reformation” period (pp. 31-32). Yet socio-

political history is not absent from Chyzhevsky’s book. It is simply not

treated for its own sake or elevated to the status of primary cause. The

11 Sherekh, 2; Biletsky, 124.
12 Biletsky, 126.
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reader of the chapter on the Baroque, however, will learn en passant of

the relative importance of ecclesiastical and cossack groups to Ukrainian

Baroque culture, of the religious and educational institutions that main-

tained it, and (admittedly, as a mere hint) of the political change that

caused its demise. Grabowicz, however, is probably correct in his com-

plaint that the History offers inadequate orientation to the English-

speaking reader with little or no background knowledge.

And yet where Chyzhevsky essays more than marginally into his-

tory, Grabowicz finds the venture not at all to his liking. In his treatment

of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century in Ukrainian literature,

Chyzhevsky advances his theory of an “incomplete literature” in an “in-

complete nation.”13 The function of the theory is to relate a literary phe-

nomenon to a social one: the predominance in Ukrainian vernacular

literature at that time of “low” genres and “low” style (to use the meta-

phor of Classicist poetics) is the result of the low social status of the

Ukrainian language, which in turn is connected to the assimilation by

the Ukrainian cultural elite of the new imperial (and therefore Russian)

cultural values and language. If the kind of historical understanding that

interests us most relates cultural phenomena to social and political facts,

then this notion, one would think, eminently fits the bill. But Grabowicz

dismisses it as “the single most misleading concept in the entire History”

(p. 41). Literature, he claims, “like the culture of which it is a part. . .

is by its very nature complete” (p. 87; Grabowicz’s emphasis)
;

it is

more proper for a literary scholar to describe its organic wholeness (p.

57) than to evaluate it as incomplete by abstract, universal and external

norms (p. 58)

.

In answer to this it should be said that completeness and incom-

pleteness are, after all, metaphorical attributes, which can be used to

highlight different aspects of the same phenomenon. If, retrospectively,

we apply the metaphor of incompleteness to Ukrainian literature of the

Classicist period, we do so to emphasize two sets of circumstances: first,

that Ukrainian literature did not have all of the genres foreseen by the

Classicist genre theory, which was familiar to all educated readers; and

second, that Ukrainian literature did not have the range of styles and

genres that were represented in other literatures, with which those readers

were also acquainted: ancient, French, Russian, and Polish. The meta-

13 Cyzevs’kyj, 374. The legitimacy of the term “incompleteness” in

describing literatures and nations has been defended at some length by
Ivan L. Rudnytsky in “Observations on the Problem of ‘Historical’ and
‘Non-historical’ Nations,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 5 (1981), 358-68.

See also Grabowicz’s response, “Some Further Observations on ‘Non-
historical’ Nations and ‘Incomplete’ Literatures: A Reply,” in the same
issue, pp. 369-88.
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phor of incompleteness is used simply to describe a state of affairs and

need by no means be evaluative. In that respect it is like the metaphor

of readiness used by Pavlo Fylypovych, which Grabowicz receives fa-

vourably (p. 77). Ukrainian literature of a certain period was “incom-

plete” in the sense that Ukrainian culture and society were not “ready”

for manifestations in the vernacular of literary phenomena that existed

elsewhere or in other languages.

On the other hand it can be argued—with Grabowicz’s own evidence

—that members of the Ukrainian cultural elite of the early nineteenth

century themselves perceived literature in the Ukrainian vernacular as

incomplete, applied a negative evaluation to this circumstance, and strove

to rectify it. Thus Hulak-Artemovsky is by no means content that writing

in the Ukrainian language should bask in its organic union with “non-

elite ‘folk’ models” (p. 57) ;
he wants to increase the amplitude of Ukrai-

nian letters, to see “if one cannot express in Ukrainian feelings that are

gentle, noble, and elevated, and which do not force the reader or listener

to laugh, as he would from Kotljarevs’kyj’s Eneida ...” (quoted on

p. 53).

Grabowicz’s objections to the concept of an incomplete literature

are strange, given his recognition of the need to be aware of the connec-

tions between related cultures and literary processes (e.g., pp. 40-41).

They take a grotesque turn when Grabowicz suggests that one might

equally well call Persian, Turkish, or Chinese literature incomplete “be-

cause at some period in their history they do not exhibit the same system

of genres that the West European literatures do” (p. 89). This is too

much. Surely it is self-evident that in Grabowicz’s hypothetical Orient,

which is uninfluenced by European cultural traditions, the authority of

the genre system and the exemplary force of European literatures is next

to nil; but the same is certainly not the case for the Ukrainian cultural

elite of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, given the nature

of its education and its literary horizon of expectations. In the former

case, the metaphor of incompleteness relative to the developed European

model of an eighteenth-century literature is clearly inapplicable; in the

latter case, it is both applicable and instructive.

Toward a History
,
then, is a mixed blessing. On one hand, it is a

brilliantly written book, a collection of acute observations, a welcome

bibliographical addendum to Chyzhevsky’s History, and a useful cor-

rective to some of the older book’s idiosyncrasies. On the other hand,

it is a one-sided, often splenetic polemic whose argumentation is at times

less than convincing. One lives in the hope that when Grabowicz, having

so vigourously cast the first stone, writes his history of Ukrainian litera-

ture, it shall prove to be without sin.

Marko Pavlyshyn

Monash University
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MAHDALYNA LASLO-KUTSIUK, SHUKANN1A FORMY : NARYSY Z
VKRA1NSK01 LITERATURY XX STOLITTIA. Bucharest: Kriterion,

1980. 327 pp.

The author of this volume, a Rumanian scholar of Ukrainian literature,

has several publications to her credit, many of them reflecting an interest

in comparativism, structuralism, and formalism.* The present work, Shu-

kannia formy, is acknowledged to be a continuation of Velyka tradytsiia.

The introduction, nine essays, and conclusion in the volume deal with

twentieth-century Ukrainian literature, particularly that of the 1920s.

The opening essay is a study of “the changes that have occurred in

the poetic image of the moon in Ukrainian literature.” The second essay

traces the influence of Emile Verhaeren on Pavlo Tychyna and Mykola

Bazhan. In the third essay the author pursues a “hermeneutic” analysis

of four early poems by Maksym Rylsky. The fourth essay examines My-
kola Zerov’s approach to the sonnet. The fifth essay posits the influence

of several Western writers on Iurii Ianovsky’s fiction. The sixth essay

considers developments and tendencies in contemporary Soviet Ukrainian

prose; specifically, it is a concise discussion of Iurii Mushketyk, Iurii

Shcherbak, Ievhen Hutsalo, and Hryhir Tiutiunnyk. The eighth essay

purports to be an examination of Mykola Kulish’s main dramatic charac-

ters as “masks” of the author. And the final essay studies lexical-semantic

word clusters and their function in the plays of Ivan Kocherha.

In the introduction, Laslo-Kutsiuk states that her goal is to analyze

“certain significant achievements of Ukrainian literature in the twentieth

century in the area of form.” She proposes to do this through the prism

of “world literature” in order to demonstrate how Ukrainian writers

synthesized the latter with their native traditions. Stating that “a great

literature is always in some respect a return to the old,” she chooses to

disregard (regrettably) “the search for form” as it was conducted by

the Ukrainian avant-garde. Her volume of essays concludes with the

observation that Ukrainian literature of the twentieth century bears two

characteristic traits: (1) it shows a strong awareness of form and is

highly conscious of its own “specificity”; (2) its artistic trends have

achieved “synchronicity” with trends in “world literature.” In her view,

even though Ukrainian literature often turned toward old models, its

achievements were on par with the age.

Shukannia formy is attractive primarily for the broad perspective

in which it places its subject. For a critic of Ukrainian literature writing

in the Eastern bloc, Laslo-Kutsiuk has an impressive knowledge of recent

* Cf. Pytannia ukrainskoi poetyky : Spetsialnyi kurs (Bucharest,

1974) ;
Velyka tradytsiia: Ukrainska klasychna literatura v porivnialnomu

vysvitleni (Bucharest, 1979).
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Western critical thought and familiarity with Ukrainian literary criticism

in the West, with which she enters into productive, even if limited, dia-

logue. In general, Shukannia formy can be credited with exploring terrain

that is not frequently broached either by Ukrainian criticism in the West

or in the Soviet Union. But although it has a number of attractive fea-

tures, Shukannia formy is not without shortcomings.

The author concedes two things: the concept of “form” that figures

so prominently in the title and is frequently invoked on the pages of the

book is very loosely defined; secondly, the volume does not represent

some single methodology, but exploits a variety of critical approaches.

This has certain repercussions for the book. First of all, although there

are many allusions and references to formalist and structuralist thought,

it cannot be said that either of them really define the profile of this

eclectic volume. The search for “form” here implies primarily a search

for the “new.” And even though Laslo-Kutsiuk is quite good in suggesting

twentieth-century Ukrainian literature’s drive for originality and fresh-

ness, her book can hardly be considered a study or analysis of this

literature from a strict formalist or structuralist perspective. The real

methodology of this volume is “comparativism”; it is pursued relentlessly,

but with mixed results.

The essays here have not all been created equal. While some are

well argued (e.g., “Vidblysky Verkharna,” “Tendentsii suchasnoi ukrain-

skoi prozy,” “Kliuchi do teatru Ivana Kocherhy,” “Dzvinka zakinchenist

soneta Zerova”), others, even though they contain valuable observations,

tend to waver, betraying at times a disquieting lack of focus. This is

exemplified in the essay on Mykola Kulish, “Masky Kulisha.” It begins

with the author’s claim that “one could write about all the leading

characters [in Kulish’s] plays ... [as if] “these [were] ‘masks’ of the

author himself” (p. 233). On the following page Laslo-Kutsiuk makes

several unsubstantiated statements to this effect and then drops the subject

for all practical purposes until the last page. This essay—which contains

some very interesting moments (especially intriguing are the parallels

that Laslo-Kutsiuk draws between Narodnyi malakhii and Joyce’s Ulysses ),

as well as one serious error (on p. 234 she writes that Kurbas “did not

orient his actors . . . toward Western modernism,” only to state a few

pages later that he was a leading representative of expressionism [p. 247]

)

—never really develops its promised theme.

The weakest essay is unquestionably the first. “Metamorfozy misia-

tsia” is very consciously “structuralist,” but it is so diffuse that it

achieves very little. Its basic and fatal flaw lies in that the function and

meaning of the moon, which is under investigation here, is never ade-

quately discussed within the particular contexts in which it appears. In

the author’s headlong rush from folklore to literature, from one writer

to another, the reader is subjected to a host of unsubstantiated generali-
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zations. Perhaps if the field of investigation had been narrowed and

then more deeply pursued this essay would have been more meaningful

and convincing.

Laslo-Kutsiuk’s “comparative” approach to Ukrainian literature has

its merits and leads (as Joyce would say) to a number of “epiphanies.”

But there are drawbacks here as well. First, the author is overly preoc-

cupied with the question of “genetic dependence.” Much of her effort is

devoted to demonstrating some kind of direct relationship between spe-

cific Western and Ukrainian works. Her attempts to prove this do not

always succeed. What Laslo-Kutsiuk presents as proof of an influence is

frequently unconvincing either because she presents too little external

evidence (did the writer in fact know or read the works she discusses?),

or because the internal evidence (such things as plot, images) is too

general to be conclusive. While many of her arguments seem plausible,

they remain, nonetheless, moot. The author herself seems to admit as

much when she resorts to such qualifiers as “possibly” and “probably”

when citing particular authors and works as models. Second, it seems

that Laslo-Kutsiuk tries to do too much in too little space. Sometimes

she opens so many avenues of inquiry in the course of a single essay

and travels such short distances on them that her comparative methodo-

logy begins to resemble a kind of subjective, impressionistic criticism.

For example, in her article on Ianovsky,
“
‘Vikno do velykoho svitu’

Iuriia Ianovskoho,” she invokes, among others, Joseph Conrad, Rudyard

Kipling, Claude Farrere, Jack London, H. G. Wells, and John Dos Passos.

By embracing such a broad spectrum of writers, Laslo-Kutsiuk does her-

self a disservice because she leaves many an interesting observation un-

finished and unexplored. The third drawback of the author’s “compara-

tivism” is her almost total disregard of the Ukrainian literary milieu,

the various movements, groups, and organizations that were exponents

and transmitters of Western ideas in the 1920s. This oversight may give

the false impression that only external forces played a role in molding

Ukrainian writers, that their works were not affected by trends within

Ukrainian literature itself. In the case of Ianovsky, for example, it seems

insufficient to draw attention to Western models alone; his prose was
an integral part of a wider Ukrainian phenomenon and cannot be fully

comprehended without some reference to Ukrainian futurism or to such

writers as Iurii Smolych and Maik Iohansen, i.e., to the experimental

currents of the day. Although Laslo-Kutsiuk hints at all this when she

mentions in passing Geo Shkurupii’s name, she on the whole eschews,

both in this and other essays, discussions that might give a fuller picture

of where individual Ukrainian writers stood in relationship to their native,

westernizing trends.

For these and other reasons Shukanna formy cannot be called a

completely satisfying volume. But despite its limitations, it is a useful
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work. Laslo-Kutsiuk has, after all, attempted to do something relatively

uncommon in Ukrainian literary criticism, and she has done it, for the

most part, in an intriguing manner.

Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj

University of Alberta

STEPAN MISHKO, NARYS RANNOI 1STORII RUSY-UKRAINY

.

Edited and with an introduction and summary by Oleksander Dombrov-
sky. New York, Toronto, and Munich: Ukrainian Historical Association,

1981. 226 pp.

Currently the Ukrainian historical scene is again enmeshed in the Nor-

manist versus anti-Normanist debate over the creation of Kievan Rus’.

Instead of being buried with its nineteenth-century proponents, the Nor-

manist theory is still being advocated, though under the guise of neo-

Normanism. Stepan Mishko’s book addresses this debate not by directly

engaging in it, but by providing evidence of a Slavic political state that

antedates Kievan Rus’. Instead of starting the argumentation for either

side of the controversy in the ninth century, the debate is now regressed

to the protohistoric third century.

The first millennium AD is an important period in the development

of the East Slavic nations. The inhabitants of the Middle-Dnieper region,

though themselves not in possession of writing, did enter the historic

consciousness through the writings of contemporary chroniclers and his-

torians of alien empires and civilizations. It must be stated that references

to the early Slavs were included in these writings not for scholarly or

ethnographic reasons; the Slavs were regarded as a military threat, and

the information gathered was to be used as military intelligence. Docu-

mentation is sparse and scanty, and the information is often biased, but,

nonetheless, it does contain kernels of information. Mishko has taken these

kernels and written, as the book’s title indicates, an outline of the proto-

historic events and people of the Middle-Dniper region. The disinterred

archaeological record speaks eloquently of a settled, agricultural way of

life in the region from Eneolithic times (4,000 BC). Using existing

Greek, Latin, and later Byzantine and Arabic documentation, Mishko

fleshes out the cultures that predate Rus’.

Interestingly enough, Mishko was never a professional historian. A
lawyer by education, he was so enamored of history, especially the pre-

history of his nation, that he dedicated some twenty years of his life to

writing this book. Though it is not written in a scholarly fashion (it

lacks footnotes, citations, etc.)
,
the book is well written and treats its subject

in broad, encompassing terms. Mishko does not digress from or augment

the existing historical documentation. He extracts the snippets concerning
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the early Slavs from the larger tracts and places them logically within

the context of Ukrainian historical development. The focal point of the

book is the series of events that culminated in a historical manifestation

in the Middle-Dnieper region that historians of that period call the Antean

Confederation. Mishko traces the rise, development, and subsequent de-

cline of this phenomenon.

This nascent political state was brought about by the external threats

from the steppe, from the expanding Roman Empire, and, later, from

the Byzantine Empire. The Antean Confederation of tribes can temporally

and spatially be related to the archaeological Cherniakhiv culture (2nd-

5th century AD). This culture predominated in most of the Ukrainian

forest-steppe and reached the northern Pontic coast through the river

valleys that traverse the steppe. The overwhelming fact is that the Cher-

niakhiv culture was culturally homogeneous over such vast tracts of ter-

ritory. If, as some Soviet archaeologists assert, this culture had a multi-

ethnic base, then the Antean state was more akin to an empire, encom-

passing a central seat of authority and culturally dominating its subject

tribes. As such, the Antean Confederation posed a threat in Dacia to the

Roman Empire. The latter’s response was as it always was when con-

fronted by a threat from the “barbarian” world: extensive lines of fortifi-

cations, tribute, and domination through trade. The Cherniakhiv culture

has yielded thousands of silver Roman dinars. In many respects it can

be compared to a Roman provincial culture, like Britain; intially it was

known in the archaeological literature as the Culture of Roman Influences.

The Byzantine Empire, on the other hand, relied more on diplomacy,

treaties, and political subterfuge in its relations with the Antes. The nu-

merous incursions into the Balkans by the Slavs and Antes directly

threatened the existence of the Byzantine Empire. Byzantine sources refer

periodically to the Antes until the year AD 602; thereafter it seems By-

zantium lost sight of or was less concerned with the northeast. What,

then, contributed to the decline of the Antean Confederation? It is known
that in AD 602 the Avars under Apsikha were sent north by their kagan

to destroy the Antes, because at that time the Antes were allies of By-

zantium. Were they successful? Mishko belies they were not. According

to him, the main reason Byzantium lost sight of the Antes was that the

Slavs and Bulgars successfully colonized the Balkans, creating a glacis

state for the Byzantine Empire in the northeast. The ensuing seventh

and eighth centuries were relatively peaceful, and the confederation,

which had been formed for defensive and offensive purposes, thus simply

withered away and was replaced by localized tribal entities.

In one sense the archaeological record does support Mishko. Indeed,

the large, homogeneous Cherniakhiv culture, encompassing most of

Ukraine, gave way to small, localized archaeological manifestations. But

the archaeological record also shows that the cultural level of the Cher-
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niakhiv culture was not attained by the succeeding early Slavic cultures

(sixth-ninth century AD). The Slavic settlements, unlike those of the

Antes, were small, fortified, and in remote areas far from navigable

rivers. The cultural inventory also became impoverished; where once

wheel-turned pottery predominated, hand-molded pottery became the norm.

(This same scenario was repeated after the Mongol-Tatar invasion of

Rus’; the latter part of the thirteenth century saw a general cultural de-

cline, comparable in many respects to that of the sixth and seventh cen-

tury AD.)

A more probable reason why the Antean state declined was the one

external blow by the Avars in 602, from which the confederation did not

fully recover until the formation of Rus’ in the ninth century.

The Ukrainian Historical Association is to be congratulated for

publishing the late Stepan Mishko’s book. It is this reviewer’s hope that

more students of early Ukrainian history will emulate Mishko’s multi-

disciplinary approach in coming to an understanding of the origin of Rus’

and its peoples. Mishko might have had his historical template set in the

late nineteenth or early twentieth century, but his view of the methodo-

logies needed to reconcile early Ukrainian history (protohistory) was

up-to-date:

It is in our era that the confrontation of written sources with

archaeological material and the attendant microanalysis of these

same sources, together with the greater exploitation of ancillary

disciplines of history developed during the present century, will

allow more light to be shed on the problematic early history of

Slavdom (p. 23).

Roman W. Zurba

Toronto

THEODORE MACKIW, ENGLISH REPORTS ON MAZEPA
,
HETMAN

OF UKRAINE AND PRINCE OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE, 1687-

1709. New York, Munich, and Toronto: Ukrainian Historical Association,

1983. xii, 175 pp.

This book consists of a short biography of Ivan Mazepa, a summary of

English “reports” about him, including not only diplomatic correspond-

ence but memoir literature, and an appendix of thirty pages of reprinted

sources used in the narrative. The author’s intention was “to analyze the

sources as far as historical facts are concerned” and to examine his

chosen materials as “barometers” of English public opinion. Unfortu-

nately, however, he did not succeed in doing what he set out to do; after
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reading the book one is left with the impression that the author lost sight

of the forest for the trees. The actual information presented is interest-

ing, but Prof. Mackiw pays too little attention to the conceptual frame-

work of his analysis and totally ignores the context in which these reports

were written. Consequently his study is neither a study of British men-

tality or of perceptions of Ukraine and its leader, nor a study of an event

or person in light of contemporary opinions.

During the period in question, leading thinkers were, of course,

making an epistemological distinction between fact and interpretation.

But lesser, “average” men in the literate elites were either unaware or

unconcerned with such a division and did not think that facts and in-

terpretation were different orders of reality. It was not believed that the

assembling of facts would somehow lead to a proper interpretation. More

important in the writing of accounts was the application of moral judg-

ments, and the position taken in regard to treatment of material rested

primarily on the writer’s awareness of his responsibility to do justice

to rival groups and conflicting aspirations. Such men realized judgments

had to be made, and we today should realize their judgments were as

good or as bad as their capacity for wise insight and human understand-

ing. This being said, Prof. Mackiw’s conclusion becomes rather vacuous.

He asserts the English diplomats wrote about Mazepa in an “unbiased

manner, merely giving the facts” (pp. 120, 124). If their reports were

neutral and unbiased, how could they have been at the same time positive

towards Mazepa?
An examination of the political and economic context of Russian-

British relations, which Prof. Mackiw has omitted, leads to a markedly

different understanding of why the British wrote as they did. After Peter I

left London in 1698, economic relations between the ewo empires picked

up remarkably. In the space of three years the volume of trade between

them tripled; by 1733 it had increased fivefold. British ministers, fearing

war with France over the Spanish succession, regarded Sweden as a

potential political ally, and after the outbreak of the Great Northern

War they did what they could to divert Karl’s attention from eastern to

western Europe. The Swedish king was not interested in this plan, but

the British never lost hope. It was therefore in the British interest to

mediate between Karl and Peter, and their policy towards Russia was

basically friendly, at least until 1717, when it changed in reaction to the

threat of rising Russian power. Against such a background it is curious

why the British defended Mazepa if they had no particular interest in

doing so. Prof. Mackiw writes that “the English diplomats carried out

the instructions of their government and there is no reason to suspect

that they could have had any particular interest in defending or sending

reports favourable to Mazepa; therefore their reports about him are to

be trusted and considered a valuable historical source” (p. 126). Is the
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author saying that if the British did have such interests their reports

would be less valuable? Cannot opinion that is committed be balanced

and judicious?

Prof. Mackiw fails to point out to the reader that by Mazepa’s time

the popular British image of Russia, if not of all of eastern Europe, was

basically hostile. The author cites from one work by Daniel Defoe written

in 1715 as an example of a negative attitude towards the hetman. But

this statement hangs in space, for Prof. Mackiw does not deal with any

of the satirist’s other writings. In The Dyet of Poland, a Satyr, written

in 1705, Defoe made remarks that reflected his feelings not only about

the country in question but also about the rest of that part of Europe:

“The World’s Proboscis, near the Globe’s extremes / For Barb’rous men
renowned, and barb’rous names.” Writing on the Battle of Poltava in

Review of the State of the British Nation, Defoe expressed amazement at

the Russian victory: “An Army of the bravest fellows in the World beaten

by scoundrels, old Alms-Women or any Thing what you may please to

call them.” In light of these statements, how are we to understand Defoe’s

remarks about Mazepa? More generally, might it not have been the case

that a more or less sympathetic attitude towards the Cossack hetman

stemmed from British dislike or disdain of the Russians rather than any

“objectivity” on the part of the cited authors? Mackiw fails to examine

these questions, and his book is much the weaker for it.

In conclusion, it is regrettable, especially in light of his subject, that

the author included all the British men he dealt with under the term

“English.” Patrick Gordon, for one, might have objected.

S. Velychenko

University of Toronto

IVO BANAC AND PAUL BUSHKOVITCH, EDS., THE NOBILITY IN
RUSSIA AND EASTERN EUROPE. Yale Russian and East European

Publications. New Haven: Yale Concilium on International and Area

Studies, 1983. 221 pp. Distributed by Slavica Publishers, P.O. Box 14388,

Columbus OH 43214.

This volume of essays, intended to spark interest in the role of the nobility

in modern East European history, contains nine contributions. There is

one on the Ukrainian elite and five on nobilities that owned Ukrainian

serfs (two each on the Polish and Russian nobilities; one on the Hun-

garian nobility). An essay on the Croatian nobility and an introduction

by the editors complete the contents.

Zenon E. Kohut’s study of the Ukrainian elite in the eighteenth cen-

tury and its integration into the Russian nobility is one of several solid
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pieces of scholarship in the book. He demonstrates what a powerful

impact the Polish political tradition had exerted on the Cossack officer

class, the elite of the Hetmanate, and how its Commonwealth-inspired

views led to conflict with the patrimonial Russian state. The conflict was

resolved by a compromise struck in the reign of Catherine II. The Russian

imperial government satisfied the social demands of the Ukrainian elite

by legally enserfing the Left-Bank peasantry in 1783 and recognizing

the legitimacy of Ukrainian nobles. But for its part the Ukrainian nobility

was compelled to abandon its political programme and acquiesce to the

total abolition of Hetmanate institutions and vestiges of autonomy. Kohut

carries his story into the early nineteenth century, when the Ukrainian

nobility and the Russian state engaged in a tug-of-war over the legitimacy

of nearly half of the Ukrainian nobles.

Andrzej Kaminski’s essay on the szlachta of the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth tries to show that the concept of “magnates” is imprecise,

if not artificial, and that their role in Polish history has been greatly

inflated in the historiography. This is a revisionist essay that really

demands a book to do justice to the argument suggested. Kaminski also

deals with other problems of differentiation within the Polish nobility,

including the political leanings of various strata of the nobility and re-

gional, including Ukrainian, specificities. On the latter point he states

that “until 1648, the predominant political system in the Ukraine was

a de facto oligarchy. Moreover, as distinct from Lithuania, the power of

the aristocrats in the Ukraine was challenged mainly by the mass of

militarily organized Cossacks, not (as elsewhere in the Commonwealth)

by the county nobility” (p. 31).

Wiktor Weintraub contributes a slight, but rather interesting, essay

on the noble as hero and villain in Polish Romantic literature. He con-

cludes that there was a paradox pervading the literature: “the apotheosis

of old gentry, their ethos and mores, by people who considered themselves

to be social revolutionaries and dreamed of a future Poland that would

radically break with the past and wipe out gentry privileges” (p. 62).

The same paradox permeated Polish revolutionary activity in the 1840s.

Marc Raeff, in his comparison of the nobilities of eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century Russia, is the only author in the volume to touch on

aspects of noble life-styles. His contribution is one of those broadly com-

parative, wide-ranging essays that contain no specific references to sources

or literature but closes with a concise bibliographical survey. The major

thesis advanced by Raeff is that the Russian nobility’s enforced subser-

vience to the state made it insecure.

Terence Emmons, by contrast, draws on a massive amount of empiri-

cal evidence to refine traditional views of noble participation in the Kadet

and Octobrist parties before the revolution.
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Istvan Deak’s essay on the Hungarian nobles during the 1848 revolu-

tion argues that they, especially the very active middle gentry, were

“progressive feudalists,” with the emphasis on “progressive.” Much the

same view was held by Marx and Engels, but Marxists of the so-called

“nonhistorical nations,” such as the Ukrainian Roman Rozdolsky, have

accentuated the “feudalist” part. Deak brings no new facts or conceptions

into the literature with this essay.

One of the finest contributions to the volume is Mir
j
ana Gross’s

thorough study of the fusion of the nobility and bourgeoisie in northern

Croatia at the turn of the century. The questions she asks and the methods

and types of sources she employs would be useful to adopt for regional

studies of the nobility in Ukraine. Her central problem, on the relation-

ship of an old and new elite, might be most applicable to the Sloboda

region and southern steppe, but many of the subsidiary themes she in-

vestigates would find wider application.

The introduction to the volume by Ivo Banac and Paul Bushkovitch

is an attempt to link up all the essays in the volume into a common
problematic. In offering a justification for the appearance of this book,

the introduction makes some good points. Viewing the history of modern

Europe as the age of the bourgeoisie is, as the authors say, to overlook

the entire east of the continent, where “throughout nearly all of the

modern age the bourgeoisie took a second place to the nobility” (p. 1).

The editors are also right that the scholarship on the East European

nobility per se is disproportionately meager when viewed against the

magnitude of its political, socioeconomic, and cultural significance.

The Nobility in Russia and Eastern Europe can serve to awaken in-

terest in and to suggest ways of exploring the role of the traditional elites

in Eastern Europe. Together with other recent publications on the nobility,

such as Irena Rychlikowa’s Ziemianstwo polskie 1789-1864 : Zroznico-

wanie spoteczne (Warsaw, 1983) and Frank Sysyn’s contribution to

Rethinking Ukrainian History, it may encourage Ukrainian social his-

torians to examine Ukraine’s long-term ruling class, even though it was

largely non-Ukrainian by nationality. When and if that happens, I suspect

that noble history will look a bit different than it does in the Banac-

Bushkovitch volume, where—with a single exception (Emmons)—the na-

tional nobilities are examined by scholars of the same nationality and

where the whole noble-peasant nexus is conspicuously absent. An analysis

of the nobility, and not just the short-lived and numerically small Ukrai-

nian nobility, within the context of Ukrainian history would surely iden-

tify the nobles’ contempt for and oppression of the peasants as essential

components of the nobility’s psychological make-up and socioeconomic

role.

John-Paul Himka
University of Alberta
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ANDREI S. MARKOVITS AND FRANK E. SYSYN, EDS., NATION-
BUILDING AND THE POLITICS OF NATIONALISM: ESSAYS ON
AUSTRIAN GALICIA. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research

Institute, 1982. viii, 343 pp. Distributed by Harvard University Press.

The essays in this volume describe a period and subject that seem innately

familiar but on which there have been few studies published in English.

The particular problem proposed by the title Nationbuilding and the

Politics of Nationalism is, of course, the crucial one for all the peoples

of Eastern Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century. Yet the

tendency of much writing on the growth of nationalism and the formation

of nations has been to show a simple division between East and West.

The often-quoted Hans Kohn expressed the idea that has passed into

conventional wisdom: “In Western Europe modern nationalism was the

work of statesmen and political leaders .... In Central and Eastern

Europe it was the poet, the philologist and the historian who created

the nationalities.” This case study of Austrian Galicia, focusing on the

Ukrainian population, shows that there was much more to it than

that.

The terms “nationbuilding” and “nationalism” require close scrutiny

in their application. The population of Austrian Galicia, a fifth of the

Habsburg Empire, was divided between Ukrainians and Poles (50 percent

and 41 percent in 1854), with the Jews as a majority of the rest. Each

national group underwent different experiences on the path towards na-

tionbuilding. The Poles, who were dominant in the towns, among the

landowners, and in the territories west of the San River, had a clear

sense of their historical identity. The urbanized Jews went through a

period of assimilation by the stronger Polish cultural milieu before de-

veloping a distinctly Jewish ideology. The Ukrainians, inhabitants of the

rural areas of eastern Galicia, subsumed a variety of conflicting ideas

about their identity under the term “Ruthenian” until late in the century.

They had no wish to form a nation-state, nor did they take active steps

to become part of the same political configuration as their conationals

across the border. In this period, before the idea of self-determination

had become widely accepted, the nature of the politics of nationalism in

Eastern Europe often needs separate qualifications.

Aware of the problems of this area, the editors have brought to-

gether a thoughtful selection of essays. The volume includes four papers

given at a conference sponsored by the Ukrainian Research Institute and

the Soviet and East European Language Center at Harvard University on

“Austria-Hungary, 1867-1918,” four previously published articles, and

three essays, including the introduction, written for the volume. Each
author takes an aspect of the history of Austrian Galicia to illustrate the

complexities of the nationbuilding process.
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In his general introduction, “Empire and Province,” Andrei Mar-

kovits introduces a new approach to this period in his attempt to apply

the vocabulary of political scientists to exlain the phenomenon of na-

tionalism in nineteenth-century Austria. While this approach is useful

for comparisons, a standard historical approach is usually the better

starting point for study. Ivan L. Rudnytsky’s encyclopedic essay on “The
Ukrainians in Galicia under Austrian Rule” has remained one of the

most comprehensive works on the subject since it was first published in

1967. It covers the period between 1772 and 1914 and outlines the issues

that were important in turning eastern Galicia into the “Ukrainian pied-

mont”: the resolution of the language question, the growth in cultural

life, and the formation of Ukrainian political parties.

Peter Brock’s previously published article on “Ivan Vahylevych

(1811-1866) and the Ukrainian National Identity” describes some early

deliberations on the nature and significance of nationality when the social

and economic changes of the 1840s had only just made important the

need for self-identification. Vahylevych’s interest in language and folk

culture was a typical starting point for many nineteenth-century scholars

who were concerned about nationality. The exclusively cultural activities

took on political inclinations in the society a decade or so later, when the

language question became the single most important issue in defining

the identity of the people. The choice of alphabet and the debate on the

origins of the language split the Ukrainian Galician intelligentsia into

factions of Russophiles and Ukrainophiles. Paul R. Magocsi deftly picks

through the vicissitudes of the language debate in his “The Language

Question as a Factor in the National Movement in Eastern Galicia” to ex-

plain the transition from Ruthenian to Ukrainian by the turn of the century.

John-Paul Himka’s discussion of “Voluntary Artisan Associations and

the Ukrainian National Movement in Galicia (the 1870s)” shows the

structural aspects of nationbuilding in the rural society of Ukrainian

Galicia. Away from the linguistic preoccupation of the intelligentsia, the

pervasive influence of the church remained the main focus for loyalty

and also the obstacle to the formation of any successful secular organiza-

tion of the people until late in the period. The subject of Martha Boha-

chevsky-Chomiak’s study “Natalia Kobryns’ka: A Formulator of Femi-

nism” found similar prejudices in the society when she proposed that

feminist, social, economic, and national concerns were interrelated and

interdependent. Leonid Rudnytzky investigates “The Image of Austria in

the Works of Ivan Franko.” Paul R. Magocsi’s valuable “Bibliographic

Guide to the History of Ukrainians in Galicia: 1848-1918” concludes

the collection of essays on the Ukrainians and provides over three hun-

dred references for following up any questions remaining on the subject.

The Jewish response to the growing need for self-identification de-

veloped in the hybrid cultural environment of urban Galicia. Ezra Men-
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delsohn’s “Jewish Assimilation in L’viv: The Case of Wilhelm Feldman”

shows the conflicts in Jewish society between assimilationist tendencies

and the emergence of Zionism through the observations of an author and

publicist. By the turn of the century, reform of Austria’s constitutional

system brought more of the national groups into the political arena.

Leila P. Everett’s “The Rise of Jewish National Politics in Galicia, 1905-

1907” describes the interest of the Jewish population at this time. Piotr

Wandycz’s previously published “The Poles in the Habsburg Monarchy”

gives a comprehensive account of the third national group between 1848

and 1914.

This volume is part of the steady flow of publications in Ukrai-

nian studies in the genre of collected conference papers. This trend might

be worrying if it were not for the books promised and recently published

by some of the authors here. As a contribution to Ukrainian history, it

brings to attention also the lack of similar studies on Dnieper Ukraine,

although we understand the difficulties in gaining access to archival

materials there. Nevertheless, as it stands, this volume contains some

well-written and appropriately selected essays that make it a key reference

book for the period and an admirable addition to the growing stock of

English-language textbooks on Ukrainian history.

Nadia Diuk

University of Oxford

MICHAEL H. MARUNCHAK, THE UKRAINIAN CANADIANS: A
HISTORY, 2d rev. edn. Winnipeg: Ukrainian Academy of Arts and

Sciences in Canada, 1982. 970 pp.

This volume represents an enlarged version of Marunchak’s 1970 magnum
opus on Ukrainians in Canada. It takes the Ukrainian experience to 1981,

adding approximately ten years to the chronology and 150 pages to the

script. Aside from a long list of corrigenda, the original text is intact.

The supplement falls under the general rubric of “Decade of Multi-

culturalism.” In an introductory chapter to this section, Marunchak
strongly endorses the concept of multiculturalism as a national policy

and “the basic principle of Canadian identity.” This echoes the recom-

mendations of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism

and official Federal policy as proclaimed by P. E. Trudeau in 1971.

Accordingly, the author states that the principle of a multilingual and

multicultural Canada should have been embodied firmly in the new con-

stitution (p. 728). Sadly, however, such was not the case. He notes, for

example, that despite vigorous Ukrainian representation aimed at ensur-

ing that the official Languages Act “recognize all languages rooted in

Canada as Canadian languages” and not merely as languages to be toler-

ated beside English and French, the fathers of the new constitution chose
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to be rather mute on the subject. Instead, the parts pertaining to multi-

culturalism were diluted within the section encompassing heritage lan-

guages in particular, making them “complicated and imperceptible.” Ma-
runchak concludes “It is quite obvious that the struggle for ethnocultural

organization to assert a dignified position in Canada is still ahead”

(p. 730).

The above observation is well taken and provides the framework

for Marunchak’s new chapters surveying Ukrainian life in Canada during

the last ten years. He performs a credible job of delineating the expansion

of Ukrainian studies, the teaching of the Ukrainian language in schools,

Ukrainians in the literary and performing arts, Ukrainian professional,

social, and religious societies, Ukrainian-Canadian historiography, and

the “integration process” evident in Canada.

One could, of course, argue with Marunchak’s interpretations and

biases, but that would be counterproductive. These have been commented

on in the past. The work should be recognized for what it really is: an

information-rich tome, encyclopedic in coverage, to be used as a valuable

reference source. For this the author should be applauded.

J. Petryshyn

Grande Prairie Regional College

IOSIF G. DYADKIN, UNNATURAL DEATHS IN THE USSR, 1928-

1954. Edited and with an introduction and commentary by Nick Eber-

stadt. New Brunswick, NJ and London: Transaction Books, 1983. viii, 63 pp.

Iosif Dyadkin’s book is devoted to one of the most painful questions in

Soviet history: the assessment of population losses during the terrible

Stalin period. It is very significant that both in the USSR (in the under-

ground) and in the West the number of works on this problem is con-

stantly growing. People want to know the cost of the conducted experi-

ment, to understand the dimensions of the perfect crime. They want to

know in order to prevent it from ever being repeated.

As important as this growing interest in the problem may be, no

less important is the Soviet authorities’ reaction. Dyadkin, a learned geo-

physicist, completed his demographic study independently, outside the

framework of any Soviet institution. His work turned out to be so dan-

gerous to the authorities that he was arrested and sentenced to three

years in labor camps. The very desire to research the demographic con-

sequences of past historical events appears to be considered a crime by

the Soviet authorities.

And it is understandable why. Only by keeping secret from its own
people and the entire world the real cost of the accomplished transforma-

tions can the leaders of the country continue to repeat the hackneyed

cliches about the great achievements and advanced system.
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They even try to conceal this unpleasant truth from each other. In

the Soviet Union research of the population losses in the period of col-

lectivization or the [Stalinist] repressions has not been undertaken. Not

even one serious scholarly study has been dedicated to the losses of the

Second World War. Only one figure has been repeated from one book

to the next: that of twenty million, cited at one time by Khrushchev.

Why twenty million, and not ten or thirty? Although almost twenty years

have passed since this unexpected revelation, no scientific substantiation

of it has appeared.

Dyadkin’s work is the natural reaction of a thinking individual who

has collided with obvious falsehood and concealment. The author took

demographic data available to him and, having analyzed them, showed

that the conclusions reached by official Soviet demographers are falsified

and cannot withstand a confrontation with a basically sound mind.

This is one of the most important merits of Dyadkin’s work.

A second merit is the attempt to assess the real population losses

—

the number of people who died before their time. The point is that some

researchers in the West, primarily Russian emigrants, view the losses as

a decline in the rate of population growth. In this case the reduction of

the birthrate is markedly higher than the individual losses from the re-

pressions. The demographer I. Kurganov came up in this manner with

a “loss” of 110.7 million people. Such an approach does not lead to a

realistic assessment of the regime’s crimes, but rather to their conceal-

ment: “losses” of this type have occurred in all European countries, and

such “losses” in the United States have exceeded 100 million people in

the twentieth century.

It is good to see that Dyadkin does not base himself on this facile

means of obtaining larger figures, but that he tries to utilize realistic

information about the population’s births and deaths. However, the ab-

sence in official Soviet publications of data for the major periods of

1932-37 and 1941-49 has impeded his research and considerably di-

minished the reliability of the achieved results. Lacking information, the

author has had to resort to interpolations of adjacent time intervals,

which are not always sufficiently justified. Among the not too cautious

assumptions he makes one can include the acceptance of the average

population growth in the 1929-36 period on a par with 1927-28 and

1937. It is known, however, that after 1928 a noticeable decline in the

birthrate occurred, and that in 1937 it again rose unevenly as a result of

the prohibition of abortions. The attempt to apply on exponential equa-

tion to the changes in mortality for the entire period of 1913-50 is hardly

justified. Thrice during these years demographic catastrophes occurred,

considerably altering the population structure and thus its mortality. A
sharp increase [in life expectancy] was caused by the use of antibiotics

and sulfa drugs in the late 1940s. Therefore the hypothesis about the
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even decline in mortality throughout the entire period is demographically

unsubstantiated.

Several remarks of a technical nature could also be made, but they

are not very important.

The basic merit of this work is not the figures that have been ob-

tained, but the formulation of the problem, the selection of the correct

way of solving it. Specifically, the author correctly places great importance

on the preponderance of females and makes many interesting observations

regarding its changes. In particular, his assessment of the excess of male

losses over female losses in the 1926-39 period by 1.5 to 3.4 million is

supported by quite detailed calculations.

The author has also quite successfully handled the complex problem

of determining the birthrate. His slight underestimation of it must be

considered one of the virtues of the work, because it does not lead to an

exaggeration of the losses by a false assessment of this indicator. I am
pleased to be able to point out that for the 1929-36 period Dyadkin ob-

tained a summary birthrate that is quite similar to F. Lorimer’s data,

which were based on more solid demographic sources—prewar publica-

tions of the 1939 census.

Thus, although it has not answered the question raised in it. Dyad-

kin’s work is an important step in the right direction. One would like to

believe that the author will soon be able to return to it.

Nick Eberstadt’s contributions to the book deserve a separate com-

ment. His remarks, emendations, and references to Western sources,

which, naturally, are unknown to the author, give this work greater

validity and significance. The materials cited by Eberstadt about popula-

tion losses in other countries (estimates of the number of Jews destroyed

by the Nazis, of the consequences of the Chinese Cultural Revolution)

are very relevant. Such parallels place the phenomenon examined by

Dyadkin in the context of the repressions by totalitarian regimes of its

subjects.

As for misprints, the only important one is found on p. 41: there

the losses in 1926 are stated to be 0.6 million instead of 0.06 million.

Maksudov

[Translated from the Russian by Roman Senkus]

DAVID LANE, THE END OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY? CLASS, STA-

TUS AND POWER UNDER STATE SOCIALISM. London, Boston, and

Sydney: George Allen & Unwin, 1982. x, 176 pp.

This book is an updated and expanded version of the author’s earlier

work, The End of Inequality? Stratification under State Socialism (Pen-

guin, 1971). The first chapter, which describes the impact of Marxism
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in Russia before 1917 and the evolution of Soviet ideology since the

revolution, and the second, which reviews the analyses of Soviet develop-

ment offered by contemporary Soviet sociologists, are largely unchanged

from those in the first edition. The final chapter, which provides a

very useful review of the most popular models used by Western scholars

and Eastern European critics of the USSR has been considerably ex-

panded and improved upon. Discussion of recent works by Konrad and

Szelenyi, Hillel Ticktin, and Jerry Hough has been effectively integrated

into sections from the first edition examining older interpretations offered

by Trotsky, Kuron and Modzelewski, Brzezinski, and others. The middle

two chapters, dealing with the forms, dynamics, and consequences of

stratification in the Soviet Union, have been updated with more recent

statistics and data, although Lane’s conclusions remain largely the same

as before.

Very simply, Lane’s major thesis is that the Soviet system today is

best characterized as “state socialism.” In his view, it is not a traditional

capitalist system nor is it a fully socialist one; rather, state socialism

represents a transitional phase from the former to the latter, combining

elements found in both systems. This type of organization was largely

the result of Russia’s backwardness in 1917 and the fact that early Bol-

shevik programmes were designed to modernize and develop the USSR’s

economic and material base as quckly as possible. From the outset it was

necessary for the state and the Communist party to perform functions

normally associated with the bourgeoisie in capitalist societies.

In many respects this interpretation, as Lane himself notes, is similar

to the one offered by such Marxist critics as Tony Cliff, Milovan Djilas,

and Jacek Kuron. There are, however, some crucial differences that Lane

points out, differences that revolve around the issue of change and the

dynamics of Soviet development. Cliff, Djilas, and others argue that the

Soviet elite has in fact developed into a ruling class not unlike the bour-

geoisie under capitalism. As a group they not only enjoy a higher standard

of living, but they also control political and economic decision-making,

and, through their monopoly over ideology and culture, society as a

whole. Furthermore, these analyses try to show that the elite is actually

conscious of itself as a class, that Soviet leaders act in their own class

interest, that they successfully appropriate surpluses from the economy
to support their own position and the given social order, and that they

are able to pass their favored status on to their sons and daughters. As
opposed to the characterization of the USSR as a system of state socialism,

these writers tend to refer to it as state capitalism—a concept that obvi-

ously implies something very different.

A large part of Lane’s book is intended to disprove these arguments.

For example, in studying income and consumption differentials, Lane
uses statistics to show that inequalities are not only much smaller than
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they are in the capitalist West, but that they are also declining in size

and importance. Moreover, those inequalities that do persist are again

primarily due to historical backwardness and the necessities of the in-

dustrialization drive. Lane believes that differences between town and

country, manual and nonmanual occupations, regions, ethnic groups, and

men and women are all being overcome by Soviet development. Implicit

throughout the book is the contention that as the USSR grows in wealth

it will establish the material basis for a truly egalitarian society. Mean-

while, the current elite will not be able to perpetuate existing inequalities.

This is guaranteed not only by laws limiting the inheritance of wealth

and position, but also by the oveall thrust of Soviet development and

ideology. In Lane’s description, upward social mobility has been a per-

vasive feature of the Soviet period, allowing women, national minorities,

peasants, and workers to take advantage of many opportunities for ad-

vancement. These groups have been able to gain higher education, party

membership, better jobs, and finally access to political power, and there

is little to indicate that this trend will stop in the near future.

Students of Soviet society will find much of this book to be very

useful. Lane’s summary of the models used in Sovietology is concise and

mostly accurate. Moreover, the statistics and data—presented in various

charts and tables—are interesting and illuminating, even in cases where

the reader does not agree with the author’s interpretation. At the same

time, however, it is necessary to enter some major criticisms of the book’s

overall form and organization. What is particularly disappointing is

Lane’s unwillingness or inability to decide whether he is writing a book

specifically on the USSR, or on “state socialism” as a general phenome-

non. While everyone studying the USSR is frustrated by the paucity of

sources and information, this reviewer is not convinced that almost random

inclusion of data from other socialist countries is a positive solution to

the problem. Despite obvious similarities between these countries, the

differences in historical and social development between, say, Czechoslo-

vakia and the Soviet Union are much too great to be glossed over in

the way Lane does. Tables referring to Poland and Hungary (pp. 64

and 71) are not even labelled as such, further increasing the reader’s

confusion. Perhaps sociologists should search other sources—more general

political works, or even contemporary Soviet literature—to supplement

their meager data base.

Beyond such methodological criticisms, there are other aspects of

this book that are contentious, particularly the constantly repeated point

that existing inequalities are all inherited from the past or unavoidable

in periods of industrialization, and not the result of conscious policies.

One way to disprove this is to consider the position and role of women
in the USSR. As Lane shows, Soviet women endure a difficult burden:

not only do almost all hold regular jobs, but they also spend a great deal
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more of their free time doing housework, raising children, and preparing

food (as much as twice the time spent by their husbands, p. 79). While

it is true that their emancipation could be accomplished through a radical

change in men’s consciousness and the equal division of such responsi-

bilities, this is not happening, nor is it likely to occur in the foreseeable

future. Clearly, however, this could be accomplished by a change in the

regime’s priorities. The production of consumer goods such as washing

machines, vacuum cleaners, dishwashers, and prepared foods—all of

which are extremely rare today—would undoubtedly free women from

their domestic tasks and set the stage for their ultimate equality as it has

done in the West. Until this “technological revolution” takes place, women
are caught in a never-ending cycle in which their domestic obligations

prevent them from completing extra courses, upgrading their skills, or

becoming involved in party work and committees—the necessary pre-

conditions for advancement in the Soviet Union. This is a simple example

of how the regime’s priorities—favoring heavy industry, producer goods,

armaments, and a certain style of economic growth—directly encourage

inequalities.

It is Lane’s treatment of the national question that will probably

provoke the greatest criticism from readers of this journal. He begins

this short section by uncritically restating Soviet pronouncements on na-

tionalism and ethnicity in the USSR, namely, that the cultural uniqueness

and identity of the various nationalities are being preserved and even

fostered, while all forms of discrimination and chauvinism are being

eliminated. Moreover, Lane accepts the official description of a sovetskii

narod as being a supranational, multiethnic identity uniting the peoples

of the USSR. He argues that Soviet industrial development strategies

have greatly benefited many republics, even allowing the Central Asian

ones to surpass such Third World counterparts as Colombia, India, and
Iran and to rival France, Italy, and Japan in the 1960s (p. 86). At the

same time he claims that educational opportunities for minorities have

risen much quicker than those for Russians—aided in part by a “na-

tionality quota system of positive discrimination which tries to ensure

a fairer balance between the national groups than would be the case if

qualifications alone were considered” (p. 88) . Finally, he implies that

there is little evidence to show that Russification is a powerful trend in the

USSR, or that this is a conscious policy of the predominantly Russian elite.

Many of these arguments are questionable and even contradicted by
evidence given in the book. For example, the argument about increasing

educational opportunities for minorities and the existence of a “positive

quota system” (something that, incidentally, is not supported by any
references) is not substantiated by table 3.12, “Index of Student Com-
position by Nationality.” The data here show a much more mixed picture

regarding the national composition of the student body. From 1959 to
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1974/5, for example, eight nationalities actually decreased in their relative

proportion of students, while only three (Ukrainians, Kazakhs, and Ta-

tars) increased and the Russians remained steady. Even the period 1965-

74/5 shows no clear trend, as six nations decreased proportionally (in-

cluding such traditionally disadvantaged groups as Turkmens and Azeris)

and seven improved their relative standing (including the historically

more advanced Russians and Jews) . Similarly, Lane’s statements regarding

Russification can be challenged by his own data. On p. 89, after admitting

that there are many forces favoring the Russian language and “a certain

degree of assimilation to the Russian nationality,” Lane writes:

It would be erroneous, however, to infer that the other languages

of peoples in the USSR are in decline. Data collected in the censuses

of 1979 and 1970 showed the following percentages of ethnic groups

which considered their ‘native language’ to be the same as their

national group: Ukrainians 82.8 per cent (85.7 per cent in 1970),

Uzbeks 98.5 per cent (98.6 per cent), White Russians 74.2 per cent

(80.6 per cent), Kazakhs 97.5 per cent (98 per cent), Tatars 85.9

per cent (89.2 per cent), Armenians 90.7 per cent (91.4 per cent),

Georgians 98.3 per cent (98.4 per cent), Germans 57 per cent (66.8

per cent), Jews 14.2 per cent (17.7 per cent), (p. 89)

What is remarkable is that these figures in fact suggest that the non-

Russian languages are in decline, albeit in many cases only slightly. The

declines registered by Ukrainians, Belorussians, Germans, and Jews are

quite substantial and, assuming that speaking Russian is more common
among young people than the more traditional elderly, point to a strong

trend towards the replacement of native languages by Russian.

This section of the book is also marred by a very selective choice

of focus by Lane. While his arguments that the Central Asian region has

greatly benefited under Soviet rule are quite convincing (although it

seems a little absurd to suggest that Tadzhikistan should rightly be com-

pared to Lrance and Italy in terms of overall development), his unquali-

fied conclusion that “while there may be unevenness in economic and

social development between regions of the USSR, comparisons with de-

velopments in similar areas outside of the USSR invariably point to

greater social and economic growth in the Soviet areas” (p. 86) can

easily be disputed. Comparisons of the Baltic states and, to a lesser ex-

tent, Ukrainian areas acquired after 1939 with ‘similar areas outside the

USSR’ actually point to the retarding effects of Soviet economic strategies

and political organization. In the end a much more mixed conclusion is

called for regarding the relative costs and benefits of Soviet rule to na-

tionalities. Moreover, this mixed conclusion should be extended to include

cultural and social questions as well. Readily available data on book

publishing in Ukrainian, for example, often suggest much less “positive”
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trends than Lane’s conclusion that “the nationalities come into their own
in many localities, where their cultural life thrives and where the indige-

nous national groups, especially if in a majority, enjoy considerable po-

litical and social rights. They have greatly gained from Soviet power”

( p. 95) .

What emerges perhaps most clearly from Lane’s book is the ex-

tremely paradoxical and sometimes contradictory nature of Soviet rule

and Soviet-style communism. On the one hand, the system is undeniably

an effective one for the large-scale mobilization of resources and the

rapid development of “backward” societies and economies. This is clearly

demonstrated by the radical transformation of the Central Asian republics.

At the same time, however, there is much to suggest that Soviet achieve-

ments in more developed areas are less impressive. This obviously raises

very important questions for the future of the USSR. As the entire country

reaches a “developed” stage, will Soviet rule increasingly become a brake

on continued changes and growth, or will it retain its original dynamism?
This is precisely the question economists have asked when they wonder

whether the Soviet leadership will successfully manage the change from

an extensive to an intensive economic strategy, with all that this implies

for politics and society. Maybe the question “Is there a ruling class in

the USSR?” will be answered by the configuration Soviet society takes as

it emerges from this transition.

Boris Balan

University of Michigan

MANOLY R. LUPUL, ED., A HERITAGE IN TRANSITION: ESSAYS
IN THE HISTORY OF UKRAINIANS IN CANADA. Generations: A
History of Canada’s Peoples. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Ltd., 1982.

viii, 344 pp.

A Heritage in Transition is the best overview of Ukrainian-Canadian

history published to date. It deals with a broad range of topics in a solid,

academic manner, and the reader can quickly recognize that this work
is qualitatively better than many of the others that have preceeded it.

It is an invaluable resource book, and it will likely find a place in a large

number of public and private libraries.

The essays in total provide a good introduction to many of the major
themes in Ukrainian-Canadian history: the Old Country background,

settlement, economic activity, political activity, religion, community or-

ganization, education, the press, fine arts, literature, and historiography.

Although one usually hesitates to point to outstanding efforts in a compila-

tion of this sort, it would probably be safe to say that the first four essays

in the book are perhaps the strongest. It is pleasing to note that the other

essays in this compilation are invariably of fairly high caliber.
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Notwithstanding such well-deserved praise, we must recognize that

this work has two shortcomings: it could be more cohesive and it is not

completely balanced in its coverage of themes. The matter of cohesion

is noted by the editor, Manoly Lupul, in his introduction, when he states

outrightly that these essays “have no central theme.” Moreover, there is

much variation in focus and style among the individual essays, an inevi-

tability when one is dealing with a host of authors and topics. This latter

matter has been muted somewhat by a very good and thorough job of

stylistic editing.

The emphasis of these essays as a whole is obviously on the first

(and, to a lesser degree, the second) wave of Ukrainian settlers, the

mainstream community organizations they founded, and their general

undertakings, with a geographical focus on the three Prairie provinces.

While this reflects the historic experiences of the majority of Ukrainian

Canadians, it nevertheless leaves some obvious gaps: eastern Canada,

northern Ontario, the DP experience, and the pro-Soviet Left. The editor

notes these and other limitations in terms of the book’s scope and provides

an extensive list of themes requiring additional study, alerting the reader

to the fact that this is not the final word on the subject. It is hoped that

future research will address these matters in a substantial way.

Ultimately, it may actually have been better to have had this book

written by a single author. A look at two other works in the “Generations:

A History of Canada’s Peoples” series sponsored by the Multiculturalism

Directorate of the Department of the Secretary of State (of which this is

the Ukrainian contribution) clearly underlines the value of this approach.

These are A Member of a Distinguished Family: The Polish Group in

Canada, coauthored by Henry Radecki and Benedykt Heydenkorn, and For
a Better Life: A History of the Croatians in Canada by Anthony Rasporich.

The former demonstrates that the topical approach used in A Heritage in

Transition can be done in a more integrated manner with a consolidated

authorship, while the latter (which is generally considered as perhaps

the finest work of the “Generations” series to date) proceeds chronologi-

cally and reads exceedingly well. The quality of the research in specific

areas may not have been as strong with this approach, but the finished

product would probably have been more readily comprehendible.

At this time, with the publication of A Heritage in Transition behind

us, the question of how it might have otherwise been structured is a moot

point. The most significant fact about this work is perhaps, as Myrna
Kostash noted in a review for the Edmonton Journal, that “at last” a

reliable source book of this type is available. It is indeed a significant

achievement.
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